Karin J News – February 2012
The Marketplace Movement... 7 Mountains... K.E.Y.S. = NAR
Dear friends in Christ Jesus,
Finally another newsletter from Sweden!
This will be long...but I really think it is important...
Before you reject this message, thinking this doesn’t concern you or your church...
Please, know that it may very well be so that it already is "in your church" and should concern you!
I plead for you to read and find out for yourself. Pardon my “SwEnglish”!
My motive with this newsletter comes from Proverbs 24:11-12:
“If thou forbear to deliver them that are drawn unto death, and those that are ready to be slain;
If thou sayest, Behold, we knew it not; doth not he that pondereth the heart consider it? and he that
keepeth thy soul, doth not he know it? and shall not he render to every man according to his works?” (KJV)
Since I ”know” about that which I’m to write... I feel a healthy ”Fear of God” which makes me NOT able to ignore this
serious subject... It has been revealed to me and therefore I feel responsible to share and warn!
Then it is up to each one to read, taking it seriously and make their own standpoints...
"If the whole Church goes off into deception, that will in no way excuse us for not following Christ." - Leonard Ravenhill
Since my newsletters usually is about heresies which has infiltrated into Christianity... and since many of us ended up
in a “group or denominaton” when we became born again and didn’t think of, nor were we questioning, if the
congregation/church we went to was Biblical or not... unfortunately, in many places there’s a huge lack of being
Biblical these days... so, I would recommend a book “LET THERE BE LIGHT” by Roger Oakland – a very trustworthy
apologist. While it is a kind of biography or a testimony how an Evolutionist became a Bible Believing Creationist; it
also addresses many heresies that have crept into the Church… I believe it can give “light” to many things!
It can be purchased here: http://www.understandthetimes.org/resources/books.shtml
Also, just to make you aware that these ”Seven Mountains” are also refered by some as ”Seven Mind-molders” and
”Seven Pillars”... BUT those who have ears to hear with and eyes to see with will understand that it is the same…
Seven Mountains is the most common and we can find it in the Word of God in Revelation 17, verse 9:
“And here is the mind which hath wisdom.
The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth.” (KJV)
Notice it says ”seven mountains”! It is absolutely no coincidence... We now see in our days efforts to take/reclaim the
”7 Mountains” – it is a strategy – SEE THE CONNECTION!
Now to what’s on my heart:
The reason you haven’t heard from me in a good while is because I have been busy writing newsletters in Swedish,
warning about heresies and conferences taking place in Sweden…
We had Pentecostal pastors travelling to the Vatican in Rome on a “study visit” with Swedish Catholics…
We had multitude of summer conferences in June, July & August – where the speaker were either promoters of the
Word of Faith Movement or of Roman Catholicism…
At one conference they encouraged to “practice worship of Jesus” in front of a chair – which is very obvious to see that
it is a “mild introduction” for the “Eucharistic Adoration” = Roman Catholics worshipping the wafer in a Monstrance as
“Christ precence here on earth”…

I just could not keep silent – as you can see below! (Most of you can’t read it as it’s mostly in Swedish)
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In any way, when writing the last newsletter about ”Summer Conferences 2011”; I ran into ”7 Mountains”...
It got my attention so I mention about it in that newsletter:
Sommarkonferenser 2011 Del 4 >> 22/7 Summer Conferences 2011 Part 4 (See pages 23-27)
And that’s what this newsletter is all about... 7 Mountains…
Here’s an excerpt with English text from above link or click here

>>

- page 25 and forward:

http://wagnerleadership.org/live/course_desc_template_live_EL700.htm - EL700 Current Topics for Kingdom Advance
Instructor: Dr. C. Peter Wagner
Course Description: In this new course, Dr. Wagner will cover six topics for the first time in WLI. (KJ: WLI = Wagner Leadership
Institute) Students will explore a broad variety of subjects that include: The Kingdom of God, Heavenly Footprints along the
Pathway to Reformation, The Second Apostolic Age, 7 Mountains - 7 Cultures, God Has an Open Mind, and Dominion
Eschatology. Taught in Dr. Wagner's interactive style, this elective WLI course is an excellent opportunity for all students and Kingdom ministers
to draw on his vast experience and insight.
Training Units: 4 (3 day) Date: October 21-22, 2010 7-10 pm - Date: October 23, 2010 9am-5pm
Course Cost: $200.00 Student, $225.00 Audit
http://wagnerleadership.org/live/course_desc_template_live_pp700.htm - PP700 Exploring the Nature and Gift of Dreams
Instructor: Dr. James Goll
Course Description: Exploring the Nature and Gift of Dreams equips you for a greater understanding of the language of dreams,
and grounds you in the Word of God concerning dreams and how to interpret them. This key to unlocking your gift of dreams
explores: Cultivating a culture for television, Dream drainers, Dream busters, Why God seems silent and How to cultivate the
realm of prophetic in your life. Go exploring today for the dream language that is uniquely yours -- a gift from your heavenly
Father.
Training Units: 4 (3 day) Date: Sept. 16-17 7-10 pm - Date: Sept. 18 9 am-5 pm
Course Cost: $200.00 Student, $225.00 Audit

In one of the conferences/courses that was in above link it mentiones about ”seven mountains”…
The Seven Mountain Mandate - Johnny Enlow
It is also mentioned above under C. Peter Wagner...
I thought it seemed familiar...I had just read an article about the Catholic Mystic Thomas Merton from
The Georgia Bulletin - The Newspaper of the Catholic archdiocese of Atlanta, June 23, 2011 - Vol. 49, No. 13
”Merton’s Classic Stills Speaks To Disengaged Youth”
There they exalted his book: ”The Seven Mountain Storey – An Autobiography of Faith”
I thought it was interesting about “seven mountains” and made some searching to find out what it could mean:
http://www.reclaim7mountains.com/ - Reclaim 7 Mountains of Culture
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQtB-AF41p8&feature=player_embedded - There are 7 Mountains of Influence in Culture
http://www.the7mountains.com/ - 7 Mountains - Fulfilling Your God Given Assignment
The 7 mountains are 7 sectors in society that mold the way we think, that is our culture is shaped by these spheres or
mountains. Society is changed/transformed through all 7 mountains.
Business, Government, Family, Church, Education, Media and Entertainment/Arts.
There is also a video to the right titled: “Reclaim 7 Mountains of Culture”

They also make advertising for Bill Johnson's book: http://www.the7mountains.com/tag/god/ - Strengthen Yourself
In The Lord – Bill Johnson - Posted by admin on April 27, 2010
http://kingthunder.wordpress.com/2007/09/05/7-mountains/ - 7 Mountains
Here are the Seven Mountains or Mind Molders:
1. Spirituality and Church
2. Family
3. Education
4. Government and Law
5. Media and Communication
6. Arts and Entertainment
7. Business and Finance
http://7mountainstrategy.com/blog/7_mountain_strategy/ - The 7 Mountain Strategy
In this inspiring message, Rich Carey provides an overview of the 7 Mountains and summarizes the strongholds which
hold each mountain, a brief strategy for bringing the Kingdom to each mountain, and offers insight as to what each
mountain will look like once the Kingdom has been established on that mountain.
http://retakeyourcity.com/mountains.html - Retake Your City
What are the 7 Mountains?
In 1975 Bill Bright, founder of Campus Crusade, and Loren Cunningham, founder of Youth With a Mission (KJ: called
UMU in Sweden...this link is 1 av 8 bases i Sweden: http://www.ywamrestenas.se/index.php?id=home&L=1), had lunch together. God
simultaneously gave each of them a message to give to the other: “The culture is shaped by seven mind-molders or
mountains in society. If we can influence each of these areas for Christ, we will win the culture of our nation.”
These 7 mountains are:
1. Media Mountain
2. Government Mountain
3. Education Mountain
4. Business Mountain
5. Church Mountain
6. Arts and Entertainment Mountain
7. Family Mountain
There are many more articles about “7 Mountains”:
http://www.reclaim7mountains.com/pages.asp?pageid=64123 - Reclaiming The 7 Mountains of Culture
http://7mountainscoaching.com/ - 7 MountainsCoaching.com - Reclaiming The 7 Mountains That Shape Culture
http://www.thekingdomkeys.com/7-mountains/ - The Kingdom Keyes - 7 Mountains - Reclaim the 7 Mountains of Culture

Here is also a video that talks about how the "7 Mountains" came about...
http://www.thefathersblessing.net/7-mountains/ - The Father’s Blessing

It’s also on FaceBook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/7-Mountain-Strategy/76249567134 - 7 M Stragegy – 7 Mountain Strategy
Below is articles that are warning against this teaching about “7 Mountains”:
http://herescope.blogspot.com/2010/06/seven-mountains.html - Thursday, June 24, 2010 - Seven Mountains
http://pjmiller.wordpress.com/2009/02/20/usaa-7-mountains-dutch-sheets/ - USAA, 7 Mountains, Dutch Sheets
February 20, 2009 by pjmiller
Dutch Sheets sent out 3 newsletters today from the USAA, (U.S. Apostolic Alliance) and I want to share a few portions
of them with you, along with a couple links concerning the ‘Reclaiming The 7 Mountains’ teachings.
---

Some of the proponents of the false teachings known as ‘Reclaiming the 7 Mountains’, recently held a conference,
February 6- 8th, 2009 – Atlanta: Change Agents Gather in Atlanta, GA USA to Consider Culture Changing Strategies.
--You’ll see from this ad which appeared at the Elijah List, they were targeting the youth:
--The core teachings of “Reclaiming 7 Mountains” is known as “The Dominion Process”:
http://endtimespropheticwords.wordpress.com/2009/04/04/the-seven-apostolic-spheres-seven-mountains-seven-gates-of-society/

- The Seven Apostolic

Spheres, Seven Mountains, Seven Gates of Society
Well, these were just a few of the 188,000,000 links that I found July 17, 2011 when I searched for ”7 mountains” on
Bing’s searchengine...
One can wonder if these men, who are so strongly promoting this teaching, have read Thomas Merton’s book ...???
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Seven_Storey_Mountain - The Seven Storey Mountain
http://www.learnoutloud.com/Catalog/Religion-and-Spirituality/Religious-Figures/The-Seven-Storey-Mountain/20770 - The Seven Storey Mountain on Audio Download
http://www.slideshare.net/nathansmith/7-storey-mountain - Slideshow - overview and synposis
Well, I really don’t know since I haven’t read Merton’s book...to find out if he taught this teaching...he who were in a
monastery for 27 years...
In any way, it was intersting to learn about this ”7 Mountains”-teaching... At least it was new for me!
.....................................................................................................
End of Excerpt from ”Summer Conferences 2011 Part 4”.

We read above that Loren Cunningham, together with Bill Bright, started this with seven ”mind-molders” or
”mountains” in society... http://retakeyourcity.com/mountains.html
In 1975 Bill Bright, founder of Campus Crusade, and Loren Cunningham, founder of Youth With a Mission, had lunch together.
God simultaneously gave each of them a message to give to the other: “The culture is shaped by seven mind-molders or mountains in
society. If we can influence each of these areas for Christ, we will win the culture of our nation.”

With other words; it is Loren Cunningham and Bill Bright who are the ”founders” of todays 7 Mountains strategies!!!
And God gets the ”blame” as usually...as they claim it was He who gave them the message...
Don’t miss the video that tells how “7 Mountains” came to be…it is available on several links above...
Here is another one where they also mention Francis Schaeffer as “founder”:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQtB-AF41p8&feature=player_embedded#! - Reclaim 7 Mountains of Culture
Over 30 years ago... God gave three men a vision
Loren Cunningham - Founder of YWAM
Bill Bright – Founder of Campus Crusade
Francis Schaeffer - Theologian and Founder of L'Abri
The vision was a description on how to advance the Kingdom of God in this generation.
Loren Cunningham: "It was August 1975...and the Lord had given me that day a list of things that I had never thought about before.
He said this is the way to reach America and nations for God."
In every city of the world, an unseen battle rages for dominion over God's creation and the souls of people. This battle is fought on seven
strategic fronts, looming like mountains over the culture to shape and influence its destiny. Over the years, the church slowly retreated
from its place of influence of these mountains leaving a void now filled with darkness.When we lose our influence; we lose the culture
and when we lose the culture; we fail to advance the Kingdom of God.And now a generation stands in desperate need...
It's time to fight for them and take back these mountains of influence.
The Mountain of Government - where evil is either restraint or endorsed
The Mountain of Education - where truths or lies about God and His creation are taught
The Mountain of Media - where information is interpreted through the lens of good or evil

The Mountain of Arts and Entertainment - where values and virtue are celebrated or distorted
The Mountain of Religion - where people worship God in Spirit and Truth or settle for a religious ritual
The Mountain of Family - where either the blessing or a curse is passed on to successive generations
And the ONE MOUNTAIN they all depend on - the Mountain that fuels and funds all the other Mountains:
The Mountain of Business - where people build for the glory of God or the glory of man. Where resources are consecrated for the
Kingdom of God or captured for the power of darkness. Those who lead this Mountain control what influences our culture.The last 50
years, you've seen the most rapid moral decline in history. The culture we inherited from our forefathers is disintegrating before our
eyes. What kind of world are we leaving for our children and grandchildren? As long as the Business Mountain is held by enemies of the
Gospel; funding for the other Mountains will always be constrained and any efforts to advance the Kingdom of God will be hindered.
Imagine; God's people reclaiming their Cities and Government, in the Arts and Entertainment, in the Media, in Education, in the Family,
in Religious Influence, but only limited by their imagination and not by a lack of finances... It's possible, but first we must take back the
Mountain of Business! God's move to take this Mountain back has already begun... Thousands and thousands of Business Leaders (Zig
Ziglar) in every major city across the nation are filling arenas to learn from Business Leaders (Peter Lowe) and hear the Gospel of Christ.

(KJ: In the video you can read the name ”Zig Ziglar” - http://www.ziglar.com/ - http://www.ziglar.com/aboutus.html
The Ziglar Way—a philosophy is born
The personal and professional development strategies you discover through Ziglar are all built on or related to
a basic philosophy. A philosophy developed by Zig Ziglar more than 50 years ago.
A World War II veteran who grew up poor in Yazoo City, Mississippi, Zig worked in a succession of sales companies
early in life. As his sales skills grew so did his interest in motivational speaking. During speeches, his messages of
hope, encouragement and faith showcased his way of life—forming the Ziglar Way.

Ziglars Way... NOT GOD’S WAY! And from him Christians would learn how to advance the Kingdom of God!!!
NO THANKS!
You can also read the name ”Pete Lowe” - http://www.getmotivatedseminars.com/ - http://www.getmotivated.com/
Both of these are ”Motivational/Inspirational speakers” – which is the “Worlds Way”!
Continuing from the video above:
90% of people working in the Market Place believe in God
78% Believe Spirituality & Business Mix
70% say that because of their faith they Find Meaning & Purpose in Life
There are over 56 Million Bible Believing Christians working in the Market Place
A vast army of God waiting to be truly engaged in the battle, yet this strategic army and battlefront has largely been left
ignored by the Church.
More than 90% of the church memebers do not feel they are being equipped or trained by the church to apply Biblical faith
in their day to day life.
Os Hillman

Faith and Work Leader, Author & Speaker
"The Business Mountain is strategic because that is the place of influence.
When you look at culture; so much of culture is defined of what happens in business."

Cunningham

"If we would use the wealth of the world to bless the world.
And bless it, not only to distribute to the needy that which they need."

Os Hillman

"When you bring economy and economic benefit to a nation or a culture; then you have influence in that culture."

Cunningham

"People as they transform, who will transform all these spheres of society."

It is time to reclaim the Seven Mountains and bring the light of God back into our culture!
www.Reclaim7Mountains.com

/

Video courtesy of www.spireschoolofusiness.com

/

www.soteriaproductions.com

MY BIBLE MAKES IT SO MUCH EASIER = PROCLAIM THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST TO EVERY ONE!
In any way, I thought it was enough of ”mountains” for my part...

But August 12 i read an e-mail that had been sent out from Charisma Magazine the same day, where they advertised
about Os Hillamans book Change Agent, see copy of complete e-mail at the bottom of this letter.
“As Christians we are called to be change agents. If people are being changed,
society and culture will be changed as well. Os Hillman does a great job of showing
us how.” —David Green, CEO, Hobby Lobby

Engage your passion to be the
one that makes a difference.
Os Hillman explains the process God uses to raise up His change agents in culture,
demonstrated in biblical leaders like David, Daniel, Esther, and Moses. With details
from his own experiences and profiles of modern-day change agents, Hillman shows how you too can have greater
influence no matter what your age or status in life.
The video next to the book can be watched here: http://www.vimeo.com/27536276
Change Agent Book: What's Inside by Os Hillman
Check out this video with Os Hillman on what inside "Change Agent - Engaging your passion to be the one who
makes a difference!" Listen as Os describes the relevancy of this book for the current times in which we live,
what God is saying in the midst of these times, why he believes in us to be "Change Agents" to impact culture,
and the strategy Os believes God wants to use to shift culture in a godly direction.
This is what Os Hillman says on the video:
Hi, Os here again.
I want to tell you a little bit about why I wrote the book; Change Agent and what you're going to find as you read it. You know we've
been in precedented times of change in our own nation the last couple of years and I believe these changes are not always good, you
know, many of you have gone through major adversity in your life and trying to make sense of that adversity.
Well, I believe that God has a process for every person that He allows to be a Change Agent and so over the last several years I've been
doing a study on leaders in the Bible and the processes God uses to make them the Change Agents they were. And I found that the same
processes are in existence for those who are making major changes in our nation today, in a good way as Kingdom Market Place People.
And so, the book is divided into three sections;
The first deals with "How have we been losing culture?" and there are three primary reasons, I believe we can say, we've been losing
culture for these specific reasons.
The second section deals with "The 6 Stages of the Call of a Change Agent". I discovered that the 6 Stages are:
One: Recruitment - God often recruits us through many times a crisis in our life.
And number two is Character Development - we often go through a process of Character Development just like Joseph went through.
And then three is Isolation - many times we're thrusted to a season of isolation like David was in the cave of Adullam
And then, number four is The Cross - ultimately; God wants all of us and that means He takes us through a process really to come to the
Cross.
And then the fifth stage is The Problem Solving Stage - you see; I believe the culture is changed when we, as believers in the Market
Place, begin to solve cultural problems and of course this is what Jesus did, wasn't it? He met someone and He solved the problem in
their life.
And then number six is the Network Phase - I believe that God causes us to work with others in order to fulfill purposes on the earth. We
don't do it by ourselves, we're not individual lone rangers. He often require us to work with others, to leverage what we're doing.
The third section of the book deals with "The 7 Cultural Mountains" and these are the areas that I believe have the most influence in
culture. They define what we believe about culture. These 7 Cultural Mountains are Business, Government, Arts and Entertainment,
Media, Education, the Family and the Church and often that would include Religion Mountain because many religions have a major
influence on culture. And so these 7 Cultural Mountains are what define culture and so I talk about, you know, where we are - each one
of these Mountains - what we have to do to have a greater influence, because what we have discovered is that it only takes 3-5% of
people operating at the top of a cultural mountain to actually shift that mountain.
And then we talk about "what does it look like if we are successful?". So I believe this book will be an encouragement and a strategic
plan for you and other Market Place Leaders to understand how we can have greater influence in our culture.
God Bless.
Change Agent: Engaging your passion to be the one who makes a difference

Definition of “marketplace” according to The Free Dictionary http://www.thefreedictionary.com/marketplace:
mar·ket·place
1. An open area or square in a town where a public market or sale is set up.
2. The world of business and commerce.
3. A situation or place in which values, opinions, and ideas are put forward for debate or recognition: a
marketplace for new ideas; the literary marketplace.
Interesting!
Yes, this e-mail from Charisma Magazine caught my attention and I became curious... I started to search and found
quite a lot... so I started with a new newsletter and had already 12 pages full the same day, despite the fact that I was
still working with the newsletter about OAS...
(Oasmöte - tillämpning som liknar Eukaristisk tillbedjan >> 28/8 = ”OAS-meeting - application similar to eucharistic adoration”)

Of course I started to search about the author – to find out who Os Hillman is...
Here is a link to another book he has written where you can pre-read some chapters...
http://books.google.com/books?id=udYymBA4_cMC&pg=PA2&lpg=PA2&dq=Os+Hillman+apostolic&source=bl&ots=lOCBsk89Gh&sig=C_P3HME_lJDUcL2dOJZZq4pZncA&hl=sv&ei=D8FITpbZEs2SswbM8bWjBw&sa=X&oi
=book_result&ct=result&resnum=1&ved=0CBcQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=Os%20Hillman%20apostolic&f=false

The 9 to 5 window by Os Hillman
You can also read forewords among others from:
Andria Hall – author to the book THE WALK AT WORK: SEVEN STEPS TO SPIRITUAL SUCCESS ON THE JOB
Dr. Bill Hamon with many titles – one of them:
Bishop, Christian International Apostolic Network och författare till boken DAY OF THE SAINTS

http://www.crosswalk.com/devotionals/marketplace/ - T.G.I.F. (Today God Is First), with Os Hillman
Marketplace Meditations 9/10
Road Construction September 10
It seems as Os Hillman writes daily devotionals at ”Market Meditations”...
After one of his devotions there was this advertisement of TGIF Mug:
TGIF (Today God is First) Mug
Start every day with your very own TGIF
(Today God is First) Mug! This heavy duty,
ceramic mug has a matte black exterior
with a white glossy interior. The front says
"TGIF TODAY GOD IS FIRST" and the back
says "www.todaygodisfirst.com" in gold
lettering. The mug holds 16 ounces of
beverage and is approximately 4-1/4"
high. Great gift for family or co-workers!
Learn More

It seems he has “borrowed” TGIF from the restaurant T.G.I. Friday’s
http://www.fridays.se/en/index.html - Thank Goodness It’s Friday
Those who want to find out more about the TGIF Mug comes to this page:
http://www.tgifbookstore.com/TGIF_Today_God_is_First_Mug_p/misc-1005.htm

Here you can purchase the mug for only $9.95!

But more interesting...look to the left under ”categories”...
On the top you see: 7 Mountains & Cultural Transformation
As we click on that link we come to this page: http://www.tgifbookstore.com/category_s/22.htm
Scroll down some and there comes advertisement about ”7 Mountains Posters”

7 Mountains Posters
These dynamic posters illustrating the 7 Mountains of Culture provide an excellent means of
vision casting and provides a reminder to each of us of the mission God has given to us—to
be the head, not the tail (Dt. 28:13) by reflecting the love and power of Christ in the area of
our calling. Choose from Arts & Entertainment, Business, Education, Family, Government,
Media, or Religion. Buy a full set of 7 posters for the price of 6! Each poster measures 16 x
20 inches and contains a scripture verse.

Click on ”More info” and you come to this page: http://www.tgifbookstore.com/7_Mountains_Posters_p/art-2001.htm
Here you can see the posters in larger format, the same text as above and then description for each poster...
Arts & Entertainment
Arts and Entertainment should reflect the glory and majesty of our Creator.
May we be instruments to celebrate His creativity.
There is nothing better for a man than to eat and drink and tell himself that his labor is good. This... is
from the hand of God. For who can eat and who can have enjoyment without Him? — Ecclesiastes
2:24-25

Business
Business should be viewed as a place to worship God through the area of our calling.
May we worship You through our gifts, talents and resources to build Your Kingdom.
Remember the Lord your God, for it is He who gives you the ability to produce
wealth. — Deuteronomy 8:18

Education
Education should reflect the truth about God and man so that the truth shall make us free. May we
seek and promote the true meaning of life through education.
Say to wisdom, “You are my sister,” and call understanding your kinsman. — Proverbs 7:4

Family
God formed them male and female in order to establish families to reflect His glory. May we restore
Christ as the head of our families.
Wives, submit to your own husbands, as to the Lord... Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the
church and gave Himself up for her... Honor your father and mother... that it may go well with you
and that you may live long in the land. — Ephesians 5:22, 25, 6:2,3

Government
God gave man government to establish freedoms and boundaries. May we reflect His loving-kindness
and righteous judgments in our government.
And the government will rest on His shoulders. — Isaiah 9:6

Media
God communicated to man through a variety of ways. May we restore the ability to communicate
truth and good news using His creative avenues.
How beautiful on the mountains are the feet of those who bring good news, who proclaim peace,
who bring good tidings, who proclaim salvation, who say to Zion, “Your God reigns!” — Isaiah 52:7

Religion
God never gave man a religion, but an opportunity for an intimate relationship with his Creator. May
we come to know His presence and power in each of our lives.
If any of you wants to be My follower, you must put aside your selfish ambition, shoulder your cross,
and follow Me. — Matthew 16:24

On the same link: http://www.tgifbookstore.com/category_s/22.htm there are many other CDs and books for sale – 6
pages full with different titles and authors with the same theme/subject –
”7 Mountains & Cultural Transformation”
Among others:

How We Lost the 7 Mountains - Audio CD, by Os Hillman
Our Price: $10.00
In this main session of the 2008 Reclaiming the 7 Mountains of Culture Conference, Os Hillman will
lay the foundation of why Christians are called to reclaim the 7 mountains as revealed in the book
of Joshua.

Reclaiming the 7 Mountains of Culture - Audio CD, by Dr. Lance Wallnau and Os Hillman
Our Price: $20.00
Sale Price: $10.00
You save $10.00!
Os Hillman and Dr. Lance Wallnau share on the 7 Mountain Strategy and what Christians must do
to have a greater influence on culture, especially the seven mountains of cultural influence of
business, government, arts and entertainment, media, education the church and the family

Becoming a Change Agent for Community Transformation - Audio CD, by Os Hillman
Our Price: $10.00
What is required to see a city or community transformed by the power of Jesus Christ?
Is it even possible? Were there any cities in the Bible that were transformed? Os Hillman answers
these and many other questions about community transformation on this informative presentation
given to a group of city leaders in the city of Portland, Oregon, a city that has made significant
inroads towards community impact. Discover the 3 groups required for city impact that Os calls the
trinity of city transformation.

6 Stages of a Change Agent - MP3 Download, by Os Hillman
Our Price: $10.00
Discover God’s unique stages of His Change Agents through this insightful message.

The Role of Change Agents in Establishing a Biblical Worldview - Webinar Download, with Os
Hillman
Our Price: $39.00
Sale Price: $10.00
You save $29.00!
Join Os Hillman as he discusses Understanding the Role of a Change Agent in Establishing a Biblical
Worldview. This one hour session was presented by Os Hillman online. Os presented 40 minutes of
teaching and then fielded questions. You can listen as Os teaches and follow along with his
PowerPoint presentation. In this session you will be challenged to understand what a Biblical
worldview is and how far America has strayed from its founding and the role change agents must
play in reclaiming a Biblical worldview.

Reclaiming the 7 Mountains of Culture Teleseminar - Mp3 Download, with Dr. Lance Wallnau
Our Price: $20.00
Sale Price: $10.00
You save $10.00!
Os Hillman and Dr. Lance Wallnau share on the 7 Mountain Strategy and what Christians
must do to have a greater influence on culture, especially the seven mountains of cultural
influence of business, government, arts and entertainment, media, education, the church and the
family

Joh
The Seven Mountain Prophecy: Understanding the Seven Mountains of Cultural Influence Teleseminar Mp3 Download, with Johnny Enlow
Our Price: $20.00
Sale Price: $10.00
You save $10.00!
Johnny Enlow and host Os Hillman discuss the coming move of God in 7 key areas that will shape the cultures
of nations in preparation for the return of Jesus. Using the example of the Hebrew people who left the
bondage of Egypt to possess the land God gave them from the 7 "-ites" (KJ = for example; Amalekites) that
occupied it, Enlow will encourage you scripturally to following God's calling to advance His kingdom in your
sphere of influence.

The Seven Mountain Mantle Teleseminar - Mp3 Download, with Johnny Enlow
Our Price: $20.00
Sale Price: $10.00
You save $10.00!
Listen as Os Hillman interviews Pastor Johnny Enlow and learn what we expect to see in the next 12 months
in our economy and the role marketplace leaders will play in each mountain of influence: business, arts &
entertainment, education, government, family, religion, and the media. We live in exciting days for those
who understand the signs of the times!

God in the Marketplace Teleseminar - Mp3 Download, with Henry Blackaby
Our Price: $20.00
Sale Price: $10.00
You save $10.00!
Hear from one of America's most respected spiritual leaders about what is taking place in the world today and
the role that marketplace leaders will play. Loaded with practical insights and spiritual strategies that every
leader needs to employ, this is a very informative interview. Recorded on August 26, 2008. Hosted by Os Hillman.

More about Blackaby below!

The Book That Transforms Nations, by Loren Cunningham
Our Price: $14.99
No country is too hard, too poor, too filled with crime, too divided by war, or too spiritually dark to
be changed. God has given us basic principles that are keys to every problem we face in the twentyfirst century. The answers lie between the covers of one book: the Bible. In The Book That
Transforms Nations, missionary statesman Loren Cunningham demonstrates how, together, we can
use the Bible, under the direction of the Holy Spirit, to change the whole world.

(As mentioned earlier; Cunningham started YWAM – Youth With A Mission =
in Sweden UMU = Ungdom Med Uppdrag!)

Church Shift, by Sunday Adelaja
Our Price: $14.99
Church Shift, based on Pastor Adelaja's true story, gives you the keys to revolutionize your own life,
faith, church, and community. Your view of God, your life, and your ministry will change forever!

See attached PDF # 1 - for more information about Pastor Adelaja!

7 Mountain Strategies: Keys for Cultural Influence - Audio CD Series
Our Price: $179.00
Sale Price: $99.00
You save $80.00!
8 audio cds and 2 bonus mp3 cds on how you can influence the 7 mountains of culture. Gain
wisdom and strategy from leaders who are influencing the 7 mountains of culture. These
are the best teachings from the 7 mountains of cultural influence international conferences
held in 2008 and 2009 containing truths that will always be relevant.

This is only a sample of all the 7-Mountains teachings which they had on this link August 6 – 6 pages full!
October 15 I checked the link again and found there had come new ones that made it to 8 pages full!
Here is one of the new:
The Third Awakening AudioBook 3-CD Set, by Mark Cress
Our Price: $20.00
Sale Price: $5.00
You save $15.00!
Prepare yourself for a fun and fast paced story about how God uses events in the lives of ordinary people to
change the course of history for millions. After listening to this audio book, you may never look at yourself,
your friends, or the world around you the same way again.

....................................................................................................
Back to whom Os Hillman is:
http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/os/bio/ - Os Hillman Bio
Os Hillman is president of Marketplace Leaders, an organization whose purpose is to
help men and women discover and fulfill God’s complete purposes through their work
and to view their work as ministry.
Os is an internationally recognized speaker on the subject of faith at work. He is the

author of 11 books and a daily email devotional called TGIF Today God Is First which has over 190,000 daily subscribers
worldwide. He developed and teaches The 9 to 5 Window Workshop and Change Agent Intensive weekend training
sessions. Os also gives leadership to a new initiative called The Change Agent Network. Os has been featured on CNBC,
NBC, LA Times, New York Times, and many other national media as a spokesperson on faith at work.
Os is also president of Aslan Inc. which provides a leading online Christian bookstore to serve the “faith-at-work”
movement called TGIFbookstore.com to serve the needs of Christians in their workplace calling.
Os attended the University of South Carolina and Calvary Chapel Bible School, a ministry of Calvary Chapel of Costa
Mesa, California. Os lives in Cumming, Georgia, a suburb in north Atlanta.
http://www.youtube.com/user/oshillman#p/u/9/av_PWW-IHeE - oshillman’s channel
Your Work Matters to God
Från: oshillman | 10 Jun 2010 | 2,203 visningar
Your work really does matter to God. Learn what it means to take your faith into the 9 to 5 Window as this video shares
the vision of Marketplace Leaders
www.marketplaceleader.org
Same trailer can also be watched here: http://digbro.com/entry/index.cfm?user_id=3432&l=0&r=0&c_id=&getFl=1&fl_id=1
To look at your workplace as a “ministry” for God… to work faithfully and honest – that is completely right!
But let’s not forget their motives – it is to ”take Dominion” = Latter Rain/Dominionism...
http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/mentorship/ - Mentorship
The link leads to this page: http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/change-agent-network/ - You Are A Change Agent
The Change Agent Network features loads of resources including:
•In-depth teaching newsletters
•Interaction with other change agent network members
•Twice a month Q&A calls with myself and other leaders
•Archives of past newsletters, teleseminars, webinars and workplace answers
•Interactive Forums
•Special discounts on our Change Agent Weekends and other resources
•Income Opportunity – If you are entrepreneurial, we have added an income feature that allows income to be earned from
referrals in our CAN (CAN = Change Agent Network) Affiliate program. Refer just five members and your membership is free
from the affiliate commissions. To join the Affiliate program you simply click on the banner on the CAN website to register.
Why not take the opportunity to try the Change Agent Network. When you do you will receive a number of free resources just for
signing up.
- - - The Change Agent Network is a $47 a month membership program for those who are serious about advancing the kingdom
and investing in spiritual equipping for the journey.

http://www.reclaim7mountains.com/pages.asp?pageid=95438 - Change Agent Intensive - CAWI Executive Weekend
June 24th-26th 2011 (Watch this special video from Os & hear other testimonies!)
At the Executive Change Agent Weekend Intensive You Will:
 Gain a greater understanding of your purpose
 Network with other like-minded change agents
 Understand how to refocus your priorities in light of your purpose
 Deepen your faith and relationship with God
SHOULD NOT THIS BE AS NUMBER ONE??!
 Gain the tools for better relationship with family, friends, and coworkers
 Maximize your potential
 Answer the question, "Why did God make me?"
 Understand how to get God's favor on your life
 Gain new vision for the future
 Gain the overcome the hindrances that can keep you from your calling




Gain the tools for a powerful & effective prayer life
Understand the processes God uses to shape and transform your life for greatness

TALK ABOUT ”COMMERCIAL-CHRISTENDOM”!!!
(A description a brother in Christ wrote in an e-mail in August 2011!)
http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/icwm/ - ICWM
The International Coalition of Workplace Ministries (ICWM) is a coalition of
workplace believers who want to encourage and unite leaders by inspiring, connecting,
and equipping them for transformation of the workplace for Christ.
ICWM exists to… help leaders of organizations and workplace ministries transform
workplaces, cities, and nations for Jesus Christ and to provide resources, information
and networking to organizations that are also called to this mission. If you lead a
workplace ministry, ICWM will be a great asset to you as you find allies to help you fulfill
your mission through a collective voice. ICWM is a division of Marketplace Leaders Ministries.

On this page we find some who are recommending Os Hillmans new book...
http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/blog/change-agent-book/ - Change Agent Book - April 8th, 2011 by Os Hillman
“Os Hillman’s Change Agent is the latest and arguably the best
transformation textbook now available.”
– Dr. C. Peter Wagner, Wagner Leadership Institute
Interesting to see that the ”highest apostle” himself is recommending this book!
Even Os Hillmans book ”The 9 to 5 window”, also mentioned above, was recommended by Mr. Wagner himself:
http://books.google.com/books?id=udYymBA4_cMC&pg=PA4&lpg=PA4&dq=Os+Hillman+and+C+Peter+Wagner&source=bl&ots=lOCBsk97Eg&sig=KqVjua-8jhLmS-vfJ6bLqj9Gjw&hl=sv&ei=GsRITpLGIceKswboncnbBw&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=2&ved=0CB8Q6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=Os%20Hillman%20and%20C%20Peter%20Wagner&f=false

.....................................................................................................
Here is a very interesting article worth reading!
http://www.discernment-ministries.org/ChristianImperialism.htm

- Dominionism and the Rise of Christian Imperialism By Sarah Leslie

Throughout the 2000 year history of Christianity there has always been a vein of dominionism embedded in
the strata of doctrines. This seam has ebbed and flowed for 20 centuries, sometimes submerged, sometimes
exposed. Whenever out in the open, it has given rise to horrible abuses done in the name of Christ.
In the early 21st century, once again this vein is now showing and active. Keep in mind:
o
o

Dominionism is always an aberration of true Christian theology.
A remnant of believers has always opposed it, often suffering a martyr’s fate at the hands of
intolerant dominionists.

--------The new dominion mandate by control
Dominion theology is predicated upon three basic beliefs: 1) Satan usurped man’s dominion over the
earth through the temptation of Adam and Eve; 2) The Church is God’s instrument to take dominion
back from Satan; 3) Jesus cannot or will not return until the Church has taken dominion by gaining
control of the earth’s governmental and social institutions.6 [emphasis added]
Al Dager, Vengeance Is Ours: The Church In Dominion
Dominion theology is a heresy. As such it is rarely presented as openly as the definitions above may indicate.
Outside of the Reconstructionist camp, evangelical dominionism has wrapped itself in slick packages – one
piece at a time – for mass-media consumption. This has been a slow process, taking several decades. Few
evangelicals would recognize the word “dominionism” or know what it means. This is because other
terminologies have been developed which soft-sell dominionism, concealing the full scope of the agenda. Many
evangelicals (and even their more conservative counterparts, the fundamentalists) may adhere to tidbits of
dominionism without recognizing the error. This is because dominionism has “crept in unawares” (Jude 4) to
seduce an undiscerning generation.
To most effectively propagate their agenda, dominionist leaders first developed new ecclesiologies,
eschatologies and soteriologies for targeted audiences along the major denominational fault lines of
evangelical Christianity. Then the 1990s Promise Keepers men’s movement was used as a vehicle to “break
down the walls”, i.e., cross denominational barriers for the purpose of exporting dominionism to the wider
evangelical subculture.7 This strategy was so effective that it reached into the mainline Protestant
denominations. Dominionists have carefully selected leaders to be trained as “change agents” for
“transformation” (dominion) in an erudite manner that belies the media stereotype of southern-talking, Biblethumping, fundamentalist half-wits.
--------Endnotes:
30. See a transcript of Wagner’s speech posted at http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/arise.html.
Also see http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/articles_view.asp?articleid=5682&columnid=743 , C. Peter Wagner's
Foreword to Faith@Work Movement book by Os Hillman.
Os Hillman is a key player in marketplace transformation.

Here are some excerpts from above Endnotes Websites:
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/arise.htm l - The Agenda & Teaching Of The New Apostolic
Reformation transcript of C. Peter Wagner, Arise Prophetic Conference, Gateway Church, San Jose,
CA, 10-10-2004 with foreword by Sandy Simpson, 5/23/05
FOREWORD ------------------I am posting the transcript of this conference in the hope that those who want to know what is going on in the
churches across the world today will be able to understand the agenda of the New Apostolic Reformation. This
agenda runs through thousands of agencies and web sites. It is what is driving the Transformations
movement, the global prayer movement, and thousands of other churches and organizations. What Christians
need to realize is that they need to make a choice now. A majority of Christian churches have already
succumbed to this Dominionist agenda foisted on the churches by false apostles driven by false prophecies from
false prophets. Wagner is talking about the government of the church, under the leadership of the new
foundational restored "apostles", OVERTHROWING the governments of the world. A spirit is indeed saying
something to the churches, but since this is based on false prophecy rather than the written Word, you can
begin to understand that this is not of the Holy Spirit speaking. If this agenda that C. Peter Wagner is
proposing and is about to pull off is not "the woman who rides the beast" I don't know what is! -----------------

Excerpt from Peter Wagner’s speech:
Ok, now the first thing we’ve gotta understand, number 1, is we need to understand the kingdom.
--Here’s number two. We need to understand that there’s a church in the workplace.
--So, this is the third thing to understand, we need to understand that Christian ministry is not confined to the nuclear church. Christian
ministry is not confined to the nuclear church. That’s old paradigm thinking.
--Number four. The fourth thing we have to understand. We have to understand that the church has a God-designed government.
--Number five. We need to understand the full scope of the word, “workplace.” The thing about apostles is, every apostle soon learns
that God not only gives the apostle the gift of apostle, but that God also assigns the apostle a sphere, or more than one, or spheres.
And you know what? Apostles have incredible authority, but that authority only applies to their sphere. If they get outside of their
sphere, they don’t have any more authority than anybody else in the body of Christ, and Paul writes about that in 2 Corinthians 10… I
don’t have time to go through half of 2 Corinthians 10, is on that. But here’s what I’m saying about the workplace, when we begin to
identify the apostles in the workplace, we also need to recognize that part of analyzing the workplace, which is quite complex, if there
are different spheres in the workplace, and there will be apostles raised up in the different spheres of the workplace. There’ll be
apostles raised up in religion, apostles raised up for the family, for education, for government, for media, for arts, for business, for all
these different spheres in the workplace. (KJ = 7 Mountains!) So that’s the scope of workplace. We have a lot of work to do. And
somebody said, you know, I could never be happier being alive right now. Neither can I. I mean, this is going to be fun! Seeing it all
come into play!
--And then, here’s what’s going to make it the most fun and this is the point number six. I told you there were six points, ok? And this is
the last one, this is the longest one, so I’ll let you write this down because it’s very important. We need to be fully aware of the two
strategic gates for the advance of the kingdom of God that will be opened through the ministry of apostles in the workplace. Now I
said that slow so you get that down because I really worked on choosing these words. This is well thought out. [Repeats point six.]
Now I tell you another thing, these two gates, I tell you everybody, are not going to be opened otherwise. Only with apostles in the
workplace. Now when I say two gates it sort of reminds you of the gates of hell. God said, Jesus said, “I’ll build my church and the
gates of hell are not going to prevail against it, and I’ll give you the keys to the kingdom of heaven to open these gates.” These apostles
in the workplace are the ones that are going to come into the picture and with them we’ll be open these gates, without them we can
have all the prayer meetings we want, all the marches for Jesus we want, all the prayer walking we want, the gates aren’t going to
be opened. Because it takes a government to overthrow a government.
Gate number one, letter A, the gate of social transformation, the gate of social transformation. Now we’ve tried a lot of these things,
like I’ve just mentioned… marches for Jesus, prayer walking, identification, repentance… You know how long we’ve been doing this?
We’ve been doing this since 1990, since John Dawson’s book, Taking our Cities for God, first came out, this has gotten on our agenda,
in 1990, fourteen years, we’ve been working on city transformation.
And I’m not talking about the mediocre leadership of the body of Christ, I’m talking about our best leadership has been into this. And
you know, we haven’t gotten a single city in America transformed in America yet. There’s some signs in Elk River, Minnesota, a few
signs in Baltimore, I mean, but nothing, past tense, transformed. What I’ve… one of my roles, one of the assignments God has given me
in the body of Christ is to find out the reason why. And I think the reason why is because we have a missing link. And the missing link
in this whole thing is recognizing and mobilizing and affirming and commissioning workplace apostles. Because what we need is
territorial apostles for this, and most territorial apostles will be workplace apostles, even though some nuclear church leaders, apostles,
will be territorial apostles. I just said a whole mouthful there because we’re running out of time, I don’t want to spend a lot of time, but
I want to get in your mind that gate of the transformation of society will not be opened, hasn’t been opened in fourteen years we’ve
been trying to do it, until we get the workplace apostles.
(KJ = http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youth_With_A_Mission - Key people - John Dawson, International President
http://www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=136868933058213 - John Dawson, UMU Leader and Author
Ok, the second gate that will be opened only when the workplace apostles get on board is the gate of the transference of wealth.
Now, I’ll bet everyone in this room just about has heard prophecies that God is about to release huge amounts of wealth, to transfer
the wealth from the Gentiles to His people. You’ve heard those prophecies, and I’ll bet you apostles, you’ve probably given that
prophecy more than once. Ok, what I’m saying is, everybody, these prophecies are not just by a bunch of flakes. These prophecies are
the word of the Lord! See? And Chuck Pierce and I have worked, did some work on this, we can trace these prophecies to our best
guess, to about 1992, ok? The authentic word of the Lord is that huge amounts of wealth are going to be released.
--And that is what needs to happen and will happen so that the prophecies about the transfer of wealth will be… that gate of
transference of wealth, will be opened. Look what it says in Isaiah 60:11. Don’t bother looking in your Bibles, but I just want you to
write down Isaiah 60:11. “Therefore your gates shall be opened continually. They shall not be shut day or night that men might bring
to you the wealth of the Gentiles.” This gate will be opened when we understand about the church in the workplace, that the church
has a government, that it takes a government to overthrow a government, and when we understand this, if we renew our minds, if
we embrace this paradigm shift, if we see, if we hear what the spirit is saying to the churches, if we recognize ministry in the
extended church and government in the extended church, the revival we’ve been praying for is just around the corner. We will see it.

--I thank you that you allow, that you do give us ears to hear what the spirit is saying to the churches. And now I pray for every individual
here, before you, who is in the workplace, who tomorrow and in the days to come will be going out to their ministries in the workplace,
and I impart to them an anointing, I impart to them an anointing for not seeing a job, but seeing a ministry in the workplace. And I
impart an anointing to them and to this whole community to recognize and raise up apostles who will set the church in the workplace
in order so that our cities, our communities, our states, and our nations will be transformed for Your glory, in Jesus’ name..
... end of transcript ...

Don’t miss to check the above link agencies with the list of agencies who are key people involved with NAR!
I’m not mentioning them here as it’s easy to click on the link and read!
I belive it is imperative to find out if those we ”trust” (church leaders/conferences/books etc.) are inspired and
connected/involved by any of these ”NAR Agents”... or from others that have connection with them...
But I do want to mention one of the names: Cindy Jacobs... Notice it say:
Prophetess Cindy Jacobs of Generals Of Intercession and Women's Aglow Fellwoship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aglow_International - Aglow International is an interdenominational organization of
Christian women and men. Formerly known as Women's Aglow Fellowship...
--Some people are wary of Aglow's claims to be an apostolic and prophetic ministry, especially as this entails ongoing
special revelation from God."
http://www.seekgod.ca/call.htm - Cindy Jacobs [president & co-founder of Generals of Intercession; an International
Advisor-At-Large for Women's Aglow Fellowship and a member of Aglow's International Prayer Council]

I am quite aware that there are devote Biblecentered sisters in Christ who are involved in Aglow... but friends, let us
dare to face the Truth = thy are getting advice from an leading NAR agent!
Aglow is also in Sweden! http://www.aglowsweden.org/
The other link above http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/articles_view.asp?articleid=5682&columnid=743 is broke, but I found other links:
http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/os/books/
Foreword by
Dr. Peter Wagner
The Faith@Work Movement: What Every Pastor and Church Leader Needs to Know
Released: April 2004
Publisher: Aslan Group Publishing
Softcover, 223pp
Is there a real move of God in the workplace? If so, what do pastors and church leaders need to know? How can the church mobilize
workplace believers to impact their city and nation? The Faith@Work Movement by Os Hillman will answer these and many more
questions about the modern-day faith at work movement.
http://www.intheworkplace.com/apps/articles/default.asp?articleid=68267&columnid=1935 - Foreword to Faith@Work
Movement book by Os Hillman By Peter Wagner
In my fifty or so years of ministry, most of them spent in helping to lead the body of Christ, I have witnessed a
good number of significant paradigm shifts. Clearly, our God is not a defender of the status quo. He constantly
brings new times and seasons. He is not static; He is dynamic. Change is simply a way of life in God's kingdom
Some changes come slowly, others more rapidly. Without question, one of the most rapid paradigm shifts in the
church over the past few decades has been the explosive emergence of what has been called the "faith and work
movement" or "ministry in the marketplace" or "kings and priests" or "anointing for business," just to list some
examples of the emerging terminology (KJ ”Emergent”). Since I first became focused on this movement in 2001,
I have read much of the literature and I have become acquainted with many of the top leaders. The consensus of
those who have a much longer track record in the faith and work movement than I do is that, while some origins can be traced back to
the 1950s, the rapid acceleration that we are experiencing today began sometime during the late 1990s.
One of the pioneers who for many years patiently and persistently helped to move the body of Christ along the pathway toward
understanding marketplace ministries more fully was Os Hillman, the author of this book. I feel honored to have Os as a friend
because I admire the work he is doing so much. I think I could argue the point that Os Hillman, at the present time, would have the
broadest comprehension of the whole movement of any of its current leaders. The International Coalition of Workplace Ministries that
Os leads is the most inclusive network that we have nationally. Hundreds of thousands of people read his TGIF on-line daily

devotional geared to the working person. As you will see in my reading list that appears toward the end of this book, he is the most
prolific writer in the field to date.
All of this superbly qualifies Hillman to author this book, The Faith@Work Movement. More than any other book so far, this one
attempts to build bridges between, if I may use my personal terminology, "nuclear church" leaders and "extended church" leaders.
Let me explain.
Biblically, the word for "church," ekklesia, means "the people of God." God's people are the church, not only on Sunday when they
gather together for worship and teaching (the nuclear church), but also on the other six days when they find themselves in the
workplace (the extended church). It is becoming increasingly clear that, not only do these two forms of the church really exist, and that
each is truly the biblical church, but also that they are quite different from each other, despite the fact that they contain largely the
same people.
While simply acknowledging that there is a difference might seem rather innocuous, the situation becomes more complex when we
begin to explore the breadth of the gap between the nuclear church and the extended church. According to some respectable research,
the gap turns out to be much larger than most people might think. The nuclear church and the extended church each has a distinct
culture, and each culture, as cultures do, operates according to its own rule book. Most extended church leaders understand both rule
books because they not only function in the workplace, but they also are active in a local church. However, most nuclear church leaders
understand only one rulebook. This can and does cause some of them to feel very uncomfortable with the notion that their own
members customarily function, behind their backs, in a different "church" with different behavior patterns six days a week.
It should go without saying that God's desire in this new season of the faith and work movement is that all His people move forward in
harmony. It would be a severe setback to the kingdom of God if nuclear church leaders decided to condemn the rulebook of the
extended church for whatever reasons, and thereby widen the gap.
Os Hillman is acutely aware of this situation. That is why he wrote Faith@Work. This excellent book is designed to bring clear
understanding of the workplace to all church leaders. It will go a long way toward helping to bridge the gap between the church and the
marketplace. Whether you are a nuclear church leader or an extended church leader or simply a believer who wants to move in the
stream of God's new times and seasons, you will greatly enjoy this book.
C. Peter Wagner

Regarding above ”emerging (”Emergent”) terminology”:
A trustworthy New Age expert in Sweden; Evy Juneswed, who has been in Africa for 30 years as a missionary,
gave during an apologetic conference last fall a tremendous good explanation of ”Emergent Church”:

”A Modern Reformation Movement with a New Gospel,
in a New Package for Modern People”
Seriously; we don’t need anything “new” – let’s hold on to what was once delivered to the saints!

In the beginning of this newsletter I wrote:
”Seven Mountains is what it is being called the moste, and that is also what Gods Words says in Revelation 17, vers 9:
And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth.
Notice that it does say ”seven mountains”! It is no coincidence... We see in our days efforts to take the ”7 mountains” –
it is a strategy – SEE THE CONNECTION!”

Dave Hunt mentions about Revelation 17 in a chapter here:
Read the entire chapter!

http://www.chick.com/information/religions/catholicism/sevenhills.asp

Who is the
Woman Who Rides The Beast
in Revelation 17?
Virtually all attention these days is focused on the coming Antichrist — but he is only half the story. Many are amazed
to discover in Revelation 17 that there is also another mysterious character in the heart of prophecy — a woman who
rides the beast." — Dave Hunt
The Bible says she is a city and gives remarkable clues to her identity. Reproduced here by permission is one chapter
of
one of the greatest books of our time on Bible prophecy, "A Woman Rides The Beast" by prophecy researcher Dave
Hunt.
© 1994 by Dave Hunt. Reproduced by permission

Or, preferably, buy the book: http://www.thebereancall.org/node/4879 (I bought several books and the price was reduced!)
I JUST FINISHED READING IT AND CAN WHOLEHEARTEDLY RECOMMEND READING IT!
Excerpt from the chapter:
A City on Seven Hills
A woman rides the beast, and that woman is a city built on seven hills that reigns over the kings of the earth! Was ever in all
of history such a statement made? John immediately equates the readers' acceptance of this revelation with "wisdom." We
dare not pass over such a disclosure casually. It merits our careful and prayerful attention.
Here is no mystical or allegorical language but an unambiguous statement in plain words: "The woman ... is that great city."
There is no justification for seeking some other hidden meaning. Yet books have been written and sermons preached insisting
that "Mystery Babylon" is the United States. That is clearly not the case, for the United States is a country, not a city. One might
justifiably refer to the United States as Sodom, considering the honor now given to homosexuals, but it is definitely not the
Babylon that John sees in this vision. The woman is a city.
Furthermore, she is a city built on seven hills. That specification eliminates ancient Babylon. Only one city has for more than 2000 years
been known as the city on seven hills. That city is Rome. The Catholic Encyclopedia states: "It is within the city of Rome, called the city of
1
seven hills, that the entire area of Vatican State proper is now confined."
(KJ: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proper_(liturgy) = Proper = Liturgy)
-----"Christian" Rome slaughtered Jews by the thousands —far more than pagan Rome ever did. The land of Israel was seen as belonging to
the Roman Catholic Church, not to the Jews. In 1096 Pope Urban II inspired the first crusade to retake Jerusalem from the Muslims. With
the cross on their shields and armor, the Crusaders massacred Jews across Europe on their way to the Holy Land. Almost their first act
upon taking Jerusalem "for Holy Mother Church" was to herd all of the Jews into the synagogue and set it ablaze. These facts of history
cannot be swept under the carpet of ecumenical togetherness as though they never happened.
-----There is, of course, another reason why the Roman Catholic Church has neither apologized for nor repented of these crimes. How could
she? The execution of heretics (including Jews) was decreed by "infallible" popes. The Catholic Church herself claims to be infallible, and
thus her doctrines could not be wrong.

.....................................................................................................
http://herescope.blogspot.com/2010/09/next-great-awakening_20.html - Monday, September 20, 2010
The Next Great Awakening. . .
. . . or Great Deadening?
Part 3: Building the 7 Mountains
To understand just how LITERALLY these men take actual, physical dominion of these various cultural segments of the global society,
read C. Peter Wagner's "Let's Take Dominion Now!" which is chapter 3 in his The Church in the Workplace book and is posted HERE at
Os Hillman's "In the Workplace" website. In this chapter, Wagner describes Dominion as "social transformation" and claims that this
agenda comes from God, describing it is "one of the strongest words that the Holy Spirit is clearly speaking to the churches today." Of
course, adding this "endorsement" by the Holy Spirit is meant to give added weight and impetus to Wagner's Dominion mandate.
--In C. Peter Wagner's faulty theology, Jesus did not defeat Satan on the Cross.
"While Jesus never questioned Satan’s dominion, He came to earth expressly to take it away from him. Jesus came as
the second, or last, Adam (see 1 Cor. 15:45-47). The first Adam lost dominion; the second Adam will regain it." [emphasis added]
Because of this heresy, that teaches that the church is supposed to complete what Christ didn't, Wagner can then teach the false gospel
that "our new paradigm for taking dominion includes a dual task: the evangelistic mandate (saving souls) and the cultural mandate
(transforming society)." An invented corollary heresy teaches that entire nations collectively are to be saved, and that "the Great
Commission’s biblical goal is nothing short of social transformation."

Check the link with the powerpoint-presentation in above article:
http://www.psa91.com/resource/sevenmoumtains.pdf - RECLAIMING THE 7 MOUNTAINS OF CULTURE
SOME EXCERPTS:
It's not enough to have Christians at the top of the 7 mountains. They must have a "culture-changing" faith.

Continue!

Mentor to 200 CEOs
"I have never seen the activity of
God more in the marketplace than
right now."
Henry Blackaby

7 Mountain Geographical Power Centers
vs. Evangelical Power Centers

ICCC =
International Christian Chamber of Commerce:
http://www.iccc.net/
Also in Sweden: http://www.iccc.se/

Networks of Key Influencers

RECLAIMING THE 7 MOUNTAINS OF CULTURE

What is in your hand?






Influence?
Networking? Form a coalition in community
Financial?
"Apostle" to your industry?
Witty invention?
Intimacy with Jesus

It's time to reclaim a mountain!

History Workplace Ministry

Social
Transformation
Ed Silvoso, Billy Graham,
Henry Blackaby, Peter Wagner
Very interesting that Billy Graham is mentioned...
Don’t miss to read:
http://www.intheworkplace.com/apps/articles/default.asp?articleid=22902&columnid=1935

- Let’s Take Dominion Now! By Dr. Peter Wagner

Notice that the article is on the website ”In The Workplace”!
Excerpt:
Social transformation, as I have been saying, is one of the strongest words that the Holy Spirit is clearly speaking to the churches today.
But before many of us would be prepared to accept that statement at face value, we would need to be assured that what we think we
might be hearing from the Holy Spirit is truly biblical. We are sure, for example, that saving souls is biblical, but how about transforming
society?
--The Congress in Lausanne - A significant change came in 1974 when the evangelical movement, led by Billy Graham, held the
International Congress on World Evangelization in Lausanne, Switzerland. At that point, evangelicals began reconsidering the place of
the cultural mandate alongside the evangelistic mandate within the total mission of the church. This was a very important shift for
those of us who now advocate social transformation. It turned out to be only a partial shift, however, in that the Lausanne Covenant

insisted on subordinating the cultural mandate to the evangelistic mandate. Still, we evangelicals then began to have social
responsibility on our radar screens, even though it wasn’t front and center.
One event that did help to move social issues to the front and center of our agenda, particularly among evangelicals who were tuned in
to the charismatic movement, was the publication of John Dawson’s best-selling book Taking Our Cities for God in 1990. The concept of
taking a city was a tremendous innovation.

See attached PDF #2 - ”Lausannemovement and Billy Graham” regarding this conference.
Article about Billy Graham - No preacher that preaches the whole truth will ever receive the approval
of the Roman Church. Graham does preach some truth, but he is an expert at knowing which truth
to leave out in order to gain the support of Catholics, modernists and evangelicals.
THIS IS PROBABLY THE CASE FOR MANY PREACHERS THESE DAYS, IN USA AS WELL AS IN SWEDEN...
AND OTHER COUNTRIES – UNFORTUNATELY!

Here you can hear some real ”drivel” about 7 Mountains:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uby5-IpAWeM&feature=player_embedded - CEDA 2009 Money Summit - Dr. Bill Winston
0:31 in the film…
But what I'm saying, around me; what I saw was leadership. I saw leadership and it made an impression on me of which I really
did not know how much impression it made on me, until I got much older. And I saw how valuable leadership is for a person to
understand and be a leader. I think that one of the things that’s in short supply today is a good, godly leader or leadership - we
have to restore that.
And one of the things I teach sometimes is the 7 Mountains and you can find those same mountains, they call it pillars, in Proverbs
chapter 9 and verse 1. And God creates these pillars and the enemy is a counterfeiter of course, so he comes in and he tries to come
in and occupy those pillars.

”Wisdom hath builded her house, she hath hewn out her seven pillars:” (KJV)
TOTALLY unbelievable that anyone can interpret "7 Mountains" from this verse!!
Read the rest och the chapter – it’s about VISDOM – NOT MOUNTAINS!
So you can imagine some mountains going on and the next thing you know - at the top of those mountains are rulers. Those are
people who are actually dominating in that particular industry. So then next what happens is now all of the people on that mountain
are subject to the one on the top of that mountain. = HIERARCHY!
And so you have Business, you have Entertainment, you have Government - you have all these industries. So these key industries
are the key things that hold up the economy or hold up the system of the world. Now what we want to do as Christians; we want to
occupy each one of these mountains. We want to go and take dominion over the mountains. In other words; we want to be on the
top of the Economic Mountain. I'm talking about the Christians now. We want to be at the top of the Arts- & Entertainment
Mountain - whatever mountain it is; we want to be at the top of it.
Scriptures? WHERE is this mentioned?
Well, that's what I saw. In my life it just happened that when I flew airplanes, I wanted to be one of the best at flying and I did
well. And I worked at IBM and wanted to be one of the best in that and I did very well. And then now I'm in the ministry, but I
want to serve God just the best that I can. And part of that really is bringing the Gospel in a way that could help people conquer
their mountain. And so, whatever it is that you are pursuing, trying to do and so forth - that's your mountain - whatever that
purpose is. And my job here, while I'm here is, a few hours or whatever it is, is to help you to conquer that mountain.
HAVE I MISSED THE MEANING OF THE GOSPEL SO TOTALLY?
I HAVE UNDERSTOOD IT TO “SHARE THE GOSPEL FOR PEOPLES’ SALVATION” – NOT TO CONQUER MOUNTAINS!!!!

Dr. Bill Winston is pastor for Livning Word Christian Center, Forest Park, IL - http://www.billwinston.org/home/
His wife, Dr. Veronica Winston, has written several books and her most popular book, Prayer Confessions to Dominate
in the New Millennium, is used in churches across the nation in their intercessory prayer sessions.
http://www.billwinston.org/vwinston/

According to the video shown on this page http://www.billwinston.org/history/ they have 19,000 members and owns
several companies and a Mall whith a worship center which houses 3,500 people!
Excerpt from the video: In 1991 the church name (Living Word Church) was changed to Living Word Christian Center. Along with
the name change; Dr. Winston announced the new vision which was a Mission Center, Broadcast Media Center and Fitness Center.
… On December 31, 1997 the church purchased the Forest Park Mall... Since then the church has grown to over 19,000 members.
With 33 acres of land, the church now possesses the Mall which has been built-out.

The front part of the mall, being retail stores including; Ultra Foods, K-Mart, AJ Wright and our very own clothing (David Samuel)
and bookstore (Royal Christian Bookstore).
The back part of the mall houses:
- The state of the art Worship Center, which seats over 3,500 people.
- The Joseph Business School - world class school...
- The Joseph Center - Faithbased Small Business Development Center...
- The School of Ministry and Missions - Faith Ministry Alliance (FMA) - an alliance of Ministries and Churches...
- Broadcasting Media Center – which produces The Believer's Walk of Faith Televison program...
The Ministry has Satellite churches...
The Ministry owns and operates Golden Eagle Airbase - Golden Eagle Aviation - for private jet maintainence and private jet training.
Other properties and businesses that the Ministry owns and operates:
- Rivers of Eden - Bottle Water...
- Great Lakes Monetary Consultants - Gold Coin Purchasing Program (Gold Seminar)... to build a sound investment.
- Covenant Bancshares, INC. - a community bank...
- The Ministry also has its very own school; Living Word Christian Acadamy...
Dr. Winston also announced the vision of having:
- a military LWCA Military High school
- a Medical/Dental Facility
Dr. Winston announced the latest vision God has given him which was Canan Land Community...in one location… which would
include a state of the art 10,000 seat Worship Center

No one could have ever guessed he was so "successful" with the above “drivel”!!!

This above is perhaps the "most powerful example” of seeing the "7 Mountain Strategy" realized in a city!
I guess this is how they all want to "take" their cities...
Ultimately, it’s about power and money...
“Riches profit not in the day of wrath: but righteousness delivereth from death.” Ordspråksboken 11:4 KJV
From the New Testament, we understand that we receive "Righteousness" BY GRACE through Jesus Christ when we
are born again and then we receive the help of God's Holy Spirit to live and abide in Christ!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word_of_Faith
Kenneth Hagin was heavily influenced by Kenyon’s writings. Hagin has been referred to as the “father” of the modern Word of Faith movement.
He elaborated on Kenyon’s theology of covenant confession, preaching a four-part formula for receiving God’s promises: “Say it; do it; receive it;
tell it.” Many Bible preachers and teachers have been influenced either directly or indirectly by Kenneth Hagin and his teaching. The most
recognized include Kenneth Copeland, Benny Hinn, Creflo Dollar, Joyce Meyer, Jerry Savelle, Bill Winston, Joel Osteen, Charles Nieman,
[citation needed]
Jesse Duplantis, Jason Mckay, Keith Moore and Hobart Freeman
.

.....................................................................................................
I assume it's unnecessary to comment that ElijahList conveys NAR / ICA – Apostles’ & Prophets’ messages...
http://www.elijahshopper.com/The_Best_of_Keys_2010_Part_3_p/5-pack-keys10_part3.htm - The ElijahList Store
"The Ultimate Crisis & Ultimate Hope" by Rick Joyner
"Becoming a Change Agent" by Os Hillman
"Unmasking the True Identity of Joseph" by Dr. Francis Myles
"Agape Road in the Marketplace" by Robert Ricciardelli
"The Kingdom Wealth Cycle" by C. Peter Wagner
.....................................................................................................
http://www.talk2action.org/story/2011/4/3/94532/19039 - RECLAIMING CITIZENSHIP HISTORY AND FAITH - TALK TO ACTION

Quotes from the Apostles on "Social Transformation" in Context of the 7M Campaign Rachel Tabachnick
Sun Apr 03, 2011 at 09:45:32 AM EST

A conference on "Social Transformation" took place at Harvard on Friday and Saturday featuring leading New Apostolic
Reformation (NAR) Apostles Lance Wallnau, Bill Hamon, Pat Francis, and Os Hillman. All four travel internationally promoting
the "Reclaiming the Seven Mountains" campaign and are considered to be experts on "workplace" or "marketplace apostles."
Transformation is not a generic term to the NAR but a brand used in the title of training videos, books, conferences and organizations.

As seen in the following quotes from leading apostles, promoting "social transformation" equates with gaining political and societal
power or "Christian dominion." They advertise their charitable activities, but these are secondary to their primary purpose - the
mandate to take dominion over society and government, a mandate that includes driving out those they believe to be (literally) under
the control of demons.
--Os Hillman also credits Ed Silvoso with being a pioneer of "transformation," as defined by the apostles.
"When it comes to city transformation, it is hard to write about the subject without acknowledging
Ed Silvoso, founder and president of Harvest Evangelism."
You can see video of the conference led by Ed Silvoso and referenced in Hamon's quote above at Bruce Wilson's
Transforming Uganda. For numerous quotes on Transformation from Silvoso and other apostles see
Quotes from Ed Silvoso and Other NAR Apostles About Transformation..
--Os Hillman's endorsement of Wagner's 2006 book The Church in the Workplace: How God's People Can Transform Society states,
"In The Church and the Workplace, Peter Wagner has provided us with a solid validation and
thorough biblical understanding of the current work and faith movement."
Wagner states on page 38 of The Church and the Workplace,
"Now that we have social transformation on our evangelical agendas, it is time for action. I regard
'social transformation' as the concept term. However, the action term that will best set us on the
road toward that goal is 'taking dominion.'"
--In a segment of Pat King's Extreme Prophetic TV broadcast (= Patricia King - http://www.xpministries.org/), she introduces Lance
Wallnau, the motivational guru for the Seven Mountains by saying:
"The Lord is coming back for a glorious church, he's coming back for an overcoming church, a church
that is the head and not the tail, above and not beneath, a church that knows how to possess and
occupy. Our good friend Lance Wallnau is going to share a message with you to today on the seven
mountains that are available for the church to conquer, and conquer we will!"
Lance Wallnau begins,
"The Seven Mountains are - it's almost like its a template for warfare. Because the church so
frequently does not have a language for how it goes about taking territory...
The Seven Mountains is not my message. I think its a mandate given to me from Loren Cunningham
and Bill Bright spiritually. Because these two titans in evangelism took youth movements, young
people, whether it was Youth With A Mission with Loren or Campus Crusade with Bill Bright. And
they literally mobilized the next generation in their day to go evangelize the world. God visited those
two men and showed them seven kingdoms, seven mountains, that if they would focus on it, the next
generation could take nations."
Wallnau claims that it would only take 3 -5% of people aggressively working in any given location to create a tipping point and gain
control over the seven sectors of government and society. The 2010 video is currently on Os Hillman's Marketplace Leaders website.
--The Great Wealth Transfer
As noted in a previous article on the Social Transformation conference at Harvard, Lance Wallnau, Os Hillman, and Pat Francis are
regular speakers at the annual Kingdom Economic Yearly Summit or KEYS. This is an event with the stated purpose of "Mobilizing God's
Marketplace Army" through teaching biblical entrepreneurship and to prepare for the "great wealth transfer" in which the apostles
believe wealth will be shifted from the ungodly to the godly.
The KEYS conference is advertised as "Reclaiming the 7 Mountains Using the Kingdom Keys." The introduction page begins,
"God is preparing His bride, the body of Christ, for unprecedented wealth transfer."
The introduction continues,
"God is calling the church - both corporately and individually - to arise from slumber and become
more united, intentional, and strategic in order to reclaim the seven societal/cultural mountains/
spheres of influence and authority, and their respective gates and gatekeepers. This process will
require prayer, time, leadership, unity, integrity, holiness, strategy, courage, wisdom, favor, and
finances to effect lasting transformation. Kingdom financial models and infrastructure are required
as part of the foundation."

.....................................................................................................

http://www.intheworkplace.com/apps/articles/default.asp?articleid=68245&columnid=1935 – Taking Faith into the 9
to 5 Window By Os Hillman
That message is getting through as the Faith at Work movement sweeps across the land, and the potential is great for it to effect
genuine revival across the culture. Dr. Peter Wagner, noted church growth expert and former professor at Fuller Theological
Seminary, also foresees this revival. In The Faith@Work Movement, Dr. Wagner notes, "I believe the workplace movement has the
potential to impact society as much as the Reformation did. I have read 84 books on this movement and have 54 pages of
9
handwritten notes. It is what the Spirit is saying to the churches today."

.....................................................................................................
http://www.the7mountains.com/our-purpose/about-me/ - 7 Mountains - Fulfilling Your God Given Assignment

For over 15 years I have been reading, listening, seeking, attending conferences associated with God @ Work. Initially there was
little information available, but as this revelation has gained recognition, and has gained momentum, books now available are
plentiful.
In 2002 I attended a Conference the speakers were, Cindy and Michael Jacobs and James Thwaites . The focus of this conference
was the church in the workplace. 2003 I started receiving TGIF (Today God Is First) emails from Os Hillman of Marketplace Leaders.
In September 2007 I attended God’s Plans @ Work conference. The main speakers were Os Hillman, Dr Peter Wagner, Pastor Che
Ang and businessman John Gagliardi. As I listened and spoke with other attendees, I felt like I had come home. This is where I fit.
(KJ: I think she means Che Ahn!)
My passion is to see Christians fulfilled in their vocations as ministers of the Kingdom of God.
Work satisfaction = Kingdom occupation.
My mission is to change the mindset about ministry and work. To see Christians validated and empowered through encouragement
to be the ministers that they have been called then to be. Mountain dwellers.

.....................................................................................................
http://thechurchofjesuschrist.us/tag/os-hillman/ - Seven Mountains of Joel's Army – A Template for Warfare
Watch the video first (in the above link)
Did you notice that they all say the same thing? They have told you exactly what they plan to do, to overtake the ‘gates of
commerce’, so that it can provide a tipping point to control the culture. C. Peter Wagner has said that he wants an ‘Apostolic
Government’ by 2012.
So, what do we do?

Yes, what do we do? GOOD QUESTION!
Make sure to warn everyone we can and to distance ourselves from anything that has to do with this!
Wagner is 81 years old and seems to be pushing all he can to make it happen this year, to be a part of this himself...
.....................................................................................................
http://www.oneplace.com/devotionals/tgif-today-god-is-first/the-queen-of-heaven-8822.html - Devotionals - The Queen of Heaven

If you want to change the spiritual climate of your city you must address the principalities that rule that city. Such was the case for
the apostle Paul when he went to the city of Ephesus. There was a territorial principality that was worshipped by the people of
Ephesus named Diana of the Ephesians (also known by her Greek name, Artemis). The people gave money to this false god and it
strongly influenced the economy because of this. The city was also the center for magic and the occult.

Her temple in Ephesus was listed as one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World - the most outstanding and opulent
example of architecture in the whole city. Her followers called her "magnificent," "great goddess," "savior," and
"Queen of Heaven."
(KJ: Today Queen of Heaven is one of the names of Mary of the Roman Catholic Church!)
Paul preached in Asia for two years and had great success confronting this territorial principality. Paul began to neutralize the
Queen of Heaven's power so much by the gospel that the common people began to notice. They not only stopped worshipping and
sacrificing to her, the silversmith's who were manufacturing idols were going out of business, so they staged a public riot. They
filled the huge amphitheater and shouted for two hours, "Great is Diana of the Ephesians" (Acts 19:34).
Many who were converted burned all of the idols and magic books. "When they calculated the value of the scrolls, the total came
to fifty thousand drachmas. In this way the word of the Lord spread widely and grew in power" (Acts 19:20). Based on the U.S.
economy today, the pile of magic paraphernalia that was burned would have been worth four million dollars!*
In order for you to impact your city you must identify and break down the ruling principalities that may be hindering the gospel
there. The more common principalities in the western world would include the religious spirit, the spirit of mammon, pride, and
freemasonry to name a few.
Ask God for wisdom and discernment as you prepare to deal with your local and regional principalities.
Adapted from Confronting the Queen of Heaven, C. Peter Wagner,
Wagner Books, 11005 N. Highway 83, Colorado Springs, CO p. 14-17 2001
Contact Os Hillman at http://www.marketplaceleaders.org..
(Pictures from Google)

.....................................................................................................
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrAi9Wkmfng - KEYS Testimonials

Tamara Lowe, Peter Wagner, Os Hillman, Kenn Renner, February 3rd - 6th, 2010 - www.KingdomEconomicSummit.com
Excerpt:
...KEYS allows a networking of people of like mind - a Kingdom minded people... Come to KEYS!
...you get to network with a lot of Movers and Shakers...
( KJ: http://www.moversandshakers.uk.com/ - It's all about "Moving" and "Shaking" with the right people… creating connections
with key players in the industry… it's about making yourself known in the market place as the best person to do business with.
IT IS NOT FREE (OR CHEAP) TO BE A MEMBER HERE: http://www.moversandshakers.uk.com/index.php?p=join )
...a true mountain top experience
...This I feel is really on the cutting edge of what the Holy Spirit is saying to the churches. Because the Holy Spirit is giving us a mandate
to take Dominion. And He is showing us, step by step, how to amass and build the wealth and distribute the wealth that is necessary
for bringing change to our society. So the KEYS conference is one of the main focal points that God has raised up in the last three years,
to bring His people together, focus on the Kingdom, focus on the wealth, focus on transforming society and fulfilling the Great
Commission...
...I believe that God is breathing something unique in the last few year in the whole Marketplace Movement and that is that the Seven
Mountain of Culture are on His heart......to see this as a tactical and strategically aspect of culture......Faith @ Work has kind of the
foundation for us to lay and now we're moving into the reclaiming the Seven Mountain of Culture...
...build network with people...
...2009 ...I had a visitation from the Lord...and I just thank God for impartation - His visitation - He allowed me to know that I was called

to be both; both a king and a priest.....to fellowship with those of us that have the King Priest anointing. Such a powerful experience.
...from all denominations...
...most powerful Kingdom Economic Forums on the planet today. ...except Jesus is all over the place... ...among Kingdom people......I tell
you; The KEYS Summit...is surely a place where you come to get some KEYS!
...marketplace specialists...Impartation...rebirth...new hope...
...to influence the Marketplace...
...learned the difference between "breakthrough" and "break out" and I'm in a "break out season"...launched me to a new level. I feel
like I've received a new mantel here...
I'm here as a Volunteer in the Prophetic Ministry to minister words of prophecy to people that come up to meetings of 15 minutes
segments at a time...to see how God has ministered to the people - people have come out with joyful laughter, they have come out
with tears coming down their faces. God has deeply and richly affected peoples’ lives through the ministry here, it's been tremendous.
…I think I came because I saw a line of speakers that I have usually seen in Church conferences, but I've never seen Rick Joyner and
Lance Wallnau and Chamblee...the type of speakers coming and speaking on Marketplace topics...
...There has been break out in so many lives, new levels, new dimensions, new mantles and people will leave here changed..
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT7SxFb_D38&NR=1

- KEYS 2010 Report and Recap - Tamara Lowe, Francis Myles, Kenn Renner

...how you too can receive all the great wisdom, revelation and impartation the occurred at this year's KEYS. We need your support in
making KEYS an ongoing success and I show you how you can become a financial partner with KEYS at the end of this short video.
… KEYS is where businessmen and women and entrepreneurs and future business leaders gather together to network, worship,
fellowship, pray and learn. Business relationships and covenant friendships were forged along with teachings from the greatest
Christian Business Leaders, Coaches, Authors and Speakers of our era. This year’s theme ..."prospering in an economic crisis"...
Dozens of the world's most recognized authorities on business imparted wisdom to those who attended and worldwide on live webcast.
Powerful Kingdom speeches were delivered by best-selling authors

(= C. Peter Wagner)

and businessmen and women including;

Lance Wallnau,

Rick Joyner,

Dr Pat Francis

och Tamara Lowe

and many more.

…50 hours of Blockbusting Business revelation and impartation is available to you......
… You are encouraged to partner with Dr. Bruce Cook and help KEYS by offering a much needed donation to help cover the expenses of
this year’s event. No donation is too small or too large and every dollar is appreciated. Your partnership contribution will also support
next year’s KEYS Event... ...Partner with KEYS by helping with your resources to spread the message of God's Kingdom to the
Marketplace and the Business and Financial world.

Keep reading – scroll down!

http://kingdomeconomicsummit.com/ - KingdomEconomicSummit.Com
Commercial for coming FINANCIAL K.E.Y.S Yearly Summit in Los Angeles, California March 2012:
DON’T GO THERE!

THE REGISTRATION FEES ARE NO PITTANCE...
AND YET THEY BEG FOR MONEY DONATIONS!!!
REGISTRATION INCLUDES
…
…
Personal Prayer Ministry
Networking Opportunities

Among many others:
= CHARGING FOR PRAYERS?!
SOUNDS CATHOLIC TO ME!

http://www.kingdomeconomicsummit.com/videos.html -

Os Hillman, Rick Joyner
Patricia King and Dr. Wallnau!

VIDEO WATCH!

Due to lack of time and because it already will be a VERY LONG letter, I refrain from commenting what is being said on these
videos that are on the above link...
But I encourage you to watch them – in order to understand HOW they ”operate”...
http://www.kingdomeconomicsummit.com/ -

CLICK ON: ”Theme Song” to the left and you’ll hear their song; “Kingdom Keys” by Joe Dobrota… Beware of this song when it’s
being spread through congregations! Remeber where it originated! Don’t be a part of spreading it!
CLICK ON: ”Exhibitors those who exhibit” and you’ll see what it costs to exhibit: With the start of $1,000.00 – 25,000.00!!!

IT REALLY COSTS TO EXHIBIT! No wonder these leaders can speak about success and wealth – they pull in immense
amounts of money – all in the ”Name of the Lord”!
Yet – I repeat once again – yet they beg for money – in a refined wording as "partnership contribution"…
Regarding ”Networking Opportunities” in above advertisement about coming ”K.E.Y.S. conference”:
Some time ago, in my daily Bible reading, Proverbs 16:5 drew my attention:
“Every one that is proud in heart is an abomination to the LORD: though hand join in hand,
he shall not be unpunished.” King James Version
“Everyone proud in heart is an abomination to the LORD; Though they join forces,[a]
none will go unpunished.” NKJV (Footnotes: Proverbs 16:5 Literally hand to hand)
Interestingly, this verse has been "manipulated" and modified in many Bible translations…
”The LORD detests all the proud of heart. Be sure of this: They will not go unpunished.” NIV
“God can't stomach arrogance or pretense; believe me, he'll put those upstarts in their place.” The Message
”The LORD detests the proud; they will surely be punished.” New Living Translation
As we can see above; "though hand join in hand" / "Though They join forces" have been removed in the "modern"
Bible versions... It is very interesting considering that "join" means "Bring, unite, join together, join, unite with, join,
enter, join, merge, go together "... It sounds like ECUMENICALISM in my ears! ( http://www.thefreedictionary.com/join )
Here is another Bible verse – Proverbs 11:21:
“Though hand join in hand, the wicked shall not be unpunished: but the seed of the righteous shall be
delivered.” KJV
“Though they join forces,[b] the wicked will not go unpunished; But the posterity of the righteous will
be delivered.” b. Literally hand to hand NKJV
Interesting that ALSO this verse has been ”manipulated” and modified in the same Bible verses...
“Be sure of this: The wicked will not go unpunished, but those who are righteous will go free.” NIV
“Count on this: The wicked won't get off scot-free, and God's loyal people will triumph” The Message
” Evil people will surely be punished, but the children of the godly will go free.” New Living Translation
Once again; we can see that ”Though hand join in hand”/ ”Though they join forces” also here has been removed
from the “modern” Bibel versions...

DOESN’T THIS “HAND JOIN IN HAND/JOIN FORCES” ALSO REMIND US ABOUT “NETWORKING”!?
CONTINUING with above ”K.E.Y.S. advertisement”:
CLICK ON: “Links resources and partnerships” and the below list appears:
If you are on this ”Links”-page and cklilck on the organisations names, you’ll be linked to their website (some are broken)

(Once again; due to lack of time and because it already is a long letter, I won’t comment all text below – just some...)
Bahamas Faith Ministries International - Dr. Myles Munroe is the Founder, President, and Senior Pastor of Bahamas
Faith Ministries International, an all-encompassing network of ministries headquartered in Nassau, Bahamas. He is a
multi-gifted international motivational speaker, best selling author and business consultant addressing critical issues
affecting every aspect of human, social and spiritual development.
Barnabas Group - where marketplace leaders meet ministry opportunities.
BBL Forum - BBL Forum (BBL) is a member-based organization comprised of qualified Christian CEOs, business owners

and company presidents. In short, those who run businesses and those who would benefit from the knowledge and
expertise of professionals who are like-minded both spiritually and corporately.
Blackaby Ministries International - Here are the key ministries that make up Blackaby Ministries International:
Marketplace Ministry , Training Institute, International Conferences, Preaching, Teaching and Speaking.
Help! Already 1996-1997 I was exposed to this… by the congregation I at that time attended in USA...
The very first Bible Studie I ever partook in was precisely from Blackaby Ministries!!! http://www.blackaby.net/
http://www.blackaby.net/expgod/ - Experiencing God The Bible Study was basically about ”to see where God was already at
work – to join that work”… Oh, oh, oh what do we see? Already then it had infiltrated STRONGLY in congregartions in USA!
It was a lot that was GOOD in the Bible Study, at least that’s what I thought then as a newly born again Christian (I was born again
summer 1995 – Hallelujah!)... but NOW when I see where the SOURCE comes from – I renounce this!
What really was Biblical (memorization of many Scriputres for exampla) I may hold on to! (1 Thess. 5:21)

C12 Group - At C12, we're all about leading thriving profitable businesses. This unashamed practical focus is combined
with our commitment to a Biblical perspective coupled with like-minded peer counsel and accountability.
Community Impact Business Network - For more then twenty years CIBN Workplace Ministries has been dedicated to
uniting followers of Jesus Christ to impact their workplaces, communities, and nations.
Faith Exchange - a joyful, spirit-filled, word of faith church now located at 44 Wall Street, New York, NY 10004
Faith Ministries International Network - In 1998, God gave us a renewed vision to establish a network that could help
others to fulfill their callings and destinies. We realized we could do much more together than we could do individually.
We call it synergism at work!
Fellowship of Companies for Christ International - Fellowship of Companies for Christ International is a membership
organization with a vision to transform the world through Christ, one business leader at a time.
Full Gospel Businessmen’s Fellowship International - Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship International are
businessmen, men of high status, as well as ordinary men. Our vision is that the light of Jesus shall shine forth from
each of our men into every culture, nation, race, language, and creed.
http://www.fgbmfi.se/viewNavMenu.do?menuID=35
- http://www.fgbmfi.se/viewNavMenu.do?menuID=2 - Visionen
Gatekeepers International - The purpose of GateKeepers International is to advance the kingdom of God through
praise and worship, proclamation, prophecy, spiritual warfare, prayer and intercession.
Generous Giving - Generous Giving is a privately funded ministry that seeks to encourage givers of all income levels to
experience the joy of giving and embrace a lifestyle of generosity, according to God’s word and Christ’s example.
Global Day of Prayer - To call Christians from all Nations to unite in repentance and prayer and to work together as
God's servants for the blessing and healing of the Nations.
THE PASTORS HANS & EVA MARKLUND – KORSKYRKAN IN ALINGSÅS – IS LEADING THE ”GLOBAL PRAYERNETWORK” IN SWEDEN! IT HAS SPREAD EVEN TO US… AS WELL AS OTHER COUNTRIES!
http://www.globaldayofprayer.com/country.php?country=389 - Global Day of Prayer – Sweden
Contact Information - National Coordinator: Hans Marklund
The above link is an ”old website” since there is nothing written after 2007...but it shows who were involved at the start:

- Vision - Global day of prayer
We have pleasure in inviting you to a global prayer initiative, "Global Day of Prayer."
--you can also contact any of us below:
http://vfe.webpublishing.unity.se/viewNavMenu.do?menuID=29

·
Hans Marklund, responsible coordinator in Sweden
·
Daniel Viklund, member in the workgroup of Global Day of prayer, Sweden
·
Per Danielsson, member in the workgroup of Global Day of prayer, Sweden
Greetings in Jesus’ wonderful name.
Hans Marklund
Coordinator för ”Global day of prayer” in Sweden
A WELL-KNOWN ”TRAVELLING EVANGELIST” AND “SELF PROCLAIMED PROPHET” IN SWEDEN – DANIEL
VIKLUND INVOLVED IN THIS AS WELL!
It was perhaps no surprise... as he has been preaching at Hans Marklund’s church several times...!
http://missionxp.webblogg.se/2006/february/bon-och-sverige-ar-2006.html

- MXP Missional Experiences - Prayer and Sweden year 2006

Se: SNB. (This link/page to ”SNB” is no longer working!)
Links from SNB:
(some of the links below does no longer work either…)
24-7 Prayer: www.24-7prayer.com
Muslim Prayer Focus: www.30-days.net
Thirtysecondkneeldown Prayer Revolution: www.30kd.org
Bethany World Prayer Center: www.bethany.com
Caleb Project: www.calebproject.org
The Nationally Broadcast Concert of Prayer: www.concertofprayer.org
Concert of Prayer: www.copgny.org
Every Home for Christ: www.ehc.org
Friends of the Bridegroom: www.fotb.com
G8 Prayer Initiative 2004: www.g8prayer.org
Gospel for Asia: www.gfa.org
Global Harvest Ministries: www.globalharvest.org = C. Peter Wagner – the “highest” of all “Apostles”!!!
Here we see the “7 Mountains”
Hi! Thanks for visiting Global Harvest Ministries
(GHM) website.
Click here to redirect to Global Spheres, Inc. (GSI)

This is Peter Wagner with a very important and
exciting message. On my 80th birthday, August 15,
2010, I officially turned GHM over to Chuck Pierce of Denton, Texas. Instead of continuing GHM, Chuck
organized Global Spheres, Inc. (GSI), a new wineskin for apostolic alignment which will carry Doris and me into
the future. Chuck is President and I am Apostolic Ambassador. As a part of this transition, we have closed the
GHM website, and transferred our material to the GSI website. Please click on Global Spheres and you will now
find what used to be on GHM website. May God bless you and prosper you in every way!
C. Peter Wagner, Apostolic Ambassador Global Spheres, Inc.
(OBS! The link to Global Harvest has changed since I copied the picture in September this year...)
So Wagner’s Global Harvest Ministries website is now directing to Global Spheres, Inc. http://globalspheres.org/
Here you can find http://www.globalspheres.org/spheres.asp - The Spheres
There you can “Click a region to view members of The Sphere”
But on the right side is also a picture with the text ”Global Spheres Center
building update!” and if you click on it you’ll come to this page:
http://www.gloryofzion.org/placetopromise/

Here you can see videos from this colossal building of ”Global Spheres Center”
http://www.gloryofzion.org/placetopromise/index.php?m=videos

To the left you can read ”LETS GIVE AGAIN”
- Israel Prayer Garden
Fire Pit For Each Continent (7x5000=35,000)
In September you could see that the "Lion of Judah door" costed 4,000 dollars!!!
- Offices
- The Prayer tower
- Youth and Activity center
An estimated construction of $675,500.00! (The offices are completed so they have removed that amount...
But in September the entire amount shown on the left came to this total)
Again, it is no pittance we're talking about here, and EVERYTHING to be paid by "dedicated Christian
supporters"! I.e. from “WILLING GIVERS"... (I’m sure there are new up-dates, but I refrain from looking!)

We also find http://www.globalspheres.org/training.asp?vkey=NyWHc5_TGMQ&title - Doing the Works of Jesus
Training Area (here are short training videos...)
and of course there is a page for giving! https://globalspheres.org/secure/giving.asp - ”Donations”
Please note; This was the previous address to Wagners website: http://www.globalharvestministries.org/
Just a few months ago (Sep/Oct 2011), there was a reference to Chuck's new website... But now, this page
has become a sort of "link page to Christian sites, etc." It is not only links to Christian sites, but you find links
to all kinds of sites...
IMAGINE HOW EASY IT IS TO CHANGE THE WEBB ADDRESS IN ORDER TO "ELUDE" AND DO AWAY WITH
“EVIDENCE” THAT THE APOLOGETICS ARE REFERRING TO ON THE OLD SITE!

Regarding "Global Spheres Center" above:
In early September, an invitation to a conference
in this building was sent out via Charisma Magazine:
HOW MANY DARED TO STAY HOME AFTER READING
ABOUT “ENTER IN AND RECEIVE THE ANOINTING THAT
IS NECESSARY TO BREAK FORTH INTO THE SEASON
AHEAD”??? (Text below all the pictures)
There were probably many who went to this in order
not to "miss" this anointing...tragically!
”In line with Israel”...? I thought we needed to be
”in line with the Word of God”!!!!?
WHERE in the Bible does it say that; ”At the "head"
or start of the Hebraic year, we have access to fresh
revelation for the coming year.” SCRIPTURE PLEASE!

http://gloryofzion.org/hoty_2011.php
Glory of Zion International Ministreis, Inc.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVmMZeWL43M

HOTY = Head Of The Year 5772
http://4windsprayer.com/index.php/letter-from-chuck/340-55-nations-participate-in-the-head-of-the-year

We are producing the CD and DVD sets for the Head of the Year Celebration.
You can purchase these by….
$75.00 / set according to this link:
https://gloryofzion.org//webstore/Scripts/prodView.asp?idproduct=1101 The sessions are:
Paul Wilbur. Gaining Favor to Save a Nation!
Peter Wagner. 7 Basics of Cheerful Giving!
Paul Keith Davis. Entering a Season of Mobilization, Demarcation, Deliverance and Fulfillment!
Barbara Yoder. Preparing to Tabernacle with God!
Rosemary Abercrombie.Your Facts are Not the Same as Truth!
Robert Heidler... 5772: The Year of Ayin Bet .The Year of the House
John Abercrombie. A Season of Divine Reversals!
Avner Boskey. The Mystery and Preeminence of Zion!
Trevor Baker. The Plumb Line: Establishing an Apostolic Prototype for the Next 10 Years!
Chuck Pierce. Developing a Mindset for the Future! The Year of the Container!
Alemu Beeftu. Moving into the "After This" Moment!

Giving is Key to Your Future!
--At least 55 nations were involved with us to open up the Head of the Year!
The nations that joined us included Argentina, ..........., Sweden, .......
What a blessing to see this response to celebrate
SPREAD TO SWEDEN AS WELL!!!
the Head of the Hebraic year and the Feast of Tabernacles.
You can still give a gift by….
Money, money, money...

Continuing - Links from SNB:
Global Mapping International: www.gmi.org
Strategic Mission Research and Mapping
Global Prayer Digest: www.global-prayer-digest.org
Gospel Communications: www.gospelcom.net
Internet Prayers: www.internetprayers.com "
International Prayer Council: www.ipcprayer.org
Joel News International: www.joelnews.org
Jericho Walls International Prayer Network: www.jwipn.com
Joshua Project: www.joshuaproject.net
Mission America Coalition: www.missionamerica.org
OM International: www.om.org
Navpress: www.navpress.com/magazines/pray!
The Annual National Day of Prayer First Thursday of May: www.ndptf.org
National Pastors' Prayer Network: www.nppn.org
Operation World: www.operationworld.org
The Persecuted Church: www.persecutedchurch.com
Voice of the Martyrs: www.persecution.com
The Prayer Guide: www.prayerguide.org.uk
Prayer Week: www.prayerweek.com
Pray For China: www.prayforchina.com
Prayworld: www.prayworld.org
The Cause: www.thecause.org
The Second Call Ministries: www.thesecondcall.org
Transformation Africa: www.transformationafrica.com
U.S. Prayer Center: www.usprayercenter.org
WayMakers: www.waymakers.org
Window International Network: www.win1040.com
World Prayer Centre: www.worldprayer.org.uk
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Back to “Links resources and partnerships” - K.E.Y.S/KingdomEconomicSummit.Com:
Global Initiatives Foundation - Global Initiatives Foundation is a pioneering organization - paving new ground with
faith-based economic community development agendas that make a difference - catalysts for change in a time of
growing challenges.
Glory Realm Ministries - Bruce and Caroline Cook are prophetic minstrels and songwriters for the body of Christ. Their
music style spans multiple genres and can be characterized best as "the sound of heaven." The couple is ordained in
Christian ministry and Bruce is also an ordained prophet, financial consultant, and apostolic businessman with a heart
and anointing for marketplace ministry.
God @ Work - We are a team of marketplace ministers committed to declaring the call to marketplace ministry,
defining how marketplace ministers should operate within that call, developing those who respond to the call and
ultimately demonstrating in a tangible way ourselves -- the power of God in the Marketplace.
Harvest Evangelism, Inc. - Harvest Evangelism, Inc. is an inter-denominational ministry committed to the fulfillment of
the Great Commission (Matthew 28:18-20). The Harvest team is dedicated to serving the entire Body of Christ around
the globe by instilling vision for city, regional and nation-wide transformation.
His Church at Work - His Church at Work is growing the influence of the church through the work lives of its people.
Increase International - we have consistently been used to equip others to pray more effectively and to bring the good
news of new life in Christ to the unreached.
International Coalition of Workplace Ministries - The International Coalition of Workplace Ministries (ICWM) is a

fellowship of workplace believers who want to ignite leaders for workplace transformation by modeling Jesus Christ
(http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/icwm/)

International Christian Chamber of Commerce - The mission of the International Christian Chamber of Commerce
(ICCC) is to serve as a vehicle in extending the operation and principles of wisdom, love and the rule of God Almighty
into the marketplaces of the world. (http://www.iccc.net/)
International Christian WealthBuilders Foundation - ICWBF is a partnership program established by Christian
WealthBuilders and educators to advance the Kingdom of God.
International Transformation Network - The ITN and each of its members are actively building prototypes for
transformation at every level, from the personal to the corporate, in cities and nations, beginning with one’s
personal sphere of influence.
This is Ed Silvoso’s website! = http://www.harvestevan.org/international-transformation-network1.html But now it seems to be called
”Harvest Evangelism” and in their bookshop http://www.harvestevan.org/bookstore.html they are selling ”MARKETPLACE
TRANSFORMATION” materials!!!
Kings and Queens in the Marketplace -The Kings and Queens in the market place is a coalition of Christian business
men and women who have the Kingdom mentality.
Kingdom Business Alliance - KBA‘s Goals are to assist Christian Business Leaders in addressing critical questions to
present a business that is oriented toward Kingdom Business principles.
Kingdom Covenant Ministries - A truly exciting multicultural church, with over 75 nations represented in a weekly
attendance of over 3000 people. Over 100 programs and 500 volunteers, the members of KCM are achieving their
personal goals with dynamic teachings provided by Dr. Pat Francis and her team of Pastors, practical help to
strengthen families and gain economic strength.
Kingdom Venture Partners, L.P. - We are a different type of venture capital firm. We are focused on experienced
management, value creation, market penetration, sustainable margins, barriers to entry, competitive advantage, cost
containment, revenue growth and profitable exits the same as other vc's, but we believe in a leveraged bottom line.
Lance Wallnau Ministries - Lance Wallnau Ministries offers proven resources designed to produce significant
breakthroughs for individuals and organizations.
(http://lancelearning.com/)

- Lance Wallnau Explains The Seven Mountains Mandate (The 7-M Mandate)
C. Peter Wagner’s Apostle & motivational speaker Lance Wallnau explains the origin of the 7 Mountains Mandate, in which Christians
seeks to gain influence over the "mountains" of government, church, education, family, media, arts, and business. In other presentation
of the Seven Mountains idea, Wallnau has explicitly stated that this can be done either overtly or covertly, as "infiltration."
AS WE’LL BE READING BELOW; LANCE WALLNAU IS ONE OF WAGNER’S KEY CHANGE AGENTS!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQbGnJd9poc&feature=related

LaRed Organization - It's all about Truth.

The Biblical Truth - Yes!

Marketplace Chaplains - Marketplace Chaplains USA exists to share God’s love through corporate chaplains in the
workplace by an on-site Employee Care Program for our corporate client companies, both in the United States of
America and abroad.
Marketplace Leaders - Marketplace Leaders goal is to help men and women fulfill God's call on their lives by
understanding the role faith plays in their workplace calling. We accomplish this in several ways.
(http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/)

Mission America Coalition - Marketplace Chaplains USA exists to share God’s love through corporate chaplains in the

workplace by an on-site Employee Care Program for our corporate client companies, both in the United States of
America and abroad.
MorningStar Ministries - MorningStar Publications and Ministries is a diverse and expanding international ministry
founded by Rick and Julie Joyner in 1985.
( http://www.morningstarministries.org/ )
National Christian Foundation - Since 1982, The National Christian Foundation (NCF) and our local affiliates have
helped thousands of givers send more than $1.4 billion to over 15,000 charities.
New Canaan Society - We are a group of men who are committed to each other and to God.
Opportunity International - A leader in microfinance, Opportunity International is a non-profit organization dedicated
to helping the poor. We provide financial services to the poor and train them in basic business practices so that they
can work their way out of poverty.
Partnership Ministries - Partnership Ministries is a ministry for the 21st century church combining prayer and research
that communities, cities, nations, and the marketplace for lasting revival, authentic transformation and kingdom
culture.
Pat Francis Ministries - through her local and international ministries has reached millions of people with the message
and mission of hope. Pat believes that “knowledge is power” and through her dynamic teaching seminars and weekly
television program “Washed by the Word” she empowers millions of people with wisdom and practical strategies to
reach their full potential with the help of faith in God.
Pinnacle Forum - Inspiring America's leaders to magnify Christ within their sphere of influence and to see God restored
to the center of our culture.
Priority Associates - Developing leaders from the Inside Out.
ProVision Network - PVN is a ministry devoted to the concept that “we are all called to do something great but none of
us can do it alone.” Thus, we are about uniting the Body of Christ. We accomplish this by inventorying individuals
according to gifts, abilities and talents so that a clearinghouse mechanism can be created, which matches
opportunities with resources.
Repurposing Business - We are an organization with a clear focus: Repurposing Business - Transforming Society.
ROI Leadership - We develop people and build business. Without specialized Leadership Development Training, most
companies fail to reach their full potential. ROi provides training that focuses on building business by developing their
people.
Rock City Church - Rock City Church has been working to influence the city of Baltimore for Jesus Christ for many years.
The church has experienced growth since 1983 when Bishop Bart Pierce came to Baltimore.
Selling Among Wolves - Based in that reality, Selling Among Wolves offers a philosophy of winning in business,
particularly in sales, by cooperating with axiomatic principles, sound strategies and proven practices revealed in
Scripture on three fundamental levels.
Strategic Christian Resources - Strategic Christian Services is in the business of changing lives. We find men and women
whose hearts compel them to bring God's transformation to our fallen world. We then educate, train, and work with
them to make that transformation happen.

The Gathering - It’s about being part of a network of other individuals, families and foundations who are all committed
to giving in the Kingdom. ( http://www.thegathering.org/ )
The Institute for Innovation, Integration & Impact - We continue to push the edge by creating intellectual products
and uncommon experiences that help clients get on the road to Impact through Innovation & Integration... quickly.
The Joseph Company - The Joseph Company is a group of men and women with the heart, character and anointing of
Joseph. People who have been prepared by God to be to our generation as Joseph was to his, with focus on
preservation of life and the awareness of God-ordained transfers of wealth and power.
The Master’s Program - Taking the Step to find God's Purpose.
The Ruddick International Group - The Ruddick International Group is a strategic business planning and executive
coaching consultancy. Specialties include plans and strategies impacting emerging and shifting markets; technomarket feasibility evaluations; market due diligence investigations for new ventures, mergers and acquisitions; service
performance programs, as well as executive coaching and entrepreneurial strategies for enterprises with a mission of
community-building.
The Sentinel Group - a Christian research and information agency dedicated to helping the Church pray
knowledgably for end-time global evangelization and enabling communities to discover the pathway to genuine
revival and societal transformation.
= Transformation DVD with George Otis, Jr. in the lead! http://www.glowtorch.org/tabid/2533/Default.aspx
http://www.glowtorch.org/ - GlowTorch - An Online Service of The Sentinel Group
Formerly their site was called "transformnations.com", but when searching for that name you automatically end up on the link
above... However, it is the same organization... They have several pages and one which is leading to another website –
revivalworks.com – where you can watch the "infamous" Transformation-movies... I say "infamous" for it is well known by now that
they relay “strategic warfare”. As we’ve read in this newsletter George Otis Jr. is cooperating with Peter Wagner and his
"NAR Apostles and Prophets"...
http://revivalworks.com/Scripts/default.asp >> http://revivalworks.com/scripts/prodView.asp?idProduct=26
Transformations: A Documentary (DVD)(DT1)
http://revivalworks.com/scripts/prodView.asp?idproduct=27
Transformations II: The Glory Spreads (DVD)
Here is an articel which mention about Otis & Wagners co-operation:
http://endtimespropheticwords.wordpress.com/2008/09/19/george-otis-jr-c-peter-wagner-and-the-transformations-revival/
Here is a website which promotes & sells Marketplace Transformation material:
http://www.harvestevan.org/bookstore.html - Harvest Evangelism
Here are all the kinds of material for those who want to learn how to "transform your nation":
Audio Tapes and CDs

http://www.harvestevan.org/audio-cds-and-tapes.html

Books

http://www.harvestevan.org/books.html

DVDs

http://www.harvestevan.org/bookstore-dvds.html

Spanish Books and DVDs

http://www.harvestevan.org/spanish-dvds.html

I won’t take the time to comment on any of the links above...

Transformation Business Network - Transformational Business Network is an association of business men and women
who use their skills and experience to make an impact in the most needy areas of the world. ( http://www.tbnetwork.org/ )
David Van Koevering - David van Koevering is a writer, minister, motivational speaker, quantum physicist and inventor.

His current teachings, "The Physics of Worship" and "The Science of God Sounds" are changing lives worldwide.
Venture Advisers, Inc. - The starting point for private equity firms as well as emerging growth companies which are
searching for capital. We take the mystery out of fundraising and remove the confusion from the task of finding
qualified investors for your enterprise. Our experienced staff manages the fundraising process from start to finish so
that you can focus on what you do best - investing in great companies and serving on their Boards, developing and/or
selling products and services, growing your company, and building shareholder value.
Walter Capital Funding LLC - Walter Capital Funding LLC is a professional private lending company that operates
similar to a bank. Our private lenders are currently earning 12% Net Annual Return. These short-term mortgage
investments are fully collateralized by Real Estate with 25% or more in protective equity. As an asset-based lender, we
specialize in short-term bridge loans to professional real estate investors and local home builders and commercial
developers for both residential and commercial transactions.
WORD OF LIFE MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL - Dr. Phillip Phinn is an international motivational speaker, minister,
author, lecturer, advisor, counselling psychologist, businessman, economic and financial consultant, teaching mankind
how to win the battles of life.
YADA International - To help the Body of Christ to develop a lifestyle of prayer and intimacy with the Lord so that they
can fully enter the destiny God has for their lives.
Yes, it was really a LOOONG, LOOONG list!
But I included them all because I thought; perhaps someone recognizes any of these ”Ministries” and hopefully
thereby gain insight that even these are DEEPLY INVOLVED...
Let’s continue and get it in ”black and white” (as we say in Sweden) that Rick Joyner is just as much involved as all the
other ”apostles”:
Last year’s KEYS yearly Summit was held in Joyner’s church!
http://www.isaiah5812.org/index%20files/Home/KEYS.htm - FINANCIAL K.E.Y.S TO GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION
Business Marketplace Leaders Converge At 4th Annual Kingdom Economic Yearly Summit (KEYS) Feb. 16-19 In Fort Mill, SC
Summary: Marketplace leaders from around the world converge
Feb. 16-19, 2011, at The Heritage Center in Fort Mill, SC, at
MorningStar for the 4th Annual Kingdom Economic Yearly Summit
(KEYS).
Charlotte, NC — January 03, 2011 - Christian marketplace leaders
from 15 nations and 40 U.S. states will gather Feb. 16-19, 2011, at
The Heritage Center in Fort Mill, SC, on the MorningStar Ministries
campus for the 4th Annual Kingdom Economic Yearly Summit
(KEYS), according to Dr. Bruce Cook, Summit convener. "We have
many of the top Christian business and financial leaders globally
coming together to offer strategies and solutions for the
marketplace and the economy," adds Cook, also President of
Venture Advisers Inc, Kingdom House Publishing and Kingdom
Ventures. The Kingdom Business Association is sponsoring the event
and this year’s theme is "Mobilizing God’s Marketplace Army."
There will be 80 speakers and presenters in total for the general
sessions, breakout sessions, workshops and roundtables, plus
there will be worship, networking, exhibitors, meals and ministry
available. "This will be our biggest event yet," says Cook, "and we

expect attendance of between 1500 and 2000 people plus the live webcast audience.
Patterned loosely after the World Economic Forum, but with a Christian focus, the 4-day Summit will feature Rick Joyner, Os
Hillman, Patricia King, Marc Nuttle, Johnny Enlow, Shawn Bolz, Dr. Lance Wallnau, Dr. Joseph Umidi, Dr. Tony Dale, Dr.
Raymond Larson, Dr. Gordon Bradshaw, Dr. Marlene McMillan, Dr. Berin Gilfillan, Dr. Shaun Wang, Dr. Chuck Thurston, Dr. Nick
Castellano, Dr. Joseph Peck, Drs. Adam and Candice Smithyman, John Muratori, Robert Ricciardelli, Mike Rovner, Mark
Kauffman, Faytene Kryskow, Monique Reed, Morris Ruddick, Jim Barthel, David van Koevering, Carolita Oliveros,
Tom Rudmik, James Dismore, Jonathan Shibley, Fulton Sheen, Greg Dalessandri, Tom Barrett, John Sorensen, Bill Hart,
Wende Jones, Robert Needham and Max Greiner Jr.
Also included will be
Deborah Larson, Joan Risdon, Donald Lisle, Kim Laney, Duncan Campbell, Joshua Geary, Ken Beaudry,
Rick Eldridge, Teri Werner, Charles Robinson, Ken Storey, Linda Sloan, Brian Kenney, Kenn Renner, Jim Young, Kyle Newton, Michael Oswald,
Jack Serra, Doug Boehr, 2
Charles Christie, David Wood, Keith Cameron Smith, Dale Vermillion, Larry Davis, Bill Thomas, Sean Dunn, JoAnn McEachern, Josh Helland, Jon
Grieser, Randy LaHaye, Dr. Mike Cohen, Steve Hall, John Perry, Janice VanCronkhite, Bill Collins, Jeff Ahern, Tim Flachman, JoAnn McEachern,
Pascal van Knijff, and Francis O'Donnell.

For more information and to register online visit: http://www.KingdomEconomicSummit.com
Map & Directions To The KEYS Event: http://bit.ly/fWecCK
Source: http://www.BestOnlineResults.com
Point Of Contact:
Dr. Bruce Cook, Convener
Office: 512-259-8240
512-259-8240
Fax: 512-697-0088
www.KingdomEconomicSummit.com
info@kingdomeconomicsummit.com

Address For The 4th Annual KEYS
MorningStar Ministries
375 Star Light Drive Fort Mill, SC 29715
http://www.morningstarministries.org

IN MY EYES - THIS SHOWS THAT THEY ARE TRYING TO BUILD GOD’S KINGDOM THE WORLD’S WAY!
One must wonder; why follow a pattern after the World Economic Forum - that is TOTALLY WORDLY - but with a
Christian focus???
DON’T MISS THAT THIS "SUMMIT" WAS HELD AT RICK JOYNER’S MORNINGSTAR MINISTRIES IN FEBRUARY LAST
YEAR! He is very much involved and is one of the "highest" among the apostles... in the "Apostolic Network"... NAR
= New Apostolic Reformation...
That Patricia King can be one of the speakers for this year’s K.E.Y.S. is quite unbelivable!
It was she who "took Bob Jones’ and Todd Bentley's hands and went into the third heaven with them"...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGCTMEoifqQ - WSTK-ITV - Bob Jones, Patricia King & Todd Bentley
(I won’t go more into this in this newsletter... but isn’t it SCARY that ”THIS” (Third heaven expereinces and other extrabiblical doctrines) may flourish in Christendom and that third heaven and Patricia King is affirmed by these "apostles"
and "prophets")
In an recently e-mail regarding this year’s K.E.Y.S. it says:
Dear Marketplace Friends,
What do wealth managers, financial advisors, corporate and international business attorneys, angel investors, insurance brokers,
franchise owners, best-selling authors, marketing mavens, branding gurus, life and business coaches, government leaders, a NASA
rocket scientist, technology executives and consultants, 5-fold ministry leaders, real estate investors, senior executives of global
energy companies, gold and silver traders, a food and grain and commodities expert, successful serial entrepreneurs, intercessors,
marketplace network leaders, several university business and finance professors, investors, economists, C-level executives, the
former general manager of the Los Angeles Dodgers, executive director of the Dream Center Foundation, and major film,
entertainment and media leaders have in common? Besides their faith in Jesus Christ, they will all be speaking at the KEYS LA
summit March 21-25, 2012 at the LAX Marriott. Register today. Come join in what God is doing.
Plan to join us in Los Angeles in two months (March 21-25, 2012) for an historic Kingdom Economic Yearly Summit (KEYS). Early
response and registrations indicate that this will be our largest event to date and one of the most strategic and important so far, as

many leaders from the nations come together in humility, honor and unity to declare and decree God’s purpose and destiny for the “City
of Angels,” and surrounding region. Our intercession team has already been praying behind the scenes for this event and we have joined
together in agreement with a number of city, regional and state leaders throughout California for a “holy visitation.” We are prayerfully
expecting to see the atmosphere shift over the city and region as well as the entertainment and media industry there known as
“Hollywood.”
God has given us an “A List” lineup of some 90 speakers (some of whom are household names), multiple worship leaders and amazing
volunteers, and the red carpet is being rolled out by the Holy Spirit for what is shaping up to be one of the major Kingdom events of
the year and perhaps this decade. You don’t want to miss this global gathering of God’s generals in the marketplace. Plan now to join us
for this historic summit in the city that birthed the Azusa Street Revival, Amy Semple McPherson, etc. Register for $99 hotel rooms while
they last at the plush, luxurious Los Angeles Airport Marriott conveniently located just a few blocks from the Los Angeles International
Airport with free shuttle service every 15 minutes, 24 hours a day. Local attractions and amenities are available nearby such as
Disneyland, Knott’s Berry Farms, Hollywood, Manhattan Beach, and Venice Beach, among others. TheCRY Hollywood will be held March
15th in the Gibson Amphitheatre at Universal Studios in Hollywood and is being led and hosted by Faytene and Rob Grasseschi. See
information below. ( http://www.thecryhollywood.com/Welcome.html - TheCRY HOLLYWOOD - endorsements by Patricia King among others… )
Come and be a part of making history for the Kingdom of God!
Dr. Bruce Cook, K.E.Y.S. Convener

ONCE AGAIN; DON’T GO THERE – DO NOT BE A PART OF THIS K.E.Y.S.
It is the Kingdom of Evil that is Yearning for Souls…
.....................................................................................................
Dave Hunt & T.A. McMahon from The Brean Call (http://www.thebereancall.org/) has written a great article where
they are questioning the K.E.Y.S. Conferences and its key speakers:
http://www.thebereancall.org/book/export/html/9109
Question: Where did the concept that "God is going to give the wealth of the wicked to believers" come from?
The Financial K.E.Y.S. Conferences are telling people how to gain their part in the wealth. Speakers have included
Bruce Cook, Lance Wallnau, Os Hillman, Cindy Jacobs, Rick Joyner, and C. Peter Wagner. The name of the
conference--Financial K.E.Y.S.--refers to the teaching that money is the key to global transformation and
establishing God's kingdom on earth.
Response: First Timothy 6:10 tells us, "The love of money is the root of all evil: which while some coveted after, they
have erred from the faith, and pierced themselves through with many sorrows." The love of money is too often used as
motivation in mind science teaching, which has influenced word faith teaching and the New Apostolic Reformation
(NAR). A Financial K.E.Y.S. Conference took place February 16-19, 2010, in which believers learned how the wealth of
the wicked will be supernaturally transferred to them. Consider these comments from NAR "apostle" C. Peter Wagner:
If you check back through human history, you will find that three things, more than any others, have produced social
transformation: violence, knowledge and wealth-and the greatest of these is wealth! (Dominion! How Kingdom Action
Can Change the World)
It is instructive that someone identifying himself as an "apostle" should fail to see the gospel as "the greatest thing"
that has produced social transformation! Jesus proclaimed in Luke 4:18: "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he
hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to preach deliverance
to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised."
Wagner continues:
They will not be traditional financial planners who are satisfied with annual returns of 5 percent to 20 percent or so....I
have faith that we will see the biblical standard of 100 percent returns or more become the norm. (p. 196)
Proverbs 13:22 is "the verse" for Wagner and others promoting this theology. They are, however, selectively quoting
"and the wealth of the sinner is laid up for the just." Bereans who check out Wagner will find that he omitted the first
half of the verse. The full verse reads as follows: "A good man leaveth an inheritance to his children's children: and the

wealth of the sinner is laid up for the just."
This is not some supernatural transfer of wealth. It is an admonition toward diligence. Through diligent stewardship,
the Lord blesses the work of the righteous, and they store up an inheritance. In this context, the sinner wastes his
money, which, in the providence of God, can end up in the hands of the just. Scripture tells us that there is nothing new
under the sun (Eccl 1:9).The concepts promoted by the Financial K.E.Y.S. conferences have been around as long as have
human greed and avarice.
.....................................................................................................
It's one thing IF it had really been about "influencing" the market place for Jesus Christ... it would have been fantastic!
BUT as we now know – from all the above reading – that it is about "take Dominion" (= Dominionism) through the 7
mountains... through human/worldly strategies... and that it is the Latter Rain teachings (Latter Rain Movement)
behind ... THEN IT IMMEDIATELY BECOMES SERIOUS!
IF it only had been ”pure” motives one can wonder why C. Peter Wagner is so vague and evasive in below interview:
http://www.christianpost.com/news/are-evangelicals-seeking-dominion-over-politics-government-54726/ ”Are Evangelicals Seeking 'Dominion' Over Politics, Government?”
Here’s an excerpt:
C. Peter Wagner, founder of Global Harvest Ministries, also notes on his website that the NAR is "loosely structured."
Wagner coined the phrase "New Apostolic Reformation" and wrote a book by that name to describe a new spiritual focus
sweeping through various denominations.
However, he asserts that he is not the founder of the group. Rather, he notes on his website the NAR's roots date "back for
almost a century; new forms and operational procedures began to emerge in areas such as local church government,
interchurch relationships, financing, evangelism, missions, prayer, leadership selection and training, the role of supernatural
power, worship and other important aspects of church life."
Wilder asserts that Wagner is also part of the NAR and kept a list of apostles previously posted on its website, but now
concealed in its member's only section. The CP did not find this list on the website. Attempts to contact Wagner were not
returned in time for this report.

It really seems as if Peter Wagner tries to avoid the truth… Are the Dominionists afraid when they are being
scrutinized? It's no secret that he is behind the NAR, is it? He tries to hide it here... Very revealing!
Here http://globalspheres.org/ we can read an update wich Wagner wrote about NAR from the new organization ”Global
Spheres” under Chuck Pierce: An Update by C. Peter Wagner, Ph.D. – THE NEW APOSTOLIC REFORMATION – August 18,2011
See attached PDF #3 - ”Update by C. Peter Wagner” to read the letter – just in case it disapears from the website.
Surprisingly, the New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) has recently become a topic of discussion in the political media. I noticed some mention of it
(NAR) in connection with Sarah Palin’s run for Vice-President, but I considered it relatively insignificant.

- Power To Stand Ministries Presents: The Unsound Bytes Series #1: C. Peter Wagner
Dr. C. Peter Wagner is:
Head “apostle” of the New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) and presides over the International Coalition of Apostles (ICA).
Missiologist and coiner of the phrase “Third Wave”. President of Global Harvest Ministries (not any longer!). He is also the
author of various “textbooks” on the NAR: The New Apostolic Churches, Church Quake!, and Apostles and Prophets; The
Foundation of the Church.
Missiology – http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missiology

http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/unsoundbytes1wagner.html

Here is an article where you can read different quotes by C. Peter Wagner
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/wagnerquotes.html - C. Peter Wagner - Quotes & Notes
Taken from the article:
”Peter Wagner is the Head of Global Harvest Ministries with their office in the World Prayer Center in Colorado Springs…”
This was before he handed over to Chuck Pierce, see above... http://theworldprayercenter.org/ from here, they have another website
www.worldprayerteam.org - World Prayer Team - where people all over the world can pray for urgent prayer requests... There is also a
link to http://www.desperationonline.com/ - Desperation Online - Youth Pastor Network…
“He is the leading person in the new movement for Strategic Spiritual Warfare.”

.....................................................................................................

http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/orrel3.html - The Apostles Are Coming To Your City, Ready or Not
by Orell Steinkamp, The Plumbline, Vol. 6, No. 2, March/April 2001

In a previous issue of PLUMBLINE, I described the efforts of C. Peter Wagner to create a New Apostolic
Reformation (NAR) which he predicts will be even greater in scope and significance than the Protestant
Reformation of the 1500's. The centerpiece of the movement is the purported restoration, by God, of the
NT office-gift of "Apostle' to the end-time church.
--Pastors are you ready to be placed under certain translocal apostles who are identified by other translocal
apostles? I think I feel a college of Cardinal/Apostles coming on. Church members, are you ready to
implement what these apostles pass on to you, via you pastor? District superintendents, are you ready to
move over for a newly appointed apostle?
GOOD QUESTIONS!
--I have seen the rumored statement on the Internet that Wagner has been designated the pre-eminent
Apostle. It figures, for it was his baby from the beginning.
--It amazes me that virtually no one is challenging Wagner and his apostle buddies. Perhaps you have not
known about it or perhaps you don't take it seriously, assuming it will just go away. The Apostles will not just
go away and one day they will possibly arrive in your area. Will you accept them or will you respectfully
challenge this NAR on Biblical grounds?

They have certainly come to my town, unfortunately! And who knows... maybe to yours too?
.....................................................................................................
The article below is on an atheists website...
Isn’t it interesting that an atheist has more knowledge about what is going on in Christianity than many Christians?!
If you read the entire article; please, remember that it is biased from an atheist’s point of view...from a former
Evangelical Christian... The excerpt below, I take as "facts"...
http://unreasonablefaith.com/2010/03/23/the-new-apostolic-reformation-movement/ - The New Apostolic Reformation Movement
By vorjack on March 23, 2010 in Christianity, Culture, Current Events, Politics.

In America, NAR’s most famous member is Sarah Palin, and you may remember the famous youtube clip where Palin
is blessed by the Kenyan preacher Rev. Thomas Muthee. Muthee asked God to “keep her safe from every form of
witchcraft.” While this was just considered wacky by most of us, it’s important to realize that Muthee is an international
star in the NAR movement.
He has preached before large audiences in Sweden, England and Australia, and he’s starred in a series of movies that
are shown in churches around the world.
(KJ: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Muthee The following month, in May 2004, Muthee reprised his role as a guest speaker
at an international prayer conference organized by the International Christian Chamber of Commerce in Örebro, Sweden.[33][34][35] )

--One of the most prominent members is C. Peter Wagner, the man who seems to have named the movement. Wagner served as
a mentor to Rick Warren and worked with Ted Haggard.
(Rick Warrens connection to the Latter Rain Heresy – NAR and C. Peter Wagner:
RICK WARREN ON MENTORS LIKE C. PETER WAGNER

>>

)

NAR members are encouraged to take over more than government. One of the goals of the movement is to take control of the
“Seven Mountains of Culture,” which includes education, media and business. The “7 Mountains” or “7-M” is a catchphrase for
the movement, and Muthee was speaking about the “7-M campaign” at Palin’s church before the famous anointing. Some
members are asked to be “market apostles” and merge evangelism with their business, a process that involves going to their
places of employment and connecting with other movement members, evangelism and prayer.
--One of the resulting practices in NAR is called “spirit mapping,” where believers literally map out a community and decide where
demons and other evil powers are located. Members then enter into prayer to force out the demons (making them “prayer
warriors,” another catchphrase.)

Once the demons have been cast out, the area is supposedly claimed for God. Most believe that this will lead to the conversion
of the people in the area. Some claim that the areas become mini-utopias, where poverty, corruption and disease are reduced.
There are even claims that AIDS has been cured in some of these area.
--For a variety of reasons, the NAR movement runs under the radar for most of the mainstream media. One of the few journalists
watching it is Rachel Tabachnick. She suggests that the lack of a central leadership hampers the ability of journalists to get access
or information. NAR can also unintentionally hide in plain sight; the Wasilla Assemblies of God Church, where Palin was raised,
has strayed from the AOG (Assemblies of God) denomination and embraced NAR ideas, a fact which most journalists reporting on
Palin missed.

I believe this is probably the case in Sweden as well... Churches remaining within their denominations (Pentecostal,
Methodist, Baptist, etc.) but have embraced NAR’s agendas, visions and goals... and many times the members don’t
even know about it... they have become "NARians" without knowing it!
I found the expression NARians in this article http://apprising.org/2011/10/27/an-unhealthy-update-on-c-peter-wagner-the-nefarious-narians/

.....................................................................................................
http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/10/27/115813/98
Spiritual Mapping and Spiritual Warfare - Muthee and the "Transformations" Franchise / 1
Rachel Tabachnick - Thu Oct 30, 2008 at 12:42:10 PM EST

Palin's Churches and the Third Wave Series
By The New Apostolic Reformation Research Team
A video starring Thomas Muthee as a prayer warrior and witch hunter was released in 1999. "Transformations" was the first in
a series of videos that would soon become the heart of the Transformations franchise, a network of prayer warriors, ministries,
organizations, and businesses, brought together for the purpose of promoting Christian theocracies. They share the goal of
bringing their own communities and nations into the "Kingdom." These videos would play a major role in the teaching and
promotion of spiritual mapping and spiritual warfare. Following is the story of those videos and how the Transformations brand
has propelled the development of an emerging international belief system, the New Apostolic Reformation, and how it is bringing
that movement into your community and your government.
The DVDs came quickly to Sweden... I've at least seen the first 3 – several years ago!
I hereby ask for forgiveness for showing or lending these videos! I have renounced this in connection with everything that was
revealed in 2008 with Todd Bentley's so-called "Lakeland Revival"... when I got an insight of the Faith Movement heresies!
The Transformations videos are advertised as having been viewed by 200 million people in 70 languages. A star of the videos is none
other than Thomas Muthee - the same man whose anointing of Sarah Palin has become an issue in the 2008 presidential campaign. But
the videos are important for far more reasons than Palin and Muthee. Muthee's words, just prior to anointing Palin, on invading and
infiltrating society and government are not aberrations. They reveal the disturbing ideology of a growing and powerful religio-political
movement in the U.S. and around the world.
--In the 1990s, a missions and church growth expert named C. Peter Wagner found a way to coalesce these activities into an organized
structure now called the New Apostolic Reformation. His colleague, George Otis, Jr. simultaneously developed the Sentinel Group
which has produced the series of Transformation videos and resulting Transformations organizations promoting these spiritual
warfare ideas. The videos have been a major factor in the global promotion of "prayer warrior" networks specifically linked to these
efforts.
The franchise has been so successful that the "Transformations brand" has a distinct meaning to many worldwide. The videos, which
have been used as the central teaching tool of the movement for nearly a decade, reveal not just another grandiose program of global
evangelizing -- but an explicitly theocratic political movement of consequence in a number of countries - including the United States.
There are Transformation-related groups in almost every state and every major city.
--The video series glorifies the movement towards theocratic governance, real or imagined, in Uganda, Fiji, Colombia, and Guatemala, as
well as the U.S. They are used as a tool for building "Transformations" brand organizations that in turn glorify the concept of
authoritarian religious social engineering. The "stars" of these videos have already played a role in promoting witch hunts in Africa,
endorsing death squads in Guatemala, the de-Catholicizing of Brazil, and the mythology
of miraculous curing of AIDS in Uganda. The Transformations promote a complete merger of church and state and offer a glimpse of
the "Kingdom" to come, when the world is purged of all other religion, and "Spirit-filled, born again" Christians take control of the
leadership of all societal and government institutions.
In case this sounds esoteric and far away, it is important to underscore that this movement is influential and powerful enough to have
encompassed not only the Governor of Alaska, but also Ted Haggard, the now disgraced but once nationally renowned head of the

National Association of Evangelicals. These leaders are not the exceptions, but the rule, as the movement comprises hundreds of
organizations and thousands of churches across the country. Their activities fly under the radar of popular media by operating through
hundreds of stealth evangelizing programs, with the goal of fulfilling this dream. However, the movement is currently receiving more
scrutiny due to the revelation of the anointing ceremony of Sarah Palin by Thomas Muthee and other ties between Palin and the New
Apostolic Reformation.
--The New Apostolic Reformation is the name of an emerging international phenomenon that has sources in Pentecostal and
Charismatic Christianity, but has now become a distinct entity. The movement and its precedents are also referred to as the "Third
Wave" or "Joel's Army." The Transformations videos serve as a media tool to market the worldview of the New Apostolic
Reformation.
The New Apostolic Reformation was formed as an institution through the efforts of C. Peter Wagner. More details on the history of
this movement are in the section "Sources of the Transformations." Wagner has developed a network of 500 Apostles, most with
Apostolic networks of their own over which they have authority. In addition to this structure there is a national and international
structure of "prayer warriors" overseen by Apostles. Initially named the Spiritual Warfare Network, this structure has been renamed
twice, first to the United States Strategic Prayer Network (USSPN), and again recently to the United States Global Apostolic Prayer
Network (USGAPN). There is also an international network under the authority of Wagner. Additionally other "prayer warrior" groups
have been formed for specific purposes such as the Governmental Apostolic Prayer Alliance, under Apostle Chuck Pierce, and the
Reformation Prayer Network under the authority of Apostle Cindy Jacobs. These groups along with the Transform Nations, Transform
World, and other "transforming" franchises, have organized the "prayer warriors" to pursue the agenda demonstrated in the
Transformations videos.
--Another well-developed idea that is prophesied throughout the movement is a civil war in the church in order to purify it for the end
times.
The videos and related books have introduced an entire vocabulary based on spiritual warfare. Some of the terms are familiar but
they take on new meaning in this context, and are concepts that would have been unthinkable in most conservative evangelical
denominations thirty years ago. There are different levels of spiritual warfare including ground level, occult level, and strategic level.
There are names and categories for the territorial spirits. Strategic level territorial warfare is the encounter of demons whose power
controls entire cities or cultures. The enemy to be bound is the demonic stronghold or strongman. Spiritual mapping is the scouting and
detailed mapping of the territory to document the sources of demons and generational curses. This exercise is conducted on foot, block
by block, through communities. Gates and portals through which demons gain access are of particular significance. The participants are
anointed by God for different assignments such as Watchmen and Intercessors, and the ability to see the location of demons. The
outpouring of these spiritual gifts or powers provides the recipient with the tools used to accomplish the mission of conquest.
Who has not been subjected to this?!!
The worst part was that I really thought it was Biblical – I had only been saved for a few years – and it was pastors who led the
whole thing! What would you think?
--The "Transformations" are a series of videos and DVDs produced by The Sentinel Group, the media arm of the New Apostolic
Reformation. The videos are marketed and presented through churches and ministries as documentaries despite the fictional nature
and inaccurate material in the productions. The first video featuring Thomas Muthee was produced in 1999. Since its debut there have
been eight more videos in the series.
The Significance of Muthee's Anointing of Sarah Palin
Below: internationally-celebrated witch-fighter, star of "Transformations" brand, East Africa Spiritual Warfare Network Director Thomas
Muthee, along with Wasilla Assembly of God head Pastor Ed Kalnins and Crossroads Community Church pastor Phil Markwardt, anoints
and blesses Sarah Palin, as a political leader, on October 16, 2005. Little more than a year later, in November 2006, Palin was elected
governor of Alaska.
Widely distributed video from a Wasilla Assembly of God service in 2005 shows the anointing ceremony of Sarah Palin by Thomas
Muthee. At that time Muthee had already made his name as a star of the Transformations movies, including Transformations I and "The
Quickening," and had been propelled by his Transformations fame into major leadership positions in both the U.S. and Africa. Palin also
knew of Thomas Muthee's fame and purpose since, according to an Associated Press article, she had viewed the video long prior to her
anointing ceremony.
Before Palin is called forward for her anointing by Muthee and the other two pastors, Ed Kalnins, and Phil Markwardt, Muthee refers to
her by name and then says,
"When we talk about transformation of a community,
we are talking about God invading seven areas of society."
= Seven Mountains!
Muthee then repeats this again,
"When we talk about transformation of a community, it is where we seek
God's Kingdom and infiltrate and influence seven areas of our society." = Seven Mountains!
Muthee goes on to discuss the seven "Kingdoms" or areas. He includes spiritual, economic, political, education, media, and then politics
again. While Muthee jumbles the categories a bit in this introduction to Palin's anointing, he is clearly referring to the seven
"Kingdoms" or mountains of the New Apostolic Reformation's "Seven Mountain Strategy" for taking control of American society and
government. (link to the official video on the Seven Mountains Strategy.)

--(Link to the book: http://books.google.com/books/about/World_Christian_trends_AD_30_AD_2200.html?id=IMRsJ1gnIYkC - World Christian Trends)

--The New Apostolic Reformation is a subset of the Neocharismatic Renewal Group category above which has over 295 million adherents.
However, the New Apostolic Reformation is increasingly drawing from other denominations.

For further information about Transformation Videos och NAR’s spreading, watch the DVD-serie:
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/nardvd.html - The New Apostolic Reformation - What is it and where is it going?
NAR = New Apostolic Reformation, used to be called NOLR = New Order of Latter Rain...
Did you know that NOLR/NAR;
“provides a “Spiritual Covering” through Wagner’s Int’l Coalition of Apostles (ICA) to 1000s of churches and their duped leaders” ?
http://truthspeaker.wordpress.com/2009/01/28/encountering-nolr-new-order-of-latter-rain-sidewalk-dream-interpreters/
The above NAR DVD-series is long but contains very important information about NAR, Peter Wagner and his "Team of Prophets."
Here you can see and hear what they teach and stand for – unbiblical doctrines!
They also address how spread NAR is – right into the "Global Prayer Network"... such as Hans Marklund is the head of in Sweden...
Yes, this comes from the Apostolic and Prophet Movement NOLR / NAR / ICA – alias Peter Wagner!

http://www.alternet.org/news/145796/ - Heads Up: Prayer Warriors and Sarah Palin Are Organizing Spiritual
Warfare to Take Over America - AlterNet / By Bill Berkowitz
The New Apostolic Reformation, the largest religious movement you've never heard of, aims to take control of communities through
'prayer warriors.'

- Sarah Palin's Seven Mountains YouTube!
.....................................................................................................
As we read in PDF #3, C. Peter Wagner wrote an ”update” about NAR on the new website ”Global Spheres”... in an
”defense attempt”... when considering all the fuss in the media about Sarah Palin... and the 7 Mountains…
Here is another excerpt that was also interesting to find out:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=Xges7mFi6iY

Other names of this movement which are more or less synonymous with NAR have been “Neopentecostal,”
“Neocharismatic,” “Independent,” or “Nondenominational.”
- - - The reason behind this is that, whereas denominations are legal structures, the NAR is a relational structure.
Everyone is related to, or aligned, with an apostle or apostles. This alignment is voluntary. There is no legal tie
that binds it. In fact, some have dual alignment or multiple alignment. Apostles are not in competition with each
other, they are in cahoots. They do not seek the best for themselves, but for those who choose to align with them.
If the spotlight comes on them, they will accept it, but they do not seek it.

As I’ve lived in the U.S. for many years, I have many times wondered about "Nondenominational"...
I have said and thought that even if they do not belong to a denomination – they must have an "origin"...
FINALLY I got my answer! They are "more or less synonymous with the NAR"! INTERESTING!
.....................................................................................................
http://herescope.blogspot.com/2007/06/neo-kuyperian-spheres.html - Neo-Kuyperian Spheres Thursday, June 28, 2007
"These seven spheres of influence will help us shape societies for Christ."
- Loren Cunningham, Winning God's Way, (YWAM, 1988), p. 134 Broken link!
Did Loren Cunningham and Bill Bright just happen to have corresponding spiritual experiences where God told them a new way to make disciples
of all nations, as described in the previous post? Did God really give them a vision of "categories of society" that were to be the church's "seven
spheres of influence"? Or, perhaps, were they exposed to the teachings of Abraham Kuyper? The latter is a more likely scenario since Kuyper is
behind the modern concept of "spheres." Bright may have been exposed to Kuyper's teachings while a student at Princeton Theological Seminary,
(http://www.ptsem.edu/) which now houses the Abraham Kuyper Center for Public Theology.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loren_Cunningham - Making Jesus Lord, YWAM Publishing, 1989. ISBN 1-57658-012-1
(first published under the title: Winning God's Way)

The concept of "spheres" cannot be separated from Kuyper's ideas about "common grace." Wikipedia defines "sphere sovereignty" as:
"In Neo-Calvinism, sphere sovereignty means that each sphere of life has its own distinct responsibilities and authority or
competence, and stands equal to other spheres of life. Sphere sovereignty is an idea that God created new order and that

everything is under the sphere of God's control. This includes education, the Church, the State, agriculture, economic enterprises,
the family, and the arts. It insists that creational boundaries, and historical differentiation, be affirmed and respected."
It is worth looking at that link to Neo-Calvinism in the quotation above, which gives a good summary of the tenets of this modern movement.
Take note of the fact that Chuck Colson and Nancy Pearcey's book How Now Shall We Live (Tyndale, 1999) is cited as a key resource in
articulating this movement. This blog (3/10/06) wrote about Colson's new "worldview" project with Rick Warren. In the description of NeoCalvinism Richard Mouw is cited as a reference. Although most people think of this movement as emanating from Calvinism, where it has indeed
taken root and flourished, it has been Fuller Theological Seminary, where Mouw has been president, where these doctrines have taken on a life of
their own, and been taught to several generations of evangelical students. The effect of this has permeated throughout the evangelical world.
C Peter Wagner has worked as professor at Fuller Theological Seminary for 30 years!!!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C._Peter_Wagner - He then served for thirty years (1971 to 2001) as Professor of Church Growth at the Fuller Theological
Seminary School of World Missions until his retirement in 2001.

--Charles Colson thinks that the cooperation of evangelicals and Roman Catholics in building a culture informed by a biblical worldview can yet, by
the power of common grace, win the culture wars and redeem the culture. In the face of the pessimism that concludes that evangelicals have lost
the culture war, Colson is optimistic...
Regarding Charles Colson: https://www.prisonfellowship.org/why-pf/why-does-pf-exist/297 and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Colson

.....................................................................................................
http://news4themasses.wordpress.com/purpose-driven-warning-signs/ - Purpose Driven Warning Signs
Is Your Church Going Purpose Driven? How Can You tell?
“Seeker Sensitive Vs. Emergent”
I know the difference, do you? The simplest way to break it down is this: They (Purpose Driven & Emerging/Emergent) are both False
teachings that lead to a False Gospel taught by False Teachers who are they themselves deceived and/or are deceiving others along
with it. It is your responsibility as a Christian to be wise and prudent.

.........................................................................................
Now when we have seen what "Marketplace Movement" and "7 Mountains" means... where it comes from – who is
behind it... and their agenda and goals...
...it is very troubling to know that there was a Day of Prayer (Day of Intercession) held in Skara, Sweden in September
last year… Skara is my home town!!!
Below is a translated excerpt warning about the event in Skara by trustworthy apologetics in Sweden; Elvor and Janne
(Jan) Ohlin. They have two websites: www.elvorochjanne.se and www.truereformation.net and I will forever be grateful to
them and their zeal for Truth! I have many a times been blessed by their articles and Biblically sound teachings!
http://www.truereformation.net/2011/08/28/varning-rom-varldskyrkan-intar/ Warning!
Rome-The World Church takes your city! [The Seven Hills]
Here is a brochure on a Day of Prayer in Skara.
It is totally correct to pray for Sweden and for our cities,
for people and ourselves. But what is the text about? (the
text on the brochure) For those not familiar with this; it is
not easy to know about the plan behind.
Oddly enough, I wrote about "The seven pillars" in the last
Ohlins thought >> (August 20).
Karin Jansson wrote about the Seven Mountains/hills in
Karins Newsletter - page 25-27 >>
When they have taken these "mountains" (dominion) they say they are to create WORLD PEACE and
ECONOMIC JUSTICE. Some are talking about putting a "king" on every mountain/hill... This assumes that there
are MANY and that the quantity (all!) are subordinated to the elect (dictatorial) leaders. The whole plan will

require that all fall under the Papacy in Rome = ECUMENICALISM! (Mixture of Religions!)
--Spiritual warfare is included. But this is not Biblical prayer, instead it is based on word of faith-teachings and
which the Bible is warning about in the book of Jude.
.....................................................................................................

I thank God that they warned about that Day of prayer! I really hope that many people took
the warning seriously!
Immediately in August when I started the newsletter and filled 14 pages about ”7 Mountains” fast... I had planed on
writing in English first and translate it into Swedish afterwards... BUT those plans were changed drastically when I
realized that it was going to be introduced in my own home town... I got deeply burdened/distressed... Thanks to
Elvor and Janne who warned immediately; I felt that I could take all the time it took to get this newsletter finished!
It was all the translation, from English articles into Swedish, that took extra time...and now I have to translate my
comments into English...
Elvor och Janne (www.elvorochjanne.se) have written several articles about “7 Mountains” – but mostly in Swedish…
I won’t be translating them... but here are some excerpts:
One of their articles was about a letter written by the “Super Apostle”: C Peter Wagner from 2007
(http://www.erwm.com/ApostolicLetter.htm)

This leads into the second point, namely our goal. Our goal, in a word, is transformation. The first stage in this goal is personal
transformation because each saint must be prepared to do his or her part in the process of taking dominion.
--Which leads us to the second stage of the goal of transformation, namely corporate or social transformation.

Here is a good article that also writes about Wagner’s letter...and his launching of a
"Global Apostolic Network...NAR and the 7 Mountains...
http://herescope.blogspot.com/2011/09/apostolic-dominionism.html - Apostolic Dominionism
King of the Mountain
To see a larger picture:

http://livingjourney.files.wordpress.com/2007/12/7m.jpg - 7
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In Proverbs 16:32 we can read:
”He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty;
and he that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh a city.” (KJV)
Perhaps something to think about in these days when we hear them talking about ”take your city, societies, nations
and mountains for God”...
.....................................................................................................
Elvor and Janne also wrote in one of their articles:
Please Note! Check this video where the "Kingdom Now" preacher Cindy Jakobs is preaching about the 7 Mountains >> which is
about a false God’s Kingdom on earth, which we are convinced is the great apostasy. Note that in Cindy Jakobs’ "god’s kingdom" there
is no mediator needed at all because the Christians have now taken over all societies. They own oilwells and they are the bankers.

They also pointed out that “Kingdom Now” is based on Kenyon’s and Hagin’s teachings…
Dominionism – Kingdom Now – A new seduction!
Kingdom Now is spreading everywhere and it was interesting to find out that the "Apostle" Cesar Castellanos, G 12, has had a
conference with the Latter Rain/Kingdom Now “Apostle” Bill Hamond, and some presidential candidates in Colombia. >>
(http://www.narwatch.com/2011/08/26/quotes-on-dominionism-from-the-apostles-and-prophets-of-the-new-apostolic-reformation/)

G 12 is nothing but an attempt to establish God’s Kingdom here on earth before Jesus comes back again = Dominionism and
Kingdom Now >> (http://www.centrorey.org/g12/G12_revealingthereality_firstpart.pdf)

C Peter Wagner “self-appointed Apostel”
C. Peter Wagner explains the Dominion Mandate in as following >>
(http://slaughteringthesheep.wordpress.com/2011/10/07/the-dominion-mandate/?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter - The Dominion Mandate)
In the end of the article you can watch a video and hear C. Peter Wagner in his own words!

The picture below is copied from the video on the link above
http://slaughteringthesheep.wordpress.com/2011/10/07/the-dominion-mandate/?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter

See how spread the Apostolic Movement is!!!

Apostolic Movement Across U.S.
The big blue dots = Apostolic Movement
The small black dots = individuals

WATCH THE VIDEO OF CONSTANCE CUMBEY!!!! Scroll down a little – the video is in English!
http://www.truereformation.net/2011/10/13/constance-cumbey-vad-hander-egentligen-nu/ - Constance Cumbey – The prophetic development!
Constance Cumbey was one of the first who exposed the New Age movement. Today she works as a lawyer
in Michigan. Here is a video with Constance Cumbey, 2006
---

You have probably encountered all the talk about change/transformation in the Church. The code word of the
movement is reformation and transformation and change, where everything that is old must be removed,
so now maybe you understand that it might not have been God at all.
.....................................................................................................
A MUST listen to:

Caryl Matrisciana in a radio program with Jan Markell

>>

&

>>

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5VrTZBPsiM&feature=player_embedded# - WIDE IS THE GATE:
THE EMERGING NEW "CHRISTIANITY"
Here you can watch the trailer WIDE IS THE GATE – part 1 and purchase the DVD!
http://www.carylmatrisciana.com/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=86&Itemid=80

I WHOEHEARTEDLY RECOMMEND THIS!

and here is the trailer to WIDE IS THE GATE – del 2 – to be released Summer 2012!
http://www.carylmatrisciana.com/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=268&Itemid=110

Caryl Matrisciana was also co-producer of the ”Pagan Invasion”-series (13 parts which one of them included facts
about Halloween) and The Unwrapping of Christmas – which all have been an enormous blessing to me personally!
In several articles above we have read aboout ”Social Transformation/Change”...
This brings a ”Social Gospel”... In the DVD ”WIDE IS THE GATE part 1 it explains:
"Social Gospel" promotes multiculturalism – the idea that everyone can work
together in programs that promote social justice and building the Kingdom on earth.
.....................................................................................................

http://www.elvorochjanne.se/profetiskt/nyheter/OHLINS20-11-11.html - Keep the faith

There are those who claim that the warnings of deceptions, New spirituality and other roads leading astray,
causes people to fear and get confused. Such claims do not come from those who love Truth, of course. Many
Christians have gone astray precisely because no one has warned them and the leaders have failed in their
task.
Another remarkable attitude in sign of the times is that "we should not look for the antichrist, but after Jesus."
Of course, we must be alert to everything that Jesus and the apostles have foretold. How can one say anything
else if one profess to be Christian? Our hope is Jesus' return, but before that, a final Antichrist will emerge as
a world leader.
For more info about Kenyon & Hagin and their Word of Faith Movement, see links in the bottom of this newsletter.
.....................................................................................................
Here below, in the Swedish Newsletter, I had another long list of links to prove that NAR and it’s Marketplace
Movement with the 7 Mountains strategies has infiltrated Sweden… I mentioned about “self-proclamied” Apostles
and Prophets in Sweden who are connected with C. Peter Wagner and his New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) and ICA
(International Coalistion of Apostles) in USA.
It was in my own town that they were having this ”Day of Prayer” – so it was extra sensitive to write about it…
BUT I REFUSE to give in for “fear of men”! What is happening in Christianity today is so serious that I must write and
warn about it!
In the Swedish Newsletter I showed my research about who is behind it here in Sweden…
From the ”Invitation” to the event ”Day of Prayer” it was shown that is was Skaraborgsbönen (the Prayer of
Skaraborg) who were initiator to this invitation...
Here is an excerpt from the ”INVITATION” to the Day of Prayer in Skara
INVITATION
Dear prayer friend!
....
This is an invitation to you wherever you are on the wall and now perceive the
sound of the trumpet from Skaraborgsbönen (the prayer of Skaraborg) to
prayer at Husaby September 17 at 11:00 am, see separate booklet with
information on the continuation of the day.
...
Skara diocese is the area where the source and the outflow of the
Christianization of the country burst forth and the place of Husaby where
the first Swedish king was baptized into Christ. Husaby is also the place where
the thousand year old altar was erected in year 2000.
We perceive that the Lord is speaking of:
- Cisterns/Wells to be dug up and cleansed (Jeremiah 2:13, Genesis 26:18-33, Numbers 21:16-18)
- The collapsed wall to be rebuilt (Nehemiah, Isaiah 60:10)
- Silver Trumpets and trumpets to sound/be blown (Numbers 10, Joel 2)
- It is time for purification and sanctification (2 Chronicles 29:3, Nehemiah 12:30)
When stones of pride, self righteousness, territorial thinking, jealousy, religiosity, fear of men, idolatry, etc. have been cleared away; a geyser
with tremendous gravity will break through and give life and healing to the people.
How can that be possible? Well, because in 2 Chronicles 7:14-15 is the promise that if my people repent, humble themselves and pray the Lord
will come with his healing. See also Acts 3:19-21.

It was Roman Catholicism that broke out in the country at that time... Kung Olof Skötkonung was baptized within the
Roman Catholic Church! That is NOT Evangelical Christianity, and this alone made that “Day of Prayer” lack in
confidence! Purification and sanctification ought in that case – very simple and clear – start with "de-catholicism" (=
remove all influences from Roman Catholicism!) and distance themselves from the Roman Catholic Church and the
Ecumenism which now leads to ROME! It is very strange, isn’t it, that those who "perceive the sound of the trumpet

from Skaraborgsbönen (the prayer of Skaraborg)” didn’t hear more clearly that we are not to mix idolatry with the
worship of the Lord our God ... Purification and sanctification without confronting the Roman Catholic Church and
renouncing their heresies??? NO THANKS!
Roman Catholicism is full of idolatry and if it REALLY is time for purification and sanctification – then start where it is
easy to see that it needs cleaning (=purification & sanctification)!
WHY ELEVATE THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THIS WAY – ONE CAN REALLY QUESTION!
Yes, I join the brother who wrote in an e-mail last fall about himself being "Anti-Ecumenic” ...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Husaby - Husaby
Husaby, near Kinnekulle, is a village belonging to Götene Municipality in the province of Västergötland, Sweden.
It is most known for the old stone church Husaby Church. Olof Skötkonung, the
first Christian (=Roman Catholic) king of Sweden, is rumoured to have allowed
himself to be baptised at a well by the church in 1008.
Architecturally, it is remarkable for its steep walls and high towers,
arguably the only Romanesque architecture in Sweden of that kind.
Husaby church
The Husaby church well
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigfrid_of_Sweden - Sigfrid of Sweden
Saint Sigfrid (Sigfried, Siegfrid, Siegfried, Sigfridus, Sigurd) (Glastonbury, England, ? – Växjö, 1045) was a
Benedictine monk and bishop in Sweden; he converted (= to Roman Catholicism) king Olof Skötkonung in 1008. His feast day is 15 February.
After Ansgar, epithetised Apostle of the North, Sigfrid is revered as second Apostle of the North, besides the missionary Rimbert of Turholt and the
[1]
Reformator Johannes Bugenhagen likewise honoured.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholicism_in_Sweden - Roman Catholicism in Sweden - History
The Catholic Church was the established church of Sweden from the Middle Ages until the Protestant Reformation in the 16th century, when
King Gustav I broke off relations.
He established the Church of Sweden, based on the teachings of Martin Luther. That was the only legal church in Sweden until the middle of the
19th century, when other churches were allowed. However, it remained a state church until it was disestablished in 2000.
Prior to this, the Catholic Church had only existed in the form of independent congregations in Sweden, for example, the Diocese of Stockholm
which was founded in 1953. However, the changes in 2000 made it possible to become officially registered and recognized by the government of
Sweden.

NOT UNTIL THE 16TH CENTTURY CAME THE REFORMATION: This is a summary of the Swedish Reformation
Please, read on – it is both interesting and important information!
There are a lot of links to prove the same... MAKE FURTHER RESEARCH YOURSELVES!
What does it matter if ”Cisterns/Wells are dug up and cleansed”, "The collapsed walls are rebuilt ", “Silver Trumpets
and trumpets are sound/blown" when – IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING – they still mix idolatry/Roman Catholicism with
Evangelical Biblical faith?
It is something that I am convinced that God still takes very seriously!
In Ezekiel 23, we read of a time of apostasy when the people that had known God caused ”their sons...to pass for them
through te fire” and practiced other pagan rites. Concerning this, our Lord said: “Moreover this they have done unto
me: they have defiled my sanctuary…For when they had slain their children to their idols, then they came the SAME
DAY into my sanctuary to profane it” (verses 38, 39).
Jeremiah also wrote of this apostasy. His message was to the people that claimed to be the people of God. These
people when they came to the temple of the LORD, came “to worship the LORD” (Jer. 7:”). But notice that along with
their worship of the LORD, other rites had been mixed in that were of paganisitic origin! “Behold,” God said, “Ye trust in
lying words that cannot profit. Ye…burn incense unto Baal, and walk after other gods…and come and stand before me
in this house, which I s called by my name” (Verses 8-10). And this same people that came to the house of God, this
people that claimed to worship the LORD, not only worshipped Baal, but the worship of the pagan Mother, the “Queen
of Heaven” was mixed into their religion also! (Verse 18).
By repeaded examples then, we can see from the Scriptures that God will not accept a worship that is a MIXTURE. As
Samuel preached to the children of Israel when they attempted to worship God and still at the same time hol on to
paganism: “If ye do return unto the LORD with all your harts, then put away the strange gods and Ashtaroth (the pagan

Mother worship) from among you, and prepare your hearts unto the LORD, and serve him ONLY: and he will deliver
you…” (1 Sam. 7:3). And this is still the unchanging message of our God today. Worship and serve the Lord ONLY, with
no mixture of paganism, with no mixture of rites and doctrines whose roots are in heathenism!
(Excerpt from ”The Truth about Christmas” page 37)

Therefore, I spent much time and pages warning about this ”Day of prayer”....or rather warning about its origin – the
source...since that day had already come and gone...
But we must not be naive and believe that there won’t be other similar “Day of Prayers” in the future ... and in
other cities ...and other countries…
The Folder which accompanied the invitation:

Right hand side:
INTERCESSION DAY
I N SKARA CATHEDRAL
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 17
PRAYER FOR THE COUNTRY BETWEEN THE LAKES
In the Middle:
We who are arranging this day come from
different churches and denominations.
We are in different ways involved in prayer for the region of Skaraborg and Skara diocese.
A heartily welcome!
You do not need to sign up, but please start already to lift up this day in prayer, and tell others.
If you have questions, feel free to contact any of us:
Peter Artman: 070-856 54 89 - peter.artman@svenskakyrkan.se
Priest in Vara Chruch Districtpastorat
Carl & cecilia Wallgren: 070-517 54 03
Cathedral parish (Domkyrkoförsamlingen)
Claes & Kina Rangsjö: 070-300 20 55
Pastor in Betania Congregation in Skara
Eva Helldén: 073-392 30 77
Skaraborgsbönen (The prayer of Skaraborg)
Linnéa Gunnarsson: 070-602 80 97
Pastor inSlättmissionen(The Mission of the Plain)
Rune Hjelm & Ulla Welén
Priests in Skara diocese
Left hand side:
If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from
their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land. 2 Krön 7:14

With joy and expectation, we welcome everyone to an Intercession Day in Skara Cathedral. For six years, there

is a network, a community, who come together regularly to pray for the region of Skaraborg. The area is
important for the people who live here, but also historically vital for the country. In year 2000, several
thousand participants gathered in Husaby, at Kinnekulle, to celebrate the millennium of the Christian faith in
our country. It was here our first Christian king, Olof Skötkonung, is said to have been baptized.
But let justice roll on like a river, righteousness like a never-failing stream! Amos 5:24
Inside the Folder
Left hand side:
Not only Rome is built on seven hills
Each society is built on seven pillars (= 7 Mountains):
- Business
- Politics
- Education
- Media
- Culture
- Family
- Religion
I’m sure there is no one at this point that doesn’t understand that this comes from NAR’s Marketplace Movement!
What is special of our time is that these regions of influence is becoming more global. God is calling His
church; His people, to be head, not the tail. Christ is inviting His body, His church, to take a place in order to
exerciseinfluence. We pray with Jesus:
Hallowed be Thy name.
Thy kingdom come.
Thy will be done on earth, as it is in heaven.
In the Middle:
SCHEDULE
INTERCESSION DAY IN SKARA CATHEDRAL
HUSABY:
11.00 - PRAYER AT S:T SIGFRID’S WELL IN HUSABY
With bönenätverket i Skaraborg (the Prayer Network in Skaraborg)
SKARA:
15.00 - PRAYER AND WORSHIP
With songs from Taizé

= This is Roman Catholicism!
See further down about Taizé…
Really something to watch out for!

Thommy och Agneta Hallin
16.00 - TEACHING & PRAYER
As it is in heaven, may it also be in the region of Skaraborg
Carl-Erik Sahlberg
= HE IS INVOLVED WITH NEW WINE
http://www.new-wine.org/ AND
BILL JOHNSON FROM USA
http://www.bjm.org/home.html , http://www.ibethel.org/

I wrote about New Wine & Bill Johnson last year: Karin J News – New Wine_Bill Johnson – April 2011 (Pdf)
17.30 - SANDWICH-MINGEL BY THE ENTRANCE

18.00 - PRAYER IN SEVEN DIFFERENT ROOMS
Based on the seven areas/spheres

Strategic!???
God hears prayer regardless of
numbers of rooms!

Right hand side:
... And from this region a voice is to be heard in the land
that will affect the development of Christianity.
Prophecy by
Daniel Viklund
Juli 2006
Husaby and S:t Sigfrids well is located in Kinnekulle, Road 44 between Lidköping and Götene.
As shown in the above schedule; there is a mixture of Roman Catholicism (by adding songs from Taizé) and The Word
of Faith Movement (by inviting Carl-Erik Sahlberg to teach – who is Involved with New Wine and Bill Johnson)...
And above you can see that they based the entire Day of Prayer on a prophecy from 2006 by Daniel Viklund...
Daniel Viklund is a self-proclaimed prophet and together with Johannes Amritzer and Thomas Jonsson he is in the
Leading position of a network in Sweden called; Skandinaviskt Nätverk för Apostolisk Kristendom
(Scandinavian Network for Apostolic Christianity). http://www.missionsos.org/sv/natverk/
I also found where the ”Day of Prayer” derived from:
http://www.sverigebonen.se/viewNews.do?NewsID=0082 - National Call for Prayer 2011 – 2012 - July 15, 2011
NATIONAL CALL FOR PRAYER for fall 2011-spring 2012
To all believers and districts in the country of Sweden!
PRAYER FOR YOUR DISTRICT (1 Timothy 2:1-4) during fall 2011 and spring 2012
Vårt land och folk har stora behov och utmaningar. Under lång tid och på många orter beds det för orten
regelbundet. I Stockholm och S:ta Clara kyrka anordnas ekumenisk "Bön för staden" en gång i månaden
(uppstart igen slutet av augusti). Vi vill nu inspirera Er till att Ni också tar initiativ till "Bön för staden/orten"
där Ni bor. Vi vill att bönens eld skall drabba landet och ett naturligt samarbete har börjat med 6/6. Låt oss stå
tillsammans i bön för landet!
Our country and people have great needs and challenges. For a long time and in many places prayers are said
for the city regularly. In Stockholm and St. Clara Church ecumenical "Prayer for the City" is organized once a
month (will start again at the end of August). We now want to inspire You to also take initiatives to "Prayer
for the city/district" where you live. We want the fire of prayer to hit the country and a natural co-operation
has begun with June 6 (= the date for the Swedish National Day). Let us stand together in prayer for the
country!
S:ta Clara Kyrka = Klara kyrka = Carl-Erik Sahlberg (in the above folder!) http://www.klarakyrka.se/
It is suggested that you also begin in late August or whenever it suits You.
We encourage to 8-12 gatherings per year for ecumenical prayer. Preferably, let the prayers be in a place in
the middle of the town's heart. Several are already praying for their districts in city halls and municipal
building.
We encourage to prayer in 7 areas of society - click here to download the Powerpoint Prayerguide
Commercial life and Business
Media
Politics, parliament and authority
Education and School
Family
= 7 Mountains!
Religion och church
Culture and Art

Unfortunately, the PowerPoint is in Swedish...

Prayer: We pray for the spiritual leadership that takes responsibility for their own district/cityplace. Give
courage and strength to your people, Lord, to pray and work for the harvest. We pray that the cross should be
visible and active in every area of society. In Jesus' name. Amen.
We hope that we together can distribute information through different networks and channels regarding this
prayer initiative and trumpet call. Please, let us hear from you when you have started your cityprayer or if you
already pray regularly. Mail: info@sverigebonen.se. Already now book June 6, 2012 in your area. See you in
prayer!
For Sverigebönen (The Prayer of Sweden), www.sverigebonen.se
Carl-Erik Sahlberg, Ingemar Helmner, Birgitta Högman Svensson, Patrik Sandberg, Maria Larsson Tibell,
Torbjörn Erling
As you can see, there is no doubt that Bönedagen (The Day of Prayer) in Skara was inspired by NAR-supporters!

NARians?!
.....................................................................................................
Regarding the “prophecy” from 2006 by Daniel Viklund...
I was there at the tent-meeting outside Falköping (neighbour town of Skara) when he ”prophesied” this!
I bought a cassette tape with the entire preaching on it...
Here is an excerpt with my comments – free of charge – in red:

"I have already allowed a National Movement start taking place - take place - in cities all around.
SKARABORGSBÖNEN (THE PRAYER OF SKARABORG) ??

And I will let the powerful popular movement developing in Skara, says the Lord. And they will IN SKARA!
see marvelous course of events in Skara. I'll give My people favor. I'll give My people access.
I'll give My people entrance on places where you have never put your feet and you shall experience
to locking up key people's hearts.
K.E.Y.S ???
And youwill find favor so that you will weep with gratitude before Me, says the Holy One.
I will let this entire chosen city to be in My presence.
During certain times will you feel physically, you will feel in the air you breathe how My
Presence fills the entire city. During certain course of events, at certain times, you will feel the air is so
saturated of Me, saith the Lord.
Oh, says the Lord, oh, I will claim Domkyrkan (the Cathedral) as never before, says the Lord.
And I reach out My Scepter, and I claim Domkyrkan (the Cathedral) in these days, says the Lord.
Yes, the claim from heaven is much stronger than the claim of the religious, the human, the secular forces.
I will make a roaring claim go out, says the Holy One, and when this claim goes out; many strongholds of
powers of unbelief to collapse and I'll let the river of My Presence flow. "
”Claim Domkyrkan/The Cathedral” in Skara!
God saves people - not buildings!
--I want to party-fences to collaps and barriers and dividing lines and dividing walls to collapse.
On the other hand, says the Lord, will I raise up a powerful wall of protection for My people – against
false doctrines, against heresy, says the Lord. Yes, you will receive a renewed wall against heresy.
You will receive a renewed wall against false doctrines, says the Almighty.
Quite the opposite regarding Skara with surrounding cities, unfortunately!
When it is raised, you shall once again hear a voice in the country and from this region shall a voice be heard
in the land that affects the development of Christianity, which speaks of purity of doctrine and life.
Yes, you will be the root and will stand in the origin itself to revival of holiness which shall break forth. For the
complicated and the religious world does not understand the principle of revival, but, says the Lord, My
principle – the principle of revival – your have understood, and therefore, you shall receive, with touched
hearts, moved hearts, broken hearts - the Spirit of adoption - will you get to conquer the land, says the Lord.
”conquer the land” = Latter Rain/Dominion concept!

”affect the development of Christianity” – NO soubt about it – BUT in what way?
Influence of heresies and human strategies that are not from the Bible...
Influence of ecumenism and "mixture of religion"!
I really believed in this "prophecy" then! This was BEFORE Lakeland in 2008 and I could never in my wildest dreams
think that it was not coming from the Lord... But I was then working with my "Christmas book" – translating into
Swedish – and thought that Christians would realize all the lies and the paganism of Christmas and be willing to
renounce it... I thought this would be part of the "influence the development of Christianity"!
I even played this “prophecy” from the cassette tape in January 2007 during the “ecumenical week of prayer” in our
church in Skara and we also prayed for this prophecy".
(Watch http://vimeo.com/11119597 and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWzLXkylEho for more info regarding Christmas.)

Friends, here are some ”fruits” to prove that this prophecy about ”Gud’s claim” on Domkyrkan (the Cathedral) in
Skara was NOT from God:
- Below is a copy of an advertisement from the newspaper in Skara (SKLT), August 21,
2011 about an event in the
Cathedral – “Human Meals” – September 3 – where 4 different religions were
together:
Dean (=Lutheran Christianity), Café at the convent (=Roman Catholicism),
Rabbi (=Judaism), Imam (=Islam) – all in accordance with Charta Oecumenica!
(For more information about Charta Oecumenica: http://www.ceceurope.org/current-issues/chartaoecumenica/)

THIS IS NOT THE REVIVAL THAT COULD RESULT BY THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST BEING
PROCLAIMED!

Those who read the Word of God know the voice of the Lord!
There it says that He hates worship that has been mixed with paganism...
It says "go out of" and "have no part with"... and Jesus Christ came to set us free
from “empty rituals" to a life in relationship with God through Jesus Christ!
NOT to go back into Catholicism, other paganism or occultism!
In Your Son's name Jesus Christ, I ask You, God, that You break this "prophecy" – these words spoken – over Skara.
I pray that You would give Grace for insight and help to repent! God, I pray that many in Skara wake up and be
WILLING to stand up for Your Truth – to dare to go against Ecumenism/Charta Oecumenica, Catholicism, Faith
Movement, New Spirituality and other heresies – for liberty and purity for themselves, and for many’s salvation!
AMEN!
” But the prophet, which shall presume to speak a word in my name, which I have not commanded
him to speak, or that shall speak in the name of other gods, even that prophet shall die.
And if thou say in thine heart, How shall we know the word which the LORD hath not spoken?
When a prophet speaketh in the name of the LORD, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is
the thing which the LORD hath not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously: thou
shalt not be afraid of him. Deuteronomy 18:20-22 KJV
Lamentations 2:14 is a very interesting – and perhaps even more “current” today – verse:
"Thy prophets have seen vain and foolish things for thee: and they have not discovered thine iniquity,
to turn away thy captivity; but have seen for thee false burdens and causes of banishment.”
(King James Version)
I believe that God still looks just as seriously on false prophets today... as then:
”If there arise among you a prophet, or a dreamer of dreams, and giveth thee a sign or a wonder,

And the sign or the wonder come to pass, whereof he spake unto thee, saying, Let us go after other
gods, which thou hast not known, and let us serve them; Thou shalt not hearken unto the words of
that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams: for the LORD your God proveth you, to know whether ye
love the LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul. Ye shall walk after the LORD your
God, and fear him, and keep his commandments, and obey his voice, and ye shall serve him, and
cleave unto him. And that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams, shall be put to death; because he
hath spoken to turn you away from the LORD your God, which brought you out of the land of Egypt,
and redeemed you out of the house of bondage, to thrust thee out of the way which the LORD thy
God commanded thee to walk in. So shalt thou put the evil away from the midst of thee.”
Deuteronomy 13:1-5 (KVJ)

So what do I want to say by bringing this up?
What does it help to "be a prophet," or have "the gift of prophecy" if one ignores the Word of God and can not "see
and hear" what is completely obvious to a "normal" Bible reader?
What does is help if you can come up with "prophetic spoken words" – “thus says the Lord” – “thus says the Holy
One” – if one compromise and participate in ecumenism which leads to Rome?
I just wonder!?
A "prophetic voice" dares to go against the tide and confront backsliding, compromising leaders and calling them
and God's people to repent and to turn back to the Lord! A "prophetic voice" renounce and distance themselves
from what is clearly not in accordance with the Word of God and the things that are human attempts to “bring
about” Holy Spirit's manifestations...
The only way to distinguish a true prophet/teacher from a false prophet/teacher is to study YOURSELVES and search
the Scriptures! It is God's Word, and NOT ourselves, which determine what is right and wrong!
CAN I GET AN "AMEN"?!
Just so you’ll know WHAT Roman Catholicism is all about – watch this program from Vortex, about the Eucharist.
The host argues that Europe's problem is a spiritual crisis and is due to the rejection of the Catholic faith, and
according to him the Eucharist is the “heart of Catholicism”:
http://www.youtube.com/user/RealCatholicTV#p/u/0/YNbh9wU3NE0 - RealCatholicTV.com
Europe & the Eucharist

From: RealCatholicTV | Sep 28 2011 |

“The financial and cultural troubles running rampant across Europe can be traced back to a lack of belief and
reverence for the True Presence of Christ in the Holy Eucharist.
- - - A lack of faith, specifically the Catholic faith…”
THIS IS CATHOLICISM – THE EUCHARIST – WHERE JESUS IS BEING SACRIFICED OVER AND OVER AGAIN!
As mentioned erlier; Dave Hunt, from The Berean Call (www.thebereancall.org), has written “A Woman Rides the Beast”
where he is tracing the horrible acts by Popes in the past… those who claimed to be “Vicars of Christ”…
Please, IF you really want to find out the Truth about Catholicism – read the book!
But here you can watch the DVD – which also is very good:

(However, the book is much more in detail!)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5Ke7Tn3uOU - A Woman Rides the Beast - Dave Hunt
Are you missing half the story about the last days?
Most of the discussion of the end times focuses on the coming Antichrist - but he is only half the story. Many are amazed to discover in Revelation
17 that there is also another mysterious character at the heart of prophecy - a woman who rides the beast. Who is the woman? Tradition says she
is connected with the church of Rome. But isn't such a view outdated? After all, today's Vatican is eager to join hands with evangelicals
[unchanging Rome has changed again] and all religions worldwide. "The Catholic church has changed." is what we hear. Or has it?
In "A Woman Rides the Beast", biblical truth and global events present a well - defined portrait of the woman and her powerful place in the
Antichrist's future empire. At least ten remarkable clues in Revelation 17 and 18 prove the woman's identity beyond any reasonable doubt.
Uploaded by permission from The Berean Call.

PLEASE, TAKE THE TIME TO WATCH THIS DVD!
.....................................................................................................

Regarding Taize, as mentioned in above folder – “songs from Taizé”:
Taize - http://www.taize.fr/sv
http://www.taize.fr/en_article6525.html - About Taizé
A “parable of community”
Today, the Taizé Community is made up of over a hundred brothers, Catholics and from
various Protestant backgrounds, coming from around thirty nations. By its very existence, the
community is a “parable of community” that wants its life to be a sign of reconciliation
between divided Christians and between separated peoples.
--Over the years, young adults have been coming to Taizé in ever greater numbers; they come from every continent to take
part in weekly meetings. Sisters of Saint Andrew, an nternational Catholic community founded seven centuries ago, Polish
Ursuline Sisters and Sisters of St Vincent de Paul take on some of the tasks involved in welcoming the young people.
Church leaders also come to Taizé. The community has thus welcomed Pope John Paul II, four Archbishops of Canterbury,
Orthodox metropolitans, the fourteen Lutheran bishops of Sweden, and countless pastors from all over the world.

THIS MY FRIENDS IS ECUMENICALISM AND CATHOLICISM!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiz%C3%A9_Community - Taizé Community
The Taizé Community is an ecumenical monastic order in Taizé, Saône-et-Loire, Burgundy, France. It is composed of about 100
brothers who come from Protestant, Eastern Orthodox and Catholic traditions. The brothers come from about 30 countries across
[1]
the world. The monastic order has a strong devotion to peace and justice through prayer and meditation. It was founded in 1940
[2]
by Brother Roger Schutz, a Protestant.
The community has become one of the world's most important sites of Christian pilgrimage. Over 100,000 young people from
around the world make pilgrimages to Taizé each year for prayer, Bible study, sharing, and communal work. Through the
community's ecumenical outlook, they are encouraged to live in the spirit of kindness, simplicity and reconciliation.
http://www.catholiceastanglia.org/youth2/index.php?module=pagemaster&PAGE_user_op=view_page&PAGE_id=6&MMN_position=7:7&MMN_position=42:42

Brother Roger found his identity as a Christian by reconciling within himself the faith of his Protestant origins with the mystery
of the Catholic faith. Now over a hundred brothers from different Christian communions live together in community, already
reconciled in their differences and yet still on the pilgrim path together towards full reconciliation. For them, and for all Christians,
life together is a pilgrimage of trust. Taizé reminds us that pilgrimage is the very character of the Christian life. On that pilgrimage
we learn to walk together with all our fellow Christians, whatever differences remain between us.

In plain “SwEnglish”; this is in other words about uniting/reconciling with the Roman Catholic Church...
There are many links about Taizé on-line... I won’t go deeper into that here...
.....................................................................................................
Regarding Rick Joyner and his heresies – spreading Gnosticism to Christianity...
WORTH READING: http://users.stargate.net/~ejt/gnostic1.htm - Strange Fire - The rise of Gnosticism In The Church
In chapter 5 & 9 it mentions about Joyner: Chapter 5: The "Elite" Concept
Chapter 9: False Prophets
Rick Joyner is also a member of ”The Knights of Malta”!
Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knights_of_Malta_(disambiguation) - Knights of Malta (disambiguation)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knights_Hospitaller - Knights Hospitaller
Below is an ”alerting” YouTube (6 minutes) – which I found as I searched on Google – which state that
”The Knights of Malta” is “a catholic knighthood order – a jesuit order” and that Rick Joyner is a jesuit...
There are pictures when Rick Joyner receives his Knights of Malta mantel...
I assume it is when he is “sworn/knighted” into the the order...and received his
knighthood…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHM0vEPGWNc - rick joyner knight of malta false prophet

To be a knight of malta you have to be a catholic and sware allegiance to the jesuit
genral and the papacy and the pope - this is the only way to receive this knighthood.
Makes you really wonder HOW/WHY it is that he does not abide by the Bible...

There are so many links that confirms that Joyner is a member of this order... just search
online and a bunch of links comes up... Here are just a few of the "About 14.900 results"
that came when I, this fall, searched:"Rick Joyner member of the Knights of Malta":
http://endtimespropheticwords.wordpress.com/2008/07/23/todd-bentley-rick-joyner-bobby-conner-the-knights-of-malta-connection/

Todd Bentley, Rick Joyner, Bobby Conner – the Knights of Malta Connection
From Rick Joyner’s own website – MorningStar:
http://www.morningstarministries.org/Articles/1000014047/MorningStar_Ministries/About/Q_and_A/Knights_of_Malta.aspx

- Knights of Malta

Q. Why did I join the Knights of Malta?
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/malta.html - Rick Joyner, Paul Cain, Knights Of Malta, And Saddam Hussein
http://understandthetimes.org/commentary/c96.shtml - Jerry Boykin and the Calvary Chapel Connection

Commentary by Roger Oakland
Understand The Times has discovered that Calvary Chapel has been, and still does, promote a high officer in the Vatican’s Jesuitical,
“Knights of Malta”. Jerry Boykin, former commander of the United States Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center Special Forces
Psychological Operations, is that man.
The Order of Malta is a religious order of the Vatican. Jerry Boykin holds the title of Grand Chancellor with the Vatican’s Jesuitical,
“Knights of Malta”.

--Not only is Jerry Boykin a high officer in the Vatican’s Jesuitical, Knights of Malta,
nd
so is Rick Joyner (2 from right below).
See the picture!
If you are unfamiliar with Rick Joyner, watch one of his demonic events (for those who
have never witnessed demonic activity, brace yourself, the first time is the worst)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rwzbcMXpSQ
Rick Joyner is President of “The Oak Initiative” along with Grand Chancellor
Jerry Boykin. Remember this, as more information is presented later.
--At least three high officers of the Vatican’s Jesuitical, Knights of Malta, are part of an organization called the “The Oak Initiative”. They
are “Prince Grand Master” Nicholas Papanicolaou, “Grand Chancellor” Jerry Boykin, and “Deputy Member of the Supreme Council” Rick
Joyner.
Here is “The Oak Initiative” website:
http://www.theoakinitiative.org/content/board-members
Don’t miss this website http://understandthetimes.org/commentary/c96.shtml =
Emblematic structure of Freemasonry
At the top it says ”Ac ve
”
http://www.pawcreek.org/salty-saints/lying-wonders-rick-joyner-traveling-in-the-heavenlies

LYING WONDERS : Rick Joyner Traveling In The Heavenlies
One of his major books is entitled,“The Final Quest”. I think it should be labeled “The Final Lie”.

Isn’t it SCARY that people does not take this more seriously?!
DESPITE THESE LINKS/WARNINGS people still attend conferences and
listens to teachings from Rick Joyner… AND HE IS PART OF “NAR”!!!

.....................................................................................................

To “Media”:
Even a Christian News Paper in Sweden, called ”Världen Idag” (”The World Today”),
has promoted the 7 Mountains, calling it “The Seven Pillars of Society”…

Every human culture is supported by a number of areas/spheres, which together builds the society.
These seven foundational pillars are: politics and public administration, education, media, culture
and entertainment, religion, family, and the business world. Today we begin a series of articles that
will inspire Christians to transform the society in these seven areas/spheres.

One can wonder if they too are part of NAR… perhaps “Change Agents”…
.....................................................................................................
Now to “Politics”:
In the Washinton Post's blog post article:
Dominionism: A ‘dangerous’ Christian movement influencing Michele Bachmann and Rick Perry? 08/15/2011 By Elizabeth Flock

the writer suggest that New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) sees (Rick) Perry as its vehicle to claim the “mountain” of
government, not the other way around.

Here is an excerpt from an e-mail from Andrew Strom August 26, 2011:
USA POLITICS, RICK PERRY & the N.A.R.
-by Andrew Strom.
--"Now, another Christian voice has risen, and as 'the savior of our country', Rick Perry, the Governor of Texas. We have
heard from media reports that he has aligned himself with a group known as the "New Apostolic Reformation" which
has been compared to the "Kingdom Now"... the "Reconstruction/Kingdom Dominionists" movements. In trying to
ascertain the validity of this movement (actually a "doctrine", I believe), we have found an extremely troubling trend
toward acceptance of the belief that God will restore America THROUGH a Christian political movement--ie. man's
efforts.
"This sounds like to us exactly what Satan has devised and not in any way resembling our Holy Father's plan for
redemption of His people in HIS KINGDOM IN HEAVEN. This human ordained plan for redemption of our country
smacks of pride, arrogance and greed without even a hint of godliness. It sounds like a plan to establish a theocracy
though it will not be called a theocracy... I ran across an internet article/blog authored by Dr. Orrel Steincamp (and
another by Ken Silva) called "The Coalescing of the Christian Right with Apostolic Dominionism". This sounds like just
what my husband and I had feared would transpire, but we aren't acquainted with these authors. We would greatly
appreciate your prayerful consideration of this movement in order to give us more light and clarity on the subject."
ANDREW REPLIES: I will only be brief, because I'm sure others will have insights to share. But let me start by saying I am
totally opposed to the so-called “New Apostolic Reformation” – since I believe it is neither “apostolic” nor any kind
of real ‘reformation’ at all. It is essentially just another type of “hierarchy” trying to impose itself over the church –
made up (mostly) of presumptuous men with business cards displaying the word “apostle”. These are the same guys
who got up on stage to endorse (Apostolic Alignment) Todd Bentley at the Lakeland revival just before the whole
thing collapsed. God gave them a public spanking then for their "apostolic" proclamations, but it looks like they are
coming back for more. Once was not enough. This "2nd spanking" is now underway and is all over the media. God is yet
again showing that these are no "apostles" of His. Rick Perry - if he knows what is good for him - will distance himself
from these guys at the speed of light. But already they may have cost him the Presidency.

Each time I read this Bible verse;
“As he that bindeth a stone in a sling, so is he that giveth honour to a fool.” (KJV)
I always think about the “Apostolic Alignment” in Lakeland: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqaoskr5wlc

Here is links to the article mentioned above:
http://www.letusreason.org/current105.htm - The Coalescing Of The Christian Right With Apostolic Dominionism

By Orrel Steinkamp
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/orrel41.pdf - Does Joel Osteen Speak For Evangelicals?

Also featuring: The Coalescing Of The Christian Right With Apostolic Dominionism by Dr. Orrel Steinkamp,
The Plumbline, Volume 15, No.3, May/June 2010
Dr. Orrel Steinkemp has written several articles which are available on the website ”Deception In The Church” and is
therefore – in my eyes – a ”trustworthy” source!
Here is an archive with his articles:
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/plumblinearchive.html - The Plumbline Newsletter Archive by Orrel Steinkamp
.....................................................................................................
October 4, 2011 as I drove a rental car in Michigan, USA, I listened on the radio and came across an intereting
interview with C. Peter Wagner!
NPR (National Public Radio) http://www.npr.org/2011/10/03/140946482/apostolic-leader-weighs-religions-role-in-politics Listen or Read!
Below is an excerpt from NPR http://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript.php?storyId=140946482
GROSS: My guest is C. Peter Wagner, a leading apostle in The New Apostolic Reformation, a Christian movement that wants dominion
over politics, business, education and the arts. Some people interpret that as theocracy. Wagner says the NAR just wants to work within
our democracy to bring the kingdom of heaven to government and society. Several apostles and prophets helped organize or appeared
on stage at Rick Perry's August prayer rally.
On October 3rd, there's going to be a rally in Washington, D.C., and this is being organized - and, again, correct me if I'm wrong - by
John Benefiel, who's the head of the Heartland Apostolic Reformation Network and Cindy Jacobs, who is a prophet and president of the
missionary training group Generals International. And this is supposed to - it's called 40 Days of Light Over Washington. And the
website says, "The purpose of this siege is to change the atmosphere over the city of Washington, D.C. through our worship,
preparing the way for our legislators to function on a different playing field as we release 40 days of light over the city."
And the picture for this rally is of the Capitol with a cross on top of it, like an illuminated cross. So how much do you know about this
rally?
WAGNER: Well, I must say that both John Benefiel and Cindy Jacobs are very close to me. They're both aligned apostolically with me. So
I am part of what they do, and they're part of what I do. I have not been part of the development of these 40 Days Over D.C., but
because I'm so close to Cindy and John, I have given my tacit affirmation to what they're doing, and I still do that. I happen to know the
artist who drew that picture, and I'm not sure that that might not be interpreted as a theocracy.
GROSS: Yeah. Well, you know, it would be easy to see it that way, because you've got...
WAGNER: I know it.
GROSS: ...this image of a cross kind of imposed on our nation's Capitol building.
WAGNER: I really - I think that was probably a mistake.
GROSS: Mm-hmm.
WAGNER: I think that the message that the artist intended to convey was that the kingdom-minded people would have a lot of influence
in the Capitol, but I don't believe our Capitol ever wants a cross on top of it, because that would be a sign of a theocracy.

Unbelievable that he is so "cowardly" and do not dare to stand up for what they really aim for!!
---

GROSS: So you don't believe in the Rapture and the tribulations.
WAGNER: I used to.
GROSS: But now? Men nu?
WAGNER: But I don't - I don't see how it fits now into what God is showing us. That's a good question, incidentally. And so I don't - no,
I don't believe in that.
GOD DOESN’T SHOW ANYTHING NEW – NOTHING BUT WHAT IS ALREADY IN THE BIBLE!!!
Below picture is copied from:
http://slaughteringthesheep.wordpress.com/2011/10/07/the-dominion-mandate/?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter

This is the picture being addressed in this interview!
TAKE THE TIME TO LISTEN TO (OR READ) THE ENTIRE
INTERVIEW FROM NPR - VERY INTERESTING!
SEE THE LINK ABOVE ...

Here are more picturesr: http://centruth.com/dc40/
http://www.dc40.net/ - 40 Days of Light Over Washington
RELEASING THE LIGHT AND SOUND OF ETERNAL WORSHIP OVER THE DISTRICT OF CHRIST

(D.C. = they “play” with words = District of Columbus becomes District of Christ)
On this website you see several terms - DC40, Forty Days over DC, and 51 Days,
with eleven days in Philadelphia.
These names are all referencing portions of the same initiative.
This is a prophetic journey, and the initiative has grown (and is still growing) thus the reason for
the number of names - just like Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, but they are still one God.
If you’re interested in the history of how this journey has evolved, click here.
http://nvtn.org/VOZ_A_LAS_NACIONES/Art_page.html - NVTV = NETWORK VOICE TO THE NATIONS
For all who contribute fifty-one dollars (a dollar for each day) or more, we will send you this (8.5"x11")
signed prophetic image that reflects our assignment to change the sound of a nation.

Prints of these images are available in two sizes:
11 x 17 - $22
8 1/2 x 11 - $12
Larger prints are available upon special order

http://www.dc40.net/ -

scroll down and click on this image

to watch their video...

On the same page you can also download:
”Declaration of Dependence Sneak Peek - Chapters 13-27” (from www.DeclareYourDependence.com)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpde88j1ppY&feature=related - DC 40 - 51 Days of Reformation Intercession - 40 days over DC
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cei6xLcg74Y&feature=related - DC40 Visioncasting

51 Days of Reformation Intercession
…a prayer guide for these 51 days: FIFTY-ONE DAYS “AS ONE” >>>
...en bönguide för dessa 51 dagar: FEMTIO-EN DAGAR ”SOM ETT”

PAGAN HIGH HOLY DAYS
TIMED EVENT GATE
OCTOBER 31 – HALLOWS EVE
NOVEMBER 1 – ALL SAINTS DAY
NOVEMBER 2 – DAY OF THE DEAD

11 11 11 – 11 HOURS OF WORSHIP IN EVERY CAPITAL IN THE U.S.
Praying for Washington D.C.
FREQUENCY OF OXYGEN – EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR
…The Frequency of Oxygen released in the sound of a bell, that we’ve made available
electronically for you to download on your iPhones and burn on CDs so that every hour on the hour for 51 days we can release the sound of
oxygen – the foundation of all life – into our nation again. It’s time for a fresh wind to blow across our land and we believe all these things, and
the technologies of the Lord, will be used as one as we pray for our nation to be totally transformed.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlJpdnfwlHQ – OXYGEN BELL 333

Releasing Bell
… The frequency of liberty… the “sound logo”… sound of unity…
download your sound… the sound of liberty
This "Logo sound"...co-invented by David Van Koevering - Physicist, Inventor and Musicologist

= Pure “parrot talking” as Elvor Ohlin says! Or perhaps I should say “parrot sound”....
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4N13kh0t_Mo&feature=related - dc 40 1-1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOZUQ4FgUWk&feature=related - DC40-3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4BQUf3KieQ&feature=related - 40 over DC

= November 11, 2011

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWh1LOGj8JY&feature=related - how can we be involved
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ra9wDu8eWkQ&feature=related - RHR2-DC40 I guess this should be “song of praise” from

one of these days..??? They have posters in the background – which you could purchase in links above...
I assume that NO ONE is wondering where they got these "40 Days" from?
From none other than Rick Warren – and his "Purpose Driven Strategies"! http://www.saddlebackresources.com/Campaigns-C558.aspx
http://www.purposedrivenlife.com/en-US/AboutUs/AboutTheBook.htm - This long-anticipated book is the lifemessage of Rick Warren, founding pastor of Saddleback Church. Written in a captivating devotional style, the book is
divided into 40 short chapters that can be read as a daily devotional, studied by small groups, and used by churches
participating in the nationwide 40 Days of Purpose campaigns.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Purpose_Driven_Life

- The Purpose Driven Life

The book offers readers a 40-day personal spiritual journey,…

Regarding ”The Call 11 11 11 DC”... Another advertisement brom Charisma Media about NAR’s activities...

The above Advertisement says:
AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM THE PUBLISHERS OF
CHARISMA MinsitryToday SpiritLedWoman NewMan
The call – REGISTER
MOBILIZE
Watch the new extended promo video

DONATE
Can be watched here http://www.strangmail.com/sendstudio/link.php?M=2618248&N=14573&L=23132&F=H

On November 11-12, 2011, thousands from across America will gather to Detroit to fast, pray and cry out to God. We will gather to this city
that has become a microcosm of our national crisis - economic collapse, racial tension, the rising tide of the Islamic movement, and the shedding
of innocent blood of our children in the streets and of our unborn.
November 11, 2011 = 11 11 11
But the place where they say there is no hope, God has chosen as His staging ground for a great communal healing and His house of prayer for all
nations. Therefore, we are calling the nation to a 24-hour solemn assembly, daring to believe that Detroit's desperation can produce a prayer that
can change a nation.
Come and take your place on the wall in Detroit, where we will ask God to send fire on our hearts, to forgive our national guilt and establish
justice in our land.
Visit TheCall.com/Detroit for more information or to register for this historic event.

I travelled a lot in USA last fall...and one evening I turned on the TV in my hotel room in order to ”check out” what is
being broadcast on ”Christian Channels” (since I don’t have a TV, I sometimes check when travelling)...
On TBN (Trinity Broadcasting Network) were an interview with Sharon Bolan Yerby – who were promoting their 11.11.11
Prayer for Dallas!!!
I have never heard of here before – but her webbiste is called ”The Change”...
She has apparently been the host of "The Change" radio broadcasts since 1998.
http://thechange.org/ - The Change
Fullness of Glory Ministies - Sharon Bolan Yerby

PRAY DFW!
A CITYWIDE CALL TO PRAYER 11.11.11
(DFW = Dallas Fort Worth)

http://thechange.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=13&Itemid=9

- Former fashion model turned Evangelist, Sharon Bolan Yerby

knows about change.
Yes, you become changed when you meet the Lord!
But, unfortunately, with her 11:11:11 involvement it seems that she is one of NARS 'Change Agents'…
Even in Sweden they encouraged 11 11 11 Prayer:
From: http://www.tidenstecken.se/

11-11-11 The Global Day of Worship
If clicking on this title to the right you come here:

http://www.globaldayofworship.com/index.php

12-12-12
Find out more
Save the date for the second annual
Global Day of Worship (GDW) will be
held on December 12, 2012 (12 -12-12).

Live Worship
Click here to watch the 11-11-11 Worship Feed
(One had to register in order to be able to see !)

One LORD – 24 Time Zones – countless Worshippers!

The Global Day of Worship (GDW) is a call for a unified,
global worship movement to see the name of Jesus Christ lifted up throughout the earth. It will be a day that will unify many denominations
within the body of Christ while embracing and celebrating the differences in our expressions of love for Jesus Christ. Through a unified, celebration
and adoration of the name of Jesus, the world will see that we are His disciples.

(Note the choice of words - "adoration" is a typical Catholic words, for example "Eucharistic Adoration" = Eucharistic Adoration)
Join us on November 11, 2011 - from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. in each time zone - for a wave of worship and adoration that will span the globe and
unite all believers as one body. Utilizing 24 time zones, we will agree with and join the 24 elders, spoken of in Revelation 4, who are already
worshiping Jesus around the throne. It is when the worship of heaven meets the worship of earth that spiritual climates of nations will shift as
we serve faithfully here and now in preparation for His return.
What the Global Day of Worship Is
On this day, we will not to focus on asking, or petitioning the Lord. We will simply gaze upon His beauty, thank Him for His love, and declare His
attributes and goodness in our lives, families, communities and nations.
We can worship Jesus through reflective expressions of love or loud, joyful celebration. We can sing hymns and choruses or engage in freeflowing passionate worship. We were all created to love Jesus, and this event will allow us to uniquely express our love to Him in unity around the
globe.
On our website, we will stream live venues in each time zone ranging from small house gatherings of families to larger events.
Join us in this global celebration and adoration of Jesus!
John 12:32 "But I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to myself."

I WONDER IF THIS "GLOBAL DAY OF WORSHIP” IS RELATED TO "GLOBAL DAY OF PRAYER"...?
PERHAPS IT’S THE SAME PEOPLE BEHIND...? JUST A THOUGHT – BUT IT WOULD BE INTERESTING TO FIND OUT...

There are so many links about ”Global” on the internat....
In another Swedish Christian Newspaper, called Dagen, wrote about 11-11-11...
http://www.dagen.se/dagen/article.aspx?id=284886 – The Global week – in a church near you
The theme of the week is migration, and churches around the country will be a part in a corner.
Behind the event is Sveriges kristna råd (SKR) (= The Christian Council of Sweden) and Svenska missionsrådet (SMR)
(the Swedish Mission Council). They have developed a base material which they spread to the congregations/parishes. - - George Joseph of the Catholic aid organization Caritas is one of those who will participate. - - - The Churches global
week is an annual event organized by the Christian Council of Sweden and the Swedish Mission Council, in collaboration
with several Christian organizations.

A base material... HOW you should pray? One is not allowed to be led by God’s Holy Spirit...? Just wondering...
Catholic aid organization... Don’t we have any Evangelical aid organizations in Sweden?
CAN YOU SEE HOW THEY ”INTERWEAVE/INFILTRATE” THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH WITH THE
EVANGELICAL DENOMINATIONS!
Here is a Swedish blog who observed an English article about 11 11 11:
http://profetiskt.blogspot.com/2011/11/111111.html - Judy Bauman - 11/11/11 prophetic word
She cites various Bible passages, chapter 11 and verse 11...to bringout an urgent message... which may be true...
Do not know who Judy Bauman is, but she links to several articles by Johnny Enlow http://www.thefathersloveim.org/gems_from_others
who together with Lance Wallnau – are two of Os Hillman key Change Agents!
And she links to http://www.daystaratlanta.org/ which offers:
”Daystar 7M - SEVEN MOUNTAIN SCHOOL” http://www.daystar7mschool.org/ - Equipping Nation Reformers
So she is very likely a NARian also... and therefore I must advise to dismiss her "prophetic word" – no matter how
many "good" Bible verses she has cited! It is possible to "get together" similar messages with other dates as well!
This is not the way we should read God's Word – hand picked Bible verses... We are to read the WHOLE counsel of God
– with the Bible verses in their context!
I guess there needs no further comments...
BUT I must point out that it was not just "Christians" who called for meetings on 11 11 11 and who believe that it is
a significant date:
(same for 08 08 08 and 07 07 07/Lou Engle who was mentioned earlier in this letter)
(if you add 11 +11 +11 = you get the number 33...)
These are titles I found when I Googled "11 11 11 significance" – about 25,270,000,000 results came up!
 11.11.11 Opening Of The Portal Of The Divine
 EGYPT The 11:11:11 Gateway into 2012






11.11.11 Angelic Higher Self Activation SOLARA AN-RA
11.11.11 ~ The Second Wave ~ The Divine I AM
11 11 Phenomenon | Spiritual 11-11-11 & Winter Solstice 21-12-2012
Galactic Alignment 2012 - The 11:11 Winter Solstice of 21-12-2012 - THE DIGITAL SIGNIFICANCE of the WINTER
SOLSTICE of 2012

Please note – these above are from New Age websites – I am not going to link to them...
But here below is a Swedish link that relly confirms that it is not just "Christians" who gathers on this day:
- Oneness Nordic GLOBAL AFRIKA UBUNTU 11/11/11 - How to follow the 11/11/11 Webcast
It will be broadcast at 21:25 to 23:25 South African time, which is at 20:25 to 22:25 Swedish time, since we have adapted to winter
time. Sri AmmaBhagavans message and blessings will be broadcast at 22:05 to 22:25 Swedish time.
Oneness groupes will be gathered around the world to participate in this collective intention and blessings for Africa and the
World's Spiritual Awakening. Please take the opportunity to participate!
http://onenessnordic.ning.com/notes/index/show?noteKey=Hur_man_f%C3%B6ljer_11%2F11%2F11_webbs%C3%A4ndningen

This is how Oneness University looks like: http://www.onenessuniversity.org/index.php/about-us
Oneness, a spiritual organization, founded by Sri Amma Bhagavan seeks to
alleviate human suffering at its roots by awakening humanity into oneness,
wherein every individual feels connected to all that is.
http://www.onenessuniversity.org/index.php/oneness-africa-event

Global Afrika uBuntu/Oneness Event - November 9th - 11th, 2011
THIS IS HINDUISM AND OCCULTISM AND ABSOLUTELY NOTHING THAT A CHRISTIAN SHOULD BE INVOLVED WITH!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kalki_Bhagavan -

Kalki Bhagavan

Kalki Bhagavan is the Indian founder of the movement known as Oneness University, Kalki Dharma, Bhagavad Dharma, Golden Age Foundation,
1]
or Foundation for World Awakening.
- - - He has used names such as Mukteshwar, Sri Kalki Bhagavan, and Sri Bhagavan at different times.
3]
Kalki is the name of the tenth incarnation of Vishnu when Vishnu will appear on a white horse, wielding a sword, as destroyer of the wicked.
4]
He and his wife "Amma" Padmavati (born 1954) claim to be divine beings, or avatars.
The headquarters of their organisation are Golden City, near Chennai, India.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kalki - Kalki
In Hinduism, Kalki (Devanagari:
; also rendered by some as KalKin and Kalaki) is the tenth and final Maha Avatar (great incarnation) of
Vishnu who will bring to an end the present age of darkness and destruction known as Kali Yuga. He will establish a new era based on truth,
righteousness, humanism and goodness, called Satya Yuga. The name Kalki is often a metaphor for eternity or time. The origins of the name
probably lie in the Sanskrit word "kalka" which refers to mud, dirt, filth, or foulness and hence denotes the "destroyer of foulness," "destroyer of
[1]
confusion," "destroyer of darkness," or "annihilator of ignorance." Other similar and divergent interpretations based on varying etymological
[2]
derivations from Sanskrit - including one simply meaning "White Horse" - have been made.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vishnu - Vishnu
Vishnu (Sanskrit विष्णु Viṣṇu) is the Supreme god in the Vaishnavite tradition of Hinduism. Smarta followers of Adi Shankara, among others,
[1]
venerate Vishnu as one of the five primary forms of God.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shiva - Shiva
Shiva ( /ˈʃɪvə/; Sanskrit:
Śiva, meaning "auspicious one") is a major Hindu deity, and is the destroyer god or transformer among the
Trimurti, the Hindu Trinity of the primary aspects of the divine. God Shiva is a yogi who has notice of everything that happens in the world and is
[2]
the main aspect of life. Yet one with great power, he lives a life of a sage at Mount Kailash. In the Shaiva tradition of Hinduism, Shiva is seen as
the Supreme God and has five important works: creator, preserver, destroyer, concealer, and revealer (to bless). In the Smarta tradition, he is
[3]
regarded as one of the five primary forms of God. Followers of Hinduism who focus their worship upon Shiva are called Shaivites or Shaivas
[4]
(Sanskrit Śaiva). Shaivism, along with Vaiṣṇava traditions that focus on Vishnu and Śākta traditions that focus on the goddess Shakti, is one of
[3]
the most influential denominations in Hinduism.
http://www.enlightened-spirituality.org/deeksha_oneness.html: Kalki is the traditionally prophesied coming Avatar or Divine

Incarnation of Vishnu (the "Preserver-Sustainer" aspect of the Hindu triune Deity: Brahma-Vishnu-Shiva
http://www.godrealized.org/Avatar.html - Avatar Concept of Avaatar Hinduism avatar manifest god bhagwan kalki
Avatar - the concept of Avaatar in Hinduism (manifest God)... does it hold good?
From times immemorial it has been a standard practice in Hinduism to accept the existence of Avatar. But who is an Avatar... is Avatar

manifest God himself or a human being who assumes significant spiritual powers that the humanity starts considering one an Avatar. In the
present Kali Yuga everyone is awaiting with abated breath the advent of the Avatar of the era... the coming of Bhagwan Kalki. It is considered
that in the present metal age Bhagavan Kalki... the Avatar of the era shall deliver the mankind from the ills existing in the society.

--Who shall be this Avatar? Shall this Avatar descend from the heaven as is expected by many or shall he be a normal human being with
supernatural powers? Lord Krishna was an Avatar and so is Bhagwan Kalki expected to be an Avatar.

Do not think it was a "coincidence" that a movie was released in the
cinemas in December 2009 called "Avatar" - it was "strategic"!!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d1_JBMrrYw8 - trailer 1

Warning –some unpleasant scenes!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LQkTQ1foSU - trailer 2
http://capro.info/World%20Religions/Hinduism/Avatar_A_Movie_Review.html

- An avatar is actually a Hindu concept where a deity embodies

another entity for the sake of representation.
Apologetics warned early about this Avatar-movie:
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/?p=2439 - Move Alert: Avatar – Could Set Up Millions to Accept the “Ancient Wisdom”
Avatar has a strong shamanistic, spiritual component and a message that clearly portrays the mystical and the goddess spirituality. It has the
potential to set tens of millions of people up to be open to the ancient wisdom.
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/?p=4140 - The Avatar Gospel
“After reading dozens and dozens of comments by young people enamored with the theology in Avatar, it is apparent that its false gospel is
finding fertile soil worldwide as it introduces and attracts millions of moviegoers to shamanism.” Dave Hunt (The Berean Call)

IF ANYONE READING THIS NEWSLETTER WAS INVOLVED IN ANY KIND OF "11 11 11 MEETINGS", WITH "ONENESS"
OR ANY "APOSTOLIC/PROPHETIC MOVEMENT" – I EXHORT YOU TO REPENT AND RENOUNCE THIS IMMEDIATELY!
IF YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO ATTENDED – CONVEY THE ABOVE INFORMATION!
It was very interesting to find out, during one of my newsletter in 2010, that within the Apostolic Network (NAR /
ICA), an "awakening" has broken out for the establishment of an apostolic and prophetic government/reign that
will rule over the Christian faith from in 2012... FRIENDS, THIS IS NOT A COINCIDENCE!


Nyhetsbrevet: Apostoliska nätverket mm >> 26/8 (MOSTLY IN SWEDISH!) Below is excerpt from here:

The dangers of 'Int'l House of Prayer' and the Prophetic Movement! a note from one of my friends
regarding the IHOP end of charismania:
Click here to read the entire article: >>
7 MOUNTAINS!

In the meantime, an alleged awakening has broken out at the International House of Prayer world headquarters in
Kansas City, Missouri. This awakening is said to be the fulfillment of a prophecy by Bob Jones leading up to the official
establishment of an apostolic and prophetic government that is to rule over the Christian faith starting in 2012. The
prophecy given by Jones is believed by these men to bring us one step closer to fulfilling the arrival of the Manifest
Kingdom of God. Sadly, this movement is led by the same dogs trying new tricks. In the 1980’s Joyner, Jones, Cain, Bickle,
and John Paul Jackson all dubbed themselves as the Kansas City prophets proclaiming that they were going to establish
a prophetic ministry in every city and that all churches should be united under the prophetic ministry base in their
respective cities.
--While all of these are indeed very bizarre details, the root of the problem is the continuous denigration of the Word of God. After many
years of unsuccessfully trying to justify their movement in accordance with the Word of God, the movement has now deemphasized the
importance of the Word of God. They have gone as far as to accuse people who spend too much time in the Word as worshipping the
Bible more than they worship the Holy Spirit. While the Holy Spirit is indeed a very important aspect of Christian doctrine, from its
earliest catechisms in the first and second centuries A.D. to the present, the church has consistently proclaimed that the role of the Holy
Spirit is never to exalt himself but rather to bring us to the light of all truth which is found in the living Word of God, Christ Jesus himself.
In order to offer evidence of the bizarre details I have given in this note, attached are two videos. In one video, Bob Jones prophesies a
new “sword of the Spirit” is coming which will bring a paradigm shift to Christianity like none before. Deductively, because the only thing
in the Bible referred to as the “sword of the Spirit” is the scripture itself- Bob Jones can only be prophesying that a new foundation is
coming that will replace the Word of God. After years of researching the movement, this makes perfect sense as the movement has
frequently taught that what people need to really enhance their walk with Christ is new and fresh revelation. Rather than seeking after
new revelation, what the body of Christ desperately needs is to become more familiar with the revelation already given in the Word

of God- the Bible. The second video is of an episode of extreme prophetic with Patricia King, Bob Jones, and Todd Bentley. In this video
they talk about visiting the third heaven. Bob Jones claims to go up to the third heaven everyday.

Check these videos:
Bob Jones - A new Sword of the Spirit

>>

& WSTK-ITV - Bob Jones, Patricia King & Todd Bentley

>>

is is what C. Peter Wagner says in an interview from 2000: Click here to read the entire article: >>
CPW: I have the advantage of being a horizontal apostle, and a horizontal apostle is one who can bring together vertical apostles,
whereas it is very difficult for vertical apostles to call other vertical apostles together (note: vertical apostles are leaders of apostolic
networks, whereas horizontal apostles are graced by God to give apostolic leadership and direction to certain spheres of the body of
Christ as a whole). But if apostles don't first have relationships with each other, it's going to be very difficult to communicate broadly
about relationships with prophets.
--CPW: I think one of the hindrances to God's sending the revival we've been praying for has been that the government of the church
has not been properly in place. And now that the government of the church is coming into place, we're already seeing God trusting
the body of Christ with things we were totally unaware of previous to this. Once the government comes into place, then God can do
what He wants with the body of Christ, and one of the things most of us agree on is that He wants to send the great outpouring of
the Holy Spirit that we would call the worldwide revival.So my commitment for the rest of my career is to use the gifts God has given
me to help the development of the worldwide New Apostolic Reformation. And this (linking of apostles and prophets) is an essential
part!

Or rather; THEY – the apostles and prophets – can do as THEY want with the body of Christ…!!!

AND NOW WITH "THE SEVEN MOUNTAINS" WE CAN SEE THAT THEY REALLY ARE SERIOUS!
THEY HAVE THROUGH THEIR “PROPHETS & APOSTLES” IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES GIVEN THE “MANDATE” TO TAKE
THE SEVEN MOUNTAINS AT 2012...
The word "awakening" comes from "New Spirituality"…
ONE CAN WONDER WHY THEY USE THE SAME WORDS WITHIN CHRISTIANITY...?
WELL, IT IS AT LEAST NO COINCIDENCE!
DEAR FRIENDS – STAY ALERT AND AWAKE… BUT DON’T BE PART OF THIS “AWAKENING”!
.....................................................................................................
On September 27, Charisma Media sent an e-mail advertising about a coming movie...
”Courageous – Honor Begins at Home”...
When I read about the movie and saw the trailer... can be seen here: http://www.courageousthemovie.com/...
…I realized that this is part of "their" 7 Mountain Strategy... this movie is about the "Family Mountain" and of course
falls also into the "Media Mountain"...
A copy of the original e-mail can be seen second at the bottom.
The movie is basically about the men in the city making a "Resolution" – a decision to become the spiritual leaders of
the family to change society...
If I had not read so much about these Transformation/Change Agents which they attempt to implement through the 7
Mountains.... I would probably have embraced this movie in a positive way...
But NOW when I know that one of the Mountains is “Family”… and when I know that Charisma Media promoted Os
Hillman’s book “Change Agent” it becomes more serious and at least I can see the connection…
They're working at full speed – those who wants to get this change!
I NO LONGER DOUBT THAT CHARISMA MEDIA IS A BIG PART OF THIS AND ARE HELPING WITH COMMUNICATING AND
ADVETISING BOOKS, MOVIES AND VARIOUS CONFERENCES OR MESSAGES THAT NEEDS TO BE SPREAD TO ACHIEVE
THEIR VISIONS TO TAKE THE 7 MOUNTAINS... CLEARLY; THEY ARE FULLY INVOLVED IN SPREADING EVERYTHING FOR
THE DOMINION DOCTRINE!

I PERCEIVE IT AS IF THEY ARE SENDING “WAVE AFTER WAVE” TO BRAINWASH AND FORCE THIS "CHANGE/
TRANSFORMATION" ON ALL THE 7 MOUNTAINS...
Wonder what's next from Charisma Media... something about another mountain, perhaps?
Below is the text to ”The Resolution”:

http://www.dayspring.com/courageous_the_resolution_15_x_18_framed_print/?F_All=Y#tabDetails

THE RESOLUTION is a bold declaration of commitments that men are making to be faithful to God as the spiritual leader of their home.
As read in the movie, this powerful message is beautifully framed and ready to be placed in any home or office.
Message:
THE RESOLUTION
I do solemnly resolve before God to take full responsibility for myself, my wife, and my children. I WILL love them, protect them, serve them,
and teach them the Word of God as the spiritual leader of my home. I WILL be faithful to my wife, to love and honor her, and be willing to lay
down my life for her as Jesus Christ did for me. I WILL bless my children and teach them to love God with all of their hearts, all of their minds,
and all of their strength. I WILL train them to honor authority and live responsibly. I WILL confront evil, pursue justice, and love mercy. I WILL
pray for others and treat them with kindness, respect, and compassion. I WILL work diligently to provide for the needs of my family. I WILL
forgive those who have wronged me and reconcile with those I have wronged. I WILL learn from my mistakes, repent of my sins, and walk with
integrity as a man answerable to God. I WILL seek to honor God, be faithful to His church, obey His Word, and do His will. I WILL courageously
work with the strength God provides to fulfill this resolution for the rest of my life and for His glory.
As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord. ---Joshua 24:15

Even J Lee Grady – Fire In My Bones – from Charisma Magazine (which belongs to Carisma Media) advertised about
the moive in his newsletter, Wednesday, September 28, 2011...
http://www.strangmail.com/sendstudio/display.php?M=1455152&C=aac1d89c79eabcc22875b2bd03d1fb50&S=14292&L=4&N=9344

Your Pastor Is on the Firing Line—Please Pray!
This Sunday is Pastor Appreciation Day.
Here are six specific ways to pray for your spiritual leaders.
And in the bottom was the advertisement for the movie ”Courageous”
Of course, Charisma Media sends a newsletter the same day advertising about:
2 FREE GIFTS FOR PASTOR APPRECIATION MONTH!
Bless your pastor and church leaders with a gift subscription to Ministry Today and we’ll send them 2 FREE GIFTS!
They’ll receive a full year of Ministry Today PLUS CfaN’s new DVD series “Full Flame” PLUS the new ESV Value Thinline
Bible from Crossway. (http://www.crossway.org/bibles/esv-value-thinline-bible-1354-tru/).
Over $100 retail value for just $22!* Order Today!
*The free gifts are available in the US only. The DVDs will be sent directly from CfaN, and the Bible will be shipped separately.

KJ: CfaNs = Christ For All Nations – http://www.cfan.org/ = Reinhard Bonnke!)
IT IS ALL ABOUT BUSINESS – MAKING MONEY ON THE CHRISTIANS...
Also imagine what large “mailing list” Reinhard Bonnke will receive – which he can use afterwards to send out his
newsletters and different advertisements to…
Network, Network, Network which are helping each other to convey/communicate and spread each others heresy!!!
“But there were false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false teachers among you, who privily shall
bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction.
And many shall follow their pernicious ways; by reason of whom the way of truth shall be evil spoken of.
And through covetousness shall they with feigned words make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long
time lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth not. 2 Peter 2:1-3 (KJV)

And NOW Charisma has also a ”Marketplace Plus” section in their magazine!
Welcome to
CHARISMA
Marketplace Plus

Your online connection to Christian
businesses and ministries that offer quality

WORTH CONSIDERING:
“Religion today is not transforming people; rather it is being transformed by the people. It is not raising the moral
level of society; it is descending to society’s own level, and congratulating itself that it has scored a victory because
society is smilingly accepting its surrender.” - A. W. Tozer
As mentioned; they are at full speed trying to CHANGE everything they can and Charisma Media will do anything to
help convey the message!
On November 8, Charisma Media sent out yet another e-mail:
Leadership (Nationella

PLAY VIDEO >>> http://www.drmarkrutland.com/

Text from ”PLAY VIDEO” page:

Dr. Mark Rutland – ORU President: A year of leadership training that could change your life forever.
Are you a leader that needs a transformational change in your life and ministry?
Do you need to make a directional turn to take your ministry to the next level?
Dr. Mark Rutland believes in transformational change and he knows that leadership training isn’t something you do just once—it is a process.
That is why he has teamed up with the Ministry21 Network to launch the National Institute of Christian Leadership, a year-long program
designed to help you take your ministry to the next level. For much less than you would pay for a university degree, you get high-level leadership
training that is…
Highly interactive: limited class sizes lets you personally interact with Dr. Rutland in person and by email.
Intensely practical: each session gives you hands-on, real world information you can immediately apply to your own ministry.
Visionary and relevant: all topics are specifically tailored for the unique challenges and opportunities of today's Christian leaders.
Are you ready to really make a difference?
Contact us to get more information about how
you can transform your leadership and your life!

Transform, Transform, Transform... he must have seen ALL the ”Transformation DVDs”!!!
To read about Ministry21 Network above is very interesting!

In April 2010 I wrote a newsletter called "Empowered 21" – see attached PDF #4 for a copy of the newsletter.
Shortly after the conference was over, an e-mail was sent out from Steve Strang about Ministry 21 Network... wich
was also called in the letter ”M21”...
I immediately saw the connection and started on a newsletter, which unfortunately never got completed due to other,
just as important, news... such as Todd Bentley, TIKVA (=“Christian Yoga”-kind of exercises within the churches) and
warning about coming conferences in Sweden had to be prioritized!
I was not so stupid that I didn’t realize that after such a great conference: "Empowered 21" – being held at Oral
Roberts University in Tulsa, Oklahoma – “they” had a tremendous opportunity to form a network with the
participants and others around the world...
The titel I had for the newsletter (which never got sent): ”From Empowered 21...to...Ministry 21 Network?”
I won’t go deeper into it, but here is website to Ministry 21 Network: http://ministry21network.com/
From the video on the right hand side with Steve Strang, founder of Ministry21 Network:
“It’s a relational Network for leaders in the spirit-filled community to come together
for accountability, for mentoring, for learning, for ideas.”

This picture is copied from above link...
Here you can clearly see that Ministry21
Network is a trademark under Charisma
Media – former Strang Communications...

http://charismamag.com/index.php/the-strang-report/30112-why-we-are-rebranding-strang-communications-as-charisma-media

Strang Communications Rebrands Itself as Charisma Media
So now, Dr. Mark Rutland/Oral Roberts University has teamed up with Ministry21 Network to launch the National
Institute of Christian Leadership ...
... to help you take your ministry to “the next level” – FOR TRANSFORMATION!!!
ISN’T THAT INTERESTING!
ESPECIALLY WHEN WE HAVE READ ABOUT A LOT OF TRANSFORMATION AND 7 MOUNTAINS STRATEGIES...
.....................................................................................................
To avoid being "duped" due to the reason that they are using "new terms" – READ THIS IMPORTANT ARTICLE:
http://herescope.blogspot.com/2011/10/renaming-dominon.html - Renaming Dominion - The Semantic Deceptions of Change Agentry
“It is better that we avoid the word dominion in our culture today due to the
connotations that comes with this word of control and manipulation of others.”
[1]
—Os Hillman, Change Agent
“Kingdom solutions sometimes need stealth solutions so that the secular world can accept them.”
[2]
—Os Hillman, Change Agent
--The video, which can be accessed HERE,
shows a conversation facilitated by Os Hillman, who set up the “Reclaiming The Seven
Mountain” website and who initiated the Seven Mountain Mandate a few years ago as a strategic maneuver of the New Apostolic Reformation. In

the video Hillman is discussing the problems inherent with the term “dominion” with two of his key change agents: Lance Wallnau and Johnny
Enlow. All three of these men have been deep into Dominionism, and their rhetoric and theology have been extreme. In fact, so much so that in
the process of trying to deny dominion on this video, they are actually admitting it!
--…[M]aking more conversions will not necessarily change culture. It is important to have conversions, but it is more important to have those who
are converted operate at the top of the cultural mountains from a biblical worldview…. The more godly the change agent at the top [of the
mountain], the more righteous the culture will be. It doesn’t matter if the majority of the culture is made up of Christians. It only matters who
[10]
has the greatest influence over that cultural mountain. [emphasis in original]
KJ = “POWER!!!”
--Hillman states that Jesus will “come back for a mature bride in order to reclaim the earth” and that do accomplish this “God needs His change
[25]
agents” to “start this reclamation process.”

--This all about changing external behavior, attitudes, beliefs, opinions and values – i.e., worldview – not about changing the heart.

And to remind you about their real goals:
http://herescope.blogspot.com/2011/08/c-peter-wagner-spins-nar.html - C. Peter Wagner Spins the NAR
Technically, the NAR may not be an organization, but it is a network. And as such, this network has, by stealth
and cunning, superimposed itself on top of nearly every existing denominational structure in the country.
This aggressive networking has set up entirely new avenues of authority and accountability, until existing
structures and theologies have been compromised and eroded, or completely taken over by the NAR and/or
one of its related networks. And through its Dominionist goals, the NAR hopes that its network can
superimpose itself over existing community, cultural and governmental structures across the land, which is
referred to as the Seven Mountains.
IT IS WORTH READING THE ENTIRE ARTICLE!
http://herescope.blogspot.com/2011/11/dominion-entering-into-new-season.html - Dominion "Entering into a New Season"

Set to Rule Over the Environment & Weather
"...After the whole Gospel of the Kingdom is presented to the nations, the next matter that will confront the nations, is whether
or not they will accept the message. The time must come about that they will be either (almost) forced to do so or if they will
[1]
not do so, they will have to be moved out of the way by force."
--Franklin Hall, Subdue the Earth, Rule the Nations
--Landry predicts that with all of the "weather extremes" that are coming, that the church must learn to "take dominion over
the atmosphere." He says that "we need to rise up and learn to pray and prophesy to the wind and the weather – to take
dominion and authority over our own circumstances!"
--The new shift in focus is on the environment, which is a particularly convenient "crisis" in the wake of many environmental
disasters this year. One critic observed:
Shortly after C. Peter Wagner explained the benefits of Dominionism for society during the Generals International (= Cindy Jacobs
organization) "Reformation Day" webcast, Cindy Jacobs took her own stab at re-framing the term, claiming that Dominionism only
means that Christians are to take care of the Earth and thus even environmentalists would be considered Dominionists:
[13]
[View Video]
These "rule and subdue" ideals for "influencing" or "impacting" the planet, its environment,
mountains/spheres, its nations and its people remain the main objectives of Dominionists.

http://herescope.blogspot.com/2011/09/who-invented-dominionism.html

[14]

its seven cultural

- Who Invented Dominionism?

Dominion has to do with control. Dominion has to do with rulership. Dominion has to do with authority and subduing
and it relates to society. In other words, what the values are in Heaven need to be made manifest here on earth.
Dominion means being the head and not the tail. Dominion means ruling as kings. It says in Revelation Chapter 1:6 that
He has made us kings and priests - and check the rest of that verse; it says for dominion. So we are kings for dominion.
- C. Peter Wagner[1]
Endnotes:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecszOPc95s8

- "Apostle" C. Peter Wagner Of The NAR Teaches "The Dominion Mandate"

WORTH WATCHING!

I DO NOT KNOW WHICH BIBLE PETER WAGNER IS USING, BUT HERE IT CLEARLY SHOWS THAT THE “DOMINION” IN REVELATION
1:6 BELONGS TO GOD ALONE!

“And hath made us kings and priests unto God and his Father;
to him be glory and dominion for ever and ever. Amen.” (King James Version)
INTERESTING TO FIND OUT THAT OTHER BIBEL VERSIONS HAS ALTERED AND CHANGED THE MEANING IN THIS
VERSE:
“and has made us to be a kingdom and priests to serve his God and Father—
to him be glory and power for ever and ever! Amen.” (NIV)
“.., Who made us a Kingdom, Priests for his Father, forever—
and yes, he's on his way! (The Message)
He made us to be a kingdom of priests who serve God his Father.
To Jesus Christ be glory and power forever and ever! Amen. (NCV)
“DOMINION” HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM ALL THREE VERSES ABOVE!!!
AND AS YOU CAN SEE IN KJV IT SAYS “MADE US KINGS AND PRIESTS”, WHERE THE OTHER BIBLE VERSIONS SAYS
“MADE US TO BE A KINGDOM/ MADE US A KINGDOM”…
THE SAME IS THE CASE FOR 1 PETER 5:11:
To him be glory and dominion for ever and ever. Amen (KJV)
To Him be the glory and the dominion forever and ever. Amen. (NKJV)
To him be the power for ever and ever. Amen. (NIV)
He gets the last word; yes, he does. (The Message)
All power is his forever and ever. Amen. (NCV)
HERE “GLORY AND DOMINION” HAS BEEN REPLACED WITH “POWER” AND “LAST WORD”… SAD, ISN’T IT!?
I’LL LET THE READER CONCLUDE WHICH BIBLE C. PETER WAGNER IS DERIVING HIS DOCTRINES FROM…
IT IS FOR SURE THAT THIS BIBLE VESRE (AMONG OTHERS) IS BEING USED TO “ENFORCE” DOMINIONSIM
DOCTRINES…
November 18, 2011, Caryl Matrisciana sent out a newsletter... where there were a very interesting article:
“WHAT IS MISSIONAL CHURCH?”
http://www.carylmatrisciana.com/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=291:qaa-what-is-missional-church&catid=71:wide-is-the-gate-volume-2&Itemid=122

MISSIONAL is one of those new buzzwords that was coined by the Fuller Theological Seminary teachers.
It has to do with the Social Gospel, although its leaders will deny that.
= C. Peter Wagner and others! Wagner served for thirty years (1971 to 2001) as Professor of Church Growth
at the Fuller Theological Seminary: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C._Peter_Wagner
--In a nutshell, the new Social Gospel is the belief that the surrounding COMMUNITY is part of the CHURCH, and that the
church is supposed to be in charge of that community -- either through influence, political action, social action, community
service, acts of charity, serving on boards and commissions, and receiving government faith-based monies for community
development projects. This has very little to do with the Gospel of Salvation, but instead seeks to change institutions, and
change lives via psycho-social processes, changing worldviews, and changing economic structures.

In the newsletter were also a link to a very good radiointerview where Caryl mentions about the ”Social Gospel”:
RECENT: NOV 18 - Caryl discussed Wide is the Gate Vol 1 including the dangers of the
NAR (New Apostolic Reformation) movement. LISTEN HERE.
She mentioned about contemplative prayer which is "Eastern mysticism disguised with Christian words" and said:
”Scripture says in Jeremiah 17:9; ’the heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked’,
….so why go within myself to hear the voice of a liar when the Word of God tells me to go to
Jesus Christ who says; ‘I am the Way, I am the Truth and I am the Life.’”

In this video, Sandy Simpson explains that ”Missional” is almost used as replacement for “Emergent Church”....
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/?p=4681
From the Lighthouse Blog: Dialectic Deception: Do you know where they are taking you?
Remember the missionary Evy Juneswed’s explanaiton of ”Emergent Church”:

”A Modern Reformation Movement with a New Gospel,
in a New Package for Modern People”
.....................................................................................................

BE ON YOUR GUARD!
A clear-sighted comment from my sister in Christ, Majlis, after all her help with translation and proofreading of my
Swedish Newsletter:
"Now it struck me what a little God they believe in; He seems to have no power at all in terms of their reasoning.
It is He who fights for us, it is He that can change and transform people.
And then I thought; it is obvious they put the emphasis on business, since that is equal to money! Ugh, what junk."
I return to what the Word of God says in Revelation 17 to see ”the connection” with the “7 Mountains”...
Verse 9 & 10:
“And here is the mind which hath wisdom.
The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth.” (KJV)
And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come;
and when he cometh, he must continue a short space.
What also caught my attention is in verse 12:
And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet;
but receive power as kings one hour with the beast. (KJV)
It would not surprise me if these "apostles" who are trying to gain power through "dominion" are the kings (7 or 10) of
whom we can read above... It is obvious that they aim after a kingdom and strive to reclaim the 7 Mountains
(although in order to get Christ to return!), they derive strategies from the world and they convey a different gospel –
a heresy that seduces multitudes of naïve/gullible Christians... In C. Peter Wagner's newsletter, mentioned above:
http://www.erwm.com/ApostolicLetter.htm - he writes about "seven boxes representing seven different units" which has now become 9 boxes... there is now only missing one box to become 10... it could be NARians in different
nations... Well, it was just something that struck me when I read his newsletter and everything else I’ve been read
from these Dominion articles... I may very well be wrong – but it may also be worth keeping an eye on – at least they
do want to have power! Time will tell!
If we think about this rationally and biblically, the ultimate end-time harlot church is actually going to be in charge
of the world's economic system, and this is precisely where this 7 mountains agenda is headed. The 7 mountains are
the "spheres" of various aspects of CULTURE/SOCIETY that the church thinks it needs to be overseeing, in charge of,
governing and ruling, and influencing. From the article: “Q&A: WHAT IS MISSIONAL CHURCH?”
http://www.carylmatrisciana.com/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=291:qaa-what-is-missional-church&catid=71:wide-is-the-gate-volume-2&Itemid=122

ONCE AGAIN; BE ON YOUR GUARD – DON’T BE DUPED AND SEDUCED/MISLED! BE FIXED ON THE WORD OF GOD!
.....................................................................................................
Here is a very interesting Bible Verse – Proverbs 24:21:
“My son, fear thou the LORD and the king: and meddle not with them that are given to change: “ KJV
Do you see that the NIV has changed the end so it becomes a totally different meaning...
”Fear the LORD and the king, my son, and do not join with rebellious officials,” NIV
The same has happened with The Message:
”Fear God, dear child—respect your leaders; don't be defiant or mutinous.” The Message
I think the meaning in KJV speaks CLEARLY about Change Agents and Transformations-promoters!
.....................................................................................................

I can’t help but enclose a translation of a poem I was inspired to write in the beginning of this month…

I find no joy in writing about these Marketplace Change Agents and 7 Mountains strategies and to "name names"...
It makes me rather sorrowful – but I have a burden and I feel that there is a need to warn about this!
I do not have anything “personal” against any of those I have mentioned by name!
They have probably many times good sermons and take a stand for much that is good and Biblical, but it is what they
ALSO affirm/consent to and "introduces" or "allow to be introduced” within Christianity that is so dangerous...
They permit the Gospel of Christ to be changed!

After all the information above about how the 7 Mountains is organized and who/what is behind it – where it comes
from... is it so strange then that I am burdened and want to warn about this? Little did I know August 12 when I
started this newsletter in Swedish that this (the 7 Mountains) had already come to Skara... Should I not warn of what is
happening in my own hometown? Just because I know these people? If I did not love them and Christianity I would
just ignore this and think "As long as I am right with God and won’t get dragged into/involved in it myself..."
Should I be silent? I CAN NOT!
What is most sorrowful – are those who has received warnings and still don’t try to find out HOW things are...
They really ought to find out for themselves and in that case find Bible verses to prove and defend the opposite...
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE LOVE FOR THE TRUTH??
Much of what has been written in this newsletter is "Inconvenient Truth"... which has revealed heresies and HOW it
is... I realize that not ALL will appreciate this "truth"... especially those who are deeply invloved with NAR...

Truth is hate to those who hate the truth!
And it is first and foremost about wanting to abide by Biblical Truth!
The "Inconvenient Truth" presented in this newsletter has mostly been excerpts/links from other writers or from
NARians and NAR-promoters themselves – I have mostly put it together in one place... I pray, believe and hope that
someone gets help by all this information and gets the strength to withdraw from this and the courage to warn
others!
I find my joy in the Lord and His Righteousness and Truth = The Bible!
(Charity/Love) ”Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth;”
1 Corinthians 13:6 KJV
Let us cry unto the Lord for all these "Christian leaders" mentioned in this newsletter, who has been misled into
believing that we can build the Kingdom of God on human strategies – who has been blinded to depart from the
Biblical Gospel. LET US PRAY FOR THEM!
We have been warned:
”Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which the Holy Ghost hath
made you overseers, to feed the church of God, which he hath purchased with his own blood.
For I know this, that after my departing shall grievous wolves enter in among you, not sparing
the flock. Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away
disciples after them. Acts 20:28-30 KJV
It's not a "coincidence" that the 7 Mountains came to Skara, Sweden... the formation of the Prayer Network... New
Wine's investments in building a network in Sweden in 2009,
(Karin J News – New Wine_Bill Johnson – April 2011 >> – From September 2008 to September 2009, New Wine International
chose to significantly invest in New Wine Sweden, with the aim of building up the Swedish Network. --- We have seen several
churches becoming resource centres, now sending out teams to other churches to run New Wine weekends and training days.)

Bill Johnson's visit to Sweden in 2009 & 2011, Christian leaders from Skara attending conferences at Rick Joyner's
church in the U.S. and doing Bible studies from Word of Faith Promoters...
This is the "fruit" of "networking" and participation in heresies... and many years of hard efforts by NAR Agents!
If you are invloved in any way with NARians strategies and/or any prayer movement that is striving to take the
7 Mountains for their cities and nations – I appeal to you to repent and withdraw form it all!!
If you hear of any similar prayer movement or conferences in your area – if you or your church is involved in the "7
Mountains" strategies or other movements that may derive from NAR / C. Peter Wagner with Apostles & Prophets,
AND Rick Warren – withdraw from it and stay far away! It is for your very best...
Do not allow yourself to be misled and end up on the wrong path that can be very hard to get out of...
Christian leaders, brothers and sisters in Christ may be "godly people" who truly love the Lord, but they can be equally

deceived themselves... This is "man's way" – not "God's Way"!
Christian leaders and brothers and sisters in the Lord can make us disappointed – BUT remember; the Lord Jesus
Christ never fails!
The NAR-doctrine tells us to take/reclaim the "Seven Mountains", but what does God's Word say about the seven
mountains? Revelation 17:9b: "The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth.”
And in Revelation 18:4: ”And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people,
that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.“
We are not to participate in the harlot's fornication, but to come out of her. Do not take part in heresies!
Much more could have been written about all this, even in more details, but I’m sure we all agree that this is enough!
Yes, this is how I see it – it is written from my point of view – based upon how I understand the Bible...
I conclude by “borrowing words” from the writer of the article "C. Peter Wagner Spins the Nar" as mentioned above:
(http://herescope.blogspot.com/2011/08/c-peter-wagner-spins-nar.html)
I am continually grieved over C. Peter Wagner and his self-proclaimed Apostles and Prophets, and
those names who is found on the folder for the “Day of Prayer” in Skara – what they have written
and what they have said, how they have changed the landscape of Christianity with their marketing
tools, warfare rituals, networks and leaders. When and how did they fall prey to a doctrine that
teaches that Jesus did not defeat Satan at the cross? When were they beguiled through subtilty so
that their minds became corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ? (2 Cor. 11:3)
When did they leave the humble simple Gospel of Jesus Christ and His grace? How is it that anyone
could believe that it is a good thing for a church to sit upon seven mountains?! (Rev. 17:9) I urge every
reader to pray for them all – in USA and in Sweden! And with all sincerity and earnestness I plead with
them to repent and turn again to the truth of the Gospel.
”Open rebuke is better than secret love.” KJV
LET US CONTINUE TO PRAY FOR THE CHRISTIANS IN USA AND IN SWEDEN!
Jesus Christ is coming soon – let us abide in Him and be ready so that nothing stands in the way!
For Truth,

Karin Jansson
For we can do nothing against the truth, but for the truth. 2 Corinthians 13:8 (KJV)
Since much information on the Internet can change quickly, let me just mention that the links in this newsletter worked when it was written.
I do not necessarily agree with anything that is written on the pages that I have linked to in this newsletter - it's just the article I’ve linked to that I
want to emphasize.

More links – for those who want to know even more:

More links – for those who want to know even more:
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/unsoundbytes1wagner.html - Power To Stand Ministries Presents:
The Unsound Bytes Series #1: C. Peter Wagner
http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/5/114652/6239 - Palin's Churches and the New Apostolic Reformation
Series of Documentary Videos and Supporting Articles
The following are links to articles and videos that have been posted on Talk2action.org in an ongoing series, documenting the research on
Sarah Palin's Churches and the Third Wave. They are listed in chronological order with the latest articles first. Below the links is a brief overview
of the New Apostolic Reformation.
Killing Mother Theresa with their Prayers http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/10/20/195730/89
Palin and the Apostles http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/10/7/54010/1830
Fishers and Hunters - The Continuing Saga of Christian Zionism http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/10/2/115153/281/
A Heartbeat Away or Why Palins Churches Matter http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/25/93553/3296/
Buzzflash Interview with the Palin Churches Research Team http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/24/173435/219/
In Video, Pastor Annoints Palin, Urges Infiltration of Schools, Government, Business http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/24/13112/0816/
The Lions in the Pews http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/24/82239/9750/
Palin, Muthee, and the Witch- Journalists Miss the Major Story http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/20/171755/145/
YouTube Censors Viral Video Documentary on Palin's Churches http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/13/1538/09770/
Palins Churches and the Holy Laughter Anointing, Video, Documentation, and Article http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/11/113733/968/
Sarah Palins Demon Haunted Churches, Complete Edition With videos, documentation , and article
http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/8/114332/7479/
Sarah Palins Churches and the Third Wave, Part Two http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/5/03830/11602/
Sarah Palins Churches and the Third Wave, Part One http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/9/5/0244/84583/
Direct video links:
Sarah Palins Churches and the Third Wave, also titled Palins Demon Haunted Churches
http://www.vimeo.com/1679097?pg=embed&sec=1679097
Palin's Churches and the Holy Laughter Anointing http://www.youtube.com
Palin, Muthee and Killing Mother Theresa http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eruPRS4V0SA
Palin Anointer Thomas Muthee Fights Catholics, Witches and Python Spirits. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grrsRKP8L0s

For more info about Kenyon & Hagin and their Word of Faith Movement:
http://www.letusreason.org/WFDir.htm - This Directory lists articles on the Word Faith movement.
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/word-faith.html - Articles on the Word-Faith "Prosperity Gospel" movement.
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/word-faith.html#khagin - Kenneth Hagin
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/word-faith2.html - Roots of the Word of Faith/Positive Confession Movement
Much of Kenyon's theories are practiced, and his writings plagiarized by the word of faith/positive confession promulgators.
The positive confession movement, also known as the "faith movement," profess characteristics in their teachings that resemble
either identical, or modifications of the foundational doctrines of E.W. Kenyon. The five major doctrines prominent are: faith in faith;
guaranteed health; wealth/prosperity; spiritual death of Christ; and the view that Christians are little gods. These doctrines all
originated with Kenyon. [Michael G. Moriarty, The New Charismatics (Zondervan Publishing House, Grand Rapids, Michigan), p. 80.].
As any one of these doctrines can be analyzed at length, the "spiritual death" of Jesus is the one I will deal with - the most erroneous
doctrine of them all. (KJ = The JDS-teching = Jesus Died Spiritually)
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Below ”video” can be watched here: http://www.vimeo.com/27536276 - Change Agent Book: What's Inside by Os Hillman

